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Around The Campfire

'~ger!"
Malcolm's cry rips me away from the

sal tator I'm trying to identify in a thick shrub)
twist around. He's pointing across Monkey
River to a spot directly opposite my father-in
law, Bob Morton, who is tlyfishing for snook
from the sandy beach.

I dash down beside Bob. Across the river, "
fifty feet away, I see the movement of a large
anirnal in the tall grass beside the river. That's all I see, no matter how hard I strain my eyes
and imagination. Then there is nothing. But Bob saw the black rosettes on orange fur. Jag
uar. E1 Tigre as Mexicans and Guatemalans say. Tiger as Belizeans like Malcolm say.

Here in the coastal forest of Belize in Central America I've come close to the largest
cat in the Western Hemisphere, to the most perfect predator in its range from northern Ar
gentina to southern Arizona: T<;> my totem.

Big predators rivet bur attention as no other creatures do. If we can open our souls,
they can teach us humility; unless we learn humility from tqem, they-may not survive the
lifetimes of those humans recently born.

On the new poster publicizing my lectures (produced with a generous grant from
Patagonia), my agent, George Greenfield, prints a quote from me that he found in some
obscure location. I say, ''I'm a product of the Pleistocene epoch... I do not want to live in a .
world wi thout jaguars and great blue whales and redwoods and rain forests, because this is
my geological era, this is my family, this is my context. I only·have meaning in situ; in the
age I live in, in the late Pleistocene."

.At Wild Earth and The Wildlands Project we focus on large predators because they are
the quintessential wilderness-dependent species. Moreover, if populations of large preda
tors are present and healthy, you can be sure'that most of the rest of the land community is
in good shape as well.

We conservationists are often asked what is an optimum population for humans in the
United States or other geographic locations large and small. Monique Miller, a dynamic
staff person for Carrying Capacity Network, asked me just that last month in an interview.
I suppose I was still reeling from my encounter with the Jaguar, so I offered that a human
population is within carrying capacity if all native large predators are present in healthy,
linked populations. A country or a region is overpopulated if cats, bears, wolves, croco
diles, and su~h have been extirpated, or are in 'decline or in small fragmented populations,
or are threatened wi th such.

As I chew on this definition of human carrying capacity and overpopulation, I like it
all the more. I believe it may prove to be the best test for dete(n1ining how near we humans
are to right livelihood.

Two similar factors for determining if human P9pulation and'land use are within the
land's carrying capacity are 1) whether natural processe~ like wildfire run unimpeded, and
2) whether'soil microorganism populations are healthy and diverse. I'm sure someof you"
can think of other ecological tests for determining optimum human population in a place.
Send me your ideas at "Wild Earth and we may run a feature on this topic in the future.

. continued on Jig. 2
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It's What We Do....
The response to the Special Is

sue of ~ld Earth on The Wild
lands Project has been
overwhelming. When I last spoke
to Wild Earth business manager
Marcia Cary, she told me that new
subscriptions generated by the spe
cial issue were in the hundreds.
Thanks for your response, and wel
come to ~ld Earth. Even Marcia
is happy and wants to welcome
you, though she's having to put in
seventy hour weeks to enter all
your new subscriptions! Old sub
scribers are renewing with record
promptness as well. Thanks to you
all, too!

You veteran subscribers have
probably noticed how the appear
ance and layout of Wild Earth keep
getting better. That's partly because
of the excellent artwork we receive,
but Tom Butler, Wild Earth art di
rector, is the person most respon
sible for the crisp, distinctive look
of this magazine. I'm no whiz at
layou't and design (anyone who re
members the Earth First! Journal
during the years I was doing the
layout will thoroughly agree), but
I know a good looking publication
when I see it-and Tom and our
many artists put togethera fine one.
Tom, John Davis's best friend since
high school, is also deeply involved
in other publishing, editorial, and
management duties at Wild Earth.
It's a pleasure and honor to work
with him.

After I express this Campfire
off to Canton, Nancy and I will
throw the raft and ammo boxes in
the truck and dash off to take ad
vantage of high water on the Gila
River for a three day trip. Maybe
the Black Hawks are back for the
summer. See you on the river... or
on the trail. Happy Trails.

- Dave Foreman
Gila Box National Riparian Area

Several months ago, while Kathleen was promoting the Buy Back The Dacks Fund at a con
ference near the Adirondacks, a snowmobiler challenged her saying, "I bet you folks just want to buy

this land and set it off limits to snowmobilers and hunters." Kath coolly responded, "Sorry paJ~ it's what we
do," and that became a Wild Earth staff motto, which we'l1 use here as a headline for our staff notes. Marcia,
Kathleen, and Tom will give some idea of the focus of the Northeast contingent of the ~ld Earth staff. I
simply want to offer a bit of inside news: mention of projects under way, who's doing what, who's seeing
whom, and such.

So ... we saw a Bald Eagle and Jasper Carlton on our recent journey West. The eagle was better look
ing, but Jasper was far more loquacious. Jasper and the Biodiversity Legal Foundation have helped win
several major gains for imperiled species lately, as reported in this issue. Last issue WE covered BLF's
effort to gain protection for the Mexican Spotted Owl. The owl has since been given Threatened status. In
this issue, we report on other matters pertaining to the Endangered Species Act, as that forms a subtheme
for this issup..

Our ongoing theme, as said in these pages before, is the North American Wilderness Recovery Strat
egy-The Wildlands Project. Below, Kath talks a little about the recent Wildlands Project board meeting.

WE staff want to thank all the people who made the Wild Earth and Wildlands Project meetings in
Arizona successful. Special thanks go to Kris Sommerville, Nancy Morton, Roxanne Pacheco, Nancy
Zierenberg, Kelly Treese, David Johns, and Rod Mondt (who planned meeting logistics)~ and to Lynne
Butler (fom's sister, who has counseled us on fund-raising and hosted a gathering of Colorado wildlands
activists wherein Jasper regaled us).

Toward helping make 1993 a watershed year for North American conservation,Wild Earth will focus
on three extra projects this year in addition to producing this quarterly periodical: promoting the Buy Back
The Dacks Fund (see below), producing a second ~ld Earth Wildlands Project Special Issue, and publish
ing in book form an updated survey of old growth forest tracts in the East. Associate Editor Mary Byrd
Davis (currently working out of her office in KY) is finishing research for the book and we plan to have it
out in time for the Eastern old-growth conference nextAugust (see Announcements, this issue).

More good news: Wild Earth Science Editor and The Wildlands Project Science Director Reed Noss
has been named the new Editor of Conservation Biology. This is sure to further enhance the cooperation
between conservation activists and conservation biologists. (Outgoing CB Editor David Ehrenfeld, who is
leaving the CB post to free himself for more writing, recently completed a superb book, Beginning Again,
which I recommend to all people concerned about humanity's ill relationship with Nature.) Congratula
tionsReed!

-John Davis

'"1 Then I took the job as Wild Earth business manager, I promised myself and the Cenozoic
VV Society Board that in.my effort to increase subscription levels, I would not lose sight of the impor

tance of the hands that pick up Wild Earth to read, the hearts that Wild Earth stimulates to action, and the
minds that Wild Earth helps to open. After five months of reading your letters of support and enthusiasm, it
has occurred to me that it would be wise to try to employ your hearts and minds to reach more people~After

all, a publication is only as good as the readers it inspires.
I often read letters from people who want to helpbut don't think they have the time or the means. Here

is a suggestion straight from the galley. When going to your favorite bookstore, co-op, library or any other
place of real living, take a copy of the latest ~ld Earth. Ask if they would be interested in selling it or
subscribing to it. Exercise that dogmatic economic theory ofsupply and demand: voice your desire to see it
on the shelves. This will not only help WE but ultimately it'should help the very creatures we hope to
protect. .

To reach as many people as possible and to be effective, in this age of fast information, a publication
must employ modern technologies (much to our Editor's dismay). The Canton office of WE thus finds
itself in need of a few more pieces of equipment. We would sincerely appreciate contributions of the fol
lowing: photocopier, laser printer, MacIntosh computer (preferably a Mac Classicor newer), and ofcourse,
enough coffee beans to keep the Wild Earthlings operating both themselves and these machines.

Readers will notice that the cost of a 1993 annual membership to the Cenozoic Society has risen slightly.
Since Wild Earth's premier issue, its size has increased roughly 25%. We bring you many more articles by
the planet's most thoughtful conservation biologists and activists- but our production costs have increased
as well. We hope readers will not begrudge WE the extra few bucks...Thanks!

- Marcia Cary
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A fter a week and a half venture cross country, starting in the frigid
cold of Canton, passing through the glorious Rocky Mountairis,

running barefoot in the dunes ofWhite Sands National Monument, and
camping in the Dragoon Mountains (not to mention the endless hours
of claustrophobic giddiness in the car), the Wild Earth staff arrived in
Tucson for The Wildlands Project meetings. Held outside Saguaro Na
tional Monument, the meetings were productive, and I'm happy to re-·
port that the Project is running smoothly and vigorously.

The Wildlands Project Clearinghouse is in action (except the tem
porarily broken elevator to Rod's penthouse office), and support for
North American Wilderness Recovery is widespread. All but two of
the Board members were able to attend the meetings, and it was a plea
sure brainstorming with the crew. The Board should be applauded, along
with the various activists and grassroots groups working diligently for
North American Wilderness Recovery. Mld Earth will continue to up
date readers on the progress of The Wildlands Project.

Along with plotting and planning wilderness proposals, imple
menting land conservation ideas was stressed at The Wildlands Project
meeting. Mld Earth, in cooperation with TheAdirondack Conservancy,
has created a pathway for conservation in New York's Adirondacks
through the Buy Back The Dacks Fund. The Dacks H.md has been well
received-and many generous individuals have shown their
committment to Adirondacks conservation with their checkbooks. (We
gratefully acknowledge the Fund's first corporate donor, outdoor gear
retailer Carnpmor.) We will devote considerable time and energy to the
Fund, as we feel the Adirondacks deserve and need special aid. We
welcome ideas and help with fund-raising projects and publicity. I en
courage people to start fund-raising activities in your home regions to
benefit Buy Back The Dacks: write an article about the Adirondacks
and the Dacks Fund for your local papec organize an Adirondack walk
a-thon... contact me for other ideas.

Each issue Mld Earth's masthead acknowledges the various staff
members, artists, poets, editorial advisors and correspondents who con
tribute to the magazine. I would like to shine a well deserved light (so
lar, of course) upon another group of people whose contributions are
indispensible. Every season 5000+ magazines are shipped to the boom
ing metropolis ofCanton to be labeled and mailed. Without the hel pof
Nancy and Todd Allessi, Eric and Andy Williams, Betsy Kepez, Tom
and Lee Vandewater, Doug Jones, Whitney Brice, Chris Neurath, Jane
Eaton and Chris White, none of our readers would have received the
winter issue~ and John, Marcia and I would be drinking endless shots
of Jim Beam and affixing labels. I'd also like to thank Celeste Poulin
for her typing assistance, Don Hassig for his continuous support, Rich
ard Grover and Robin McClellan for their insights, Ray for his patience
in the post office, Peggy and Paul Clements for their endless supplies,
Jamie Todd for office help, and Bird's Foot Farm for the superb or
ganic vegetables. Finally, the magazine would be hand-written with
out the assistance of DwightTuinstra, our computer consultant. Manv
thanks to you all ~ we could not do it without you!

-Kathleen Fitzgerald

...Yeah, It Is

Splendiferous snails! Unlike John Davis, I was not priviledged to
be a charter member of what is reputedly the world's second fast

est growing conservation group, Friends of the Gastropods (FG). I am
honored, though, to be a recent convert to the ranks of slug lovers. One
can imagine my pleasure, then, at the timely response ofartists to John's
recent plea for depictions of members of the class Gastropoda. Lovely!
Look for many snails in forthcoming issues. Artists should take note
that our archives are particularly short of botanical illustrations. We
encourage submissions also of other, seldom-drawn species: spleen
worts, bladderpods, hagfish, damselflies, dung beetles, and such would
be especially prized. When appropriate, artists should include common
and scientific names with submissions.

A note on advertising. Wild Earth's mission is clear and we will
not tum into a glossy purveyor of green gadgetry and eco-pom (see
Jose Knighton's essay this issue). We do however, accept a small amount
of display advertising from like-minded groups and individuals.. Most
of these small business people are also committed wildlands·activists
like Rick Meese of Treecyle and Jim Morris of Jim Morris Environ
mental T Shirts. Jim's catalog is as much an educational as a marketing
tool, directing readers toward active involvement in wildlife conserva
tion efforts. Additionally, Jim and his staff give a percentage of their
profits to conservation groups (the Wild Earth Research Fund was a
recent recipient).

A new advertiser in this issue is The Organic Coffee Company.
Though we are aware of the ecological ramifications of coffee produc
tion, the WE stafrs appreciation for-nay, addiction to-coffee (or, as
the Lakota say,"pejutasapa" = roughly "black medicine") is a vice we're
content to Jive with. The Editor's many idiosyncrasies notwithstanding
(not the least of which is his sesquipedalian tendency), we do find John's
coffee rituals helpful in promoting office productivity. He is wont to
brew up a truly facinorous cup of Joe... as John says;'if the spoon
stands, it's probably strong enough." So, until industrial civilization
collapses (or you kick the coffee habit), consider buying beans from
the folks at The Organic Coffee Company, as well as supporting the
other advertisers in Mld Earth.

-Tom Butler

Roman Snail (Helix pomatia) by Sky Jacobs
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Wilderness,
Now!

by Margaret Hays Young

American wilderness is disappearing fast,
under bulldozers, cattle, fellerbunchers, and the like. Most of the
original forests have been cut: less than 5% remains. Most of the
great rivers have been dammed and polluted, most of the prairie
has been fenced and plowed or grazed. It is time to take a new
approach to wilderness.

First, we must designate wilderness areas based on the needs
of the land itself. Wilderness needs to be vast. State-by-state wil
derness designation has always been hostage to "Senatorial Cour
tesy"and therefore has not worked. The Ii ttle pocketsof"wilderness"

. we can create under this system are
far too small to be ecologically viable.
Wherever large, intact areas ofhabi
tat survive we must protect them as
wilderness now.

Second, we mustalsodesignate
land for future wilderness. We need
to define large areas for restoration,
and protect them from any further
exploitation or development.

THE BATTLE FOR
MONTANA

None of this will be easy. This past year saw some serious
battles over wilderness out West. The hardest fought was the battle
for Montana wilderness. It produced no new wilderness designa
tion, but it served to illustrate just how difficult it has become to
protect any land at all.

There are about six million unprotected but still roadless acres
of Forest Service land in Montana. Much of it is old-growth for

est, but in dry country~ and most of the precipitation is in winter, in the fonn of snow. When the
. trees are cut, the spring runoff strips the thin soil away, causing disastrous mudslides, choking the
fragile mountain streams·and destroying fish spawning habitat. There is little potential for forest
regeneration in Montana: with the shallow soil and the dry climate, replanting into the scoured,
rocky mountainsides is useless. In Montana,logging is a one-time-only proposition.

Nevertheless, the old-growth forests of the Northern Rockies are being devoured by the tim
ber industry: The two largest timber companies in Montana, Champion International and Plum
Creek, have finished c1earcutting all their private holdings, about 900,000 and 800,000 acres,
respectively. In September 1991, Champion announced it would close its mills and sell off its
damaged latld, clearly implying that if it were not allowed to c1earcut the National Forest lands
(the above-mentioned 6M acres), it would pullout of the state. .

Northern Goshawk (Accipiter gentilis) by Sky Jacobs
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This threat was far more effective than it ought to have been. Not
withstanding the timber industry propaganda about jobs, the Univer
sity of Montana's Economics Department Chair published a study last
year showing that if every remaining tree on National Forests in Mon
tana were protected, it would 'cost' no more than 600 jobs, directly
and indirectly. At the current rate ofjob growth in Montana, those would
be replaced by new jobs in about 6 weeks. Montana needs its forests
far more than it needs Champion, yet that reality is lost on the public,
so far.

It has also eluded Montana's Senators. Soon after Champion's
announcement, SenatorMax Baucus introduced what he called aMon
tanaWilderness Bill, which he bragged would deliver "99% of the sui t
able timber base" to the timber industry. What little wilderness the bill
would have designated was classic "rocks and ice"~ that is, land with
no trees on it, which the timber industry didn't want anyway. Worse,
Senator Baucus's Montana Timber Bill contained release language,
drafted by timber industry lawyers, which would have guaranteed them
unrestricted access to all Federal land not protected, (i.e. all the land
with trees on it). It would also have denied water rights to the Wilder
ness Areas it did designate, and would have prevented judicial review
(lawsuits) over the timber sales.

Now, Max Baucus is a very powerful Senator, and occasionally
he votes the right way on safe environmental bills. For that reason some
of the lobbyists from the big environmental groups in Washington are
keen to stay on Mr. Baucus's good side, regardless of the cost. At this
point, the cost looks like 6 million acres of Gray Wolf and Grizzly Bear
habitat. Whatever favors Baucus might do environmentalists, he made
it clear that saving Montana forests isn't one of them. And because of
"Senatorial Courtesy," Max Baucus and Conrad Burns are considered
to have absolute veto power over any wilderness designation in "their"
state, Montana.

Remember, "Senatorial Courtesy" is not a law, it's just a tradition.
It's just "understood" that no senator will vote for a project in a given
state without that state's senators' permission. Even though federal land
belongs equally to all Americans, senators are in effect permitted to
dispose of the federal land in their states as if they owned it. And with
big timber, mining, oil & gas and grazing as their major clients, these
Western senators have been giving away the wealth ofa lot ofpublic land.

When Baucus first introduced the "Montana Wilderness Bill" as
it was misleadingly known, the big groups opposed it. In fact, the Si
erra Club's Vice President publicly cited the Club's opposition to the
bill as proof that weare not the "Let's-Make-A-Deal-Club." Neverthe
less, when activists opposing the Montana bill asked the Club's DC
office for help, they were refused, as the bill "was going to pass any
way." After months of desperate opposition by the smaller, more pro
gressive groups, 22 senators voted against the bill. Yet thea ub shamelessly
claimed those 22 votes as a "victory" they. had somehow won!

Then the Burns-Baucus bill went to the House, and after much
deal-making by the big environmental groups, it emerged in a mildly
improved version and the major groups jumped on the bandwagon,
supporting it. Never mind that 4.5 million acres of possible wilderness
would be sacrificed. The Big 10 (SierraClub, National Audubon Soci
ety, The Wilderness Society, National Wildife Federation, Defenders
of Wildlife, et al.) worked overtimeto pass it!

Meanwhile, a much stronger, more comprehensive bill had been
introduced: the Northern Rockies Ecosystem Protection Act

tree snail by Mara Bacsujlaky

("NREPA"), devised by the Alliance for the Wild Rockies. This is the
first bioregional wilderness bill. It would designate 20 million acres of
wilderness across 5 states (Montana, Idaho, Wyoming, eastern Oregon
& Washington), 1000 miles of new Wild & Sceni~ Rivers, and 2 new
National Parks. It would establish Wilderness Recovery Areas and a
Wildland Recovery Corps. It is the first bill to offer hope of achieving
real wilderness.

Sadly, the big groups have opposed this proposal, claiming it is
not "politically realistic" and "could never pass." And because of their
opposition, it probably won't. The basis for that. opposition remains
unclear. Some believe these groups won't support any bill they can't
take credit for. Some think that the Washington lobbyists who effec
tively control these groups' legislative policy care more about protect
ing their relationships with Congress than about protecting land. Some
believe that a measure of jealousy is involved, and this is borne out by
the Idaho Chapter's recent attempt to draft another version of NREPA
and introduce it with the Club's name on it.

One of the best wilderness advocates in Congress, Pete Kostmayer
of Pennsylvania, for two years was intimidated by the Sierra Club and
others into not introducing NREPA. Finally when faced with the ter
rible compromise taking place over Montana's forests, he decided to
defy the Club and introduced it anyway. It was a courageous move,
and though the NREPA wasn't voted on in 1992, introducing it was
the first step toward real wilderness protection.

While the smaller groups and some chapters of the big groups were
voicing their outrage at the Montana Compromise, they were told by
the lobbyists in DC that they had to support the Montana bill because:
1) Pat Williams had to have a "Wilderness Bill" pass in order to win
the Montana election against Ron Marlenee~ and 2) the Sierra Club
(and their friends) needed a victory. (Williams, a Democrat, was run
ning against Ron Marlenee for Montana's only seat in the House.
Marlenee is probably the single most right-wing, fanatical pro-"wise
use" person in the House. Williams, however, is no environmentalist.
The argument ran that Montana's voters would somehow tum against
Williams and vote for Marlenee if the Montana Compromise weren't
enacted. It wasn't, and Williams was elected anyway.)

As it worked out, the Big 10's Big Compromise failed when the
Senate refused to accept the modestly improved House version of the
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Montana Bill. In the closing hours of the session, the compromise failed,
because the timber-dependent Western senators couldn't permit even a
little treeless land to be protected. In a way, that is good, because while
no land in Montana was protected, none was given away. It is bad too,
though, because it shows how irrevocably committed many people still
are to destroying the last wild places.

It should be noted that the major groups in Washington worked
almost as hard to defeat the Northern Rockies Ecosystem Protection
Act as they did to pass the Williams Compromise. If the basis on which
the Club or other groups decide to support bills or candidates is whether
they will succeed (and can then be trotted out for the funders as "victo
ries"), no matter what the effect on the land may be, then clearly the
big groups cannot be trusted to protect the land or to represent their
members in good faith.

What happened in Montana will happen elsewhere. As private
lands are used up, the timber industry will demand the National For
ests, under threat that they will pull out and throw ulots of people" out
of work. Western senators will be happy to oblige them. As long as
we're shackled to the Senate convention of uSenatorial Courtesy,"
coupled With the Big 10's subservience to what they perceive as "po
litical reality," no wilderness bill worth its salt is likely to pass. Those
two things must be changed if we are to protect real wilderness in this
country.

THE BATTLE FOR THE NORTH WOODS

Here in the Northeast, a!x?ut 26 million acres of forest land are up
for grabs. All across northern Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont and
New York, land used as timber land, then as pulp land, is for sale. About
half of the so-called Northern Forest land is owned by big corporations
and a few wealthy families, most of whom are eager to sell. The other
half is ownedby small private concems, who are often forced either to
sell the land to developers or to sell off the trees to make ends meet.

For about 1.50 years, the local people had an ideal situation. The
big owners managed their land as if it were public land. They permit
ted recreational use of the land, paid property taxes and provided local
jobs. Now they want out, because their paper and pulp mills are old
and dirty, and the forests are running out. Since the 1980s takeover craze,
any company with large amounts of standing timber has been seen as
having large amounts of non-perfornling assets, and is therefore a take
over target. The theory is that if the "assets" aren't producing revenue
now, they should be liquidated.

Much of this land has been c1earcut, and the choice tracts are be
ing bought by land speculators, whoare marketing promised new houses
in the Adirondacks and Maine by mass mail. For the past few years,
this process has been slowed by the recession, but it will begin again
full force as soon as people have the money to buy these tacky Udream
houses." The question in the Northeast is, will this land become new
wilderness, or will it become tract housing.

We have the means to buy this land and start providing for the
return of wilderness. More than $9 billion now sits in the Federal Land
& Water Conservation Fund, which is intended for federal land acqui
sition, but was used during the Reagan/Bush years to offset the deficit.
To buy the 26 million acres of Northern Forest land would likely cost
about $3.5 billion. Half of that land could be acquired from willing
sellers in fewer than 20 transactions. The money is there, the compa
nies are willing to sell ...

Whereas in the Northern Rockies, the locals are violently assert
ing theiruright" to continue c1earcutting the land in the name of "tradi
tion," the local people in the Northeast are just now, reluctantly, starting
to look toward a different future. In the Northeast, the paper mills are
spewing dioxins into the rivers, they are small, and old~ and the re
maining forests are spindly, impoverished and unprofitable.

Unfortunately, much of the old-fashioned environmental move
ment is still wedded to state-by-state, modest, uLet's-not-ask-for-too
much" wilderness proposals which have been the rule for so long~ any
proposal that goes far enough to be effective, the uexperts" in OC be
lieve is not upolitically realistic" and it is automatically dismissed. Like
the local folks in the forested areas, they don't want to admit that what
they have been doing is wrong. America is becoming the United States
of Denial.

A good expression of this was printed in High Country News, in
an article about the Poppers' Buffalo Commons proposal. (fhe Pop
pers say the Plains states are depopulating anyway, the topsoil is going
and the ground water is almost gone, so let's buy the land and give it
back to the Buffalo. Then we can charge the tourists to watch them,
and keep the region alive.) A Colorado feedlot owner was quoted as
saying UAsking us to admit that what we have been doing in trying to
settle a lot of this country is wrong, has been wrong all along, is like
asking us to have surgery without anesthetic." He was right. It is. None
theless, if it doesn't work, don't keep doing it. Clearcutting and paving
this country doesn't work. Whether we like it or not, whether it hurts to
admit it or not, we should stop doing it now.

So, what do we do? First, we accept that we must protect large
WildernessAreas to protect this country. Second, we realize that, state
by-state Wilderness proposals will continue to be ineffective. Third,
we accept that the big environmental groups are not protecting big wil
derness, because for many silly, sad and shameful reasons, they don't
really want to. Fourth, we support and help those smaller, more pro
gressive groups that are willing to take strong stands for Wilderness.
Fifth, we recognize that not all possible future Wilderness is contained
in the remnant unlogged areas out West, although those must be pro
tected with fervor and a vengeance. We must also start fighting for wil
derness restored, starting here in the Northeast. Sixth, we approach our
senators, all of us, and demand an end to uSenatorial Courtesy"~ states'
rights will never protect tI1e land. Seventh, and perhaps most impor
tant, we understand that denying what we have done will not change it~

and we acknowledge that as conservationists or environmentalists (or
whatever we are) the only real proof of our success is written on the
face of the land.

No matter whom we elect, what bills we pass, how many mem
bers we have, how much money we raise, how much uaccess"or uin_
fluence" orucredibility" we have, if the land is destroyed then we have
lost. As a movement, we have to try to remember who we are, we have
to find our soul again. As a country, we have to do the same thing. We
have to be strong enough to admit what we have done, and then we
have to be strong enough to undo as much of it as we can, and try to
put back what we've taken.

Margaret Hays Young isafull-time volunteer renegade leader with
Alliance for the Wild Rockies, Preserve Appalachian Wilderness, Si
erra ClubsAtlantic Chapter and other groups.
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Viewpoints

The political effectiveness of
the environmental move
ment would be greatly
strengthened ifa significant
fraction ofthis group could
be empowered by hope.

The Unpredictable
As A Source of Hope

by William Velton

Even during antiquity the adverse effects ofdeforestation and overgrazing were recognized~

and last century, "dark Satanic miHs" appeared in industrialized portions of the world.
But these degradations of the environment were local. Only during the last forty years has

the possibility that human activity could undermine the foundation of life on Earth, whether by
nuclear holocaust or by the unlimited growth of human population and industrial output upon our
finite planet, entered the general consciousness. During this same time the view of Earth seen
from space has become widely familiar: a lovely blue and white orb so different from the other
planets of the solar system as to inspire the hypothesis that the Earth itself is a single system or
organism, Gaia, that maintains the improbable and unstable mixture of gases in the atmosphere,
along with the other improbable conditions necessary to sustain life as we know it. Recognition
that we are both implicated in what happens to the biosphere and dependent on its continued
health for our own survival, has grown with a speed perhaps unprecedented in the history of ideas.
It is a fundamental change in the way we perceive the world and our relation to it. The 1992
United Nations Conference on Environment and Development in Rio de Janeiro, attended by
heads of state and representatives from 160 nations, can be seen as a symbol of the environmental
movement's success, whatever the shortcomings of agreements reached there. Even more im
pressive was the 1987 Montreal Protocol to phase out chlorofluorocarbons, which was reached
only a year or two after legitimate doubts as to the seriousness of the problem were resolved. Why
then do so many who are concerned about the environment feel a sense of despair? This article
briefly examines the causes and consequences of that despair and then proposes that the arms
race, which appears now to have ended, is a hopeful historical analogy to the environmental crisis.

One reason for despair is the gulf between the severity of the problems and the inadequacy
of the responses to them. No one knows exactly how much time the human race has to work out
the environmental problems, but many scientists agree that if we fail to take effective action dur
ing the next decade the problems will have become insurmountable. The collapse of whole eco
systems will become inevitable with the consequent extinction of many species and the death ofa
large part of the human race. Yet, environmental issues receive only occasional attention from
politicians and other decision-makers and are usually subordinate to the promotion of economic
growth. This was exemplified by the 1992 Presidential campaign, during which the environment
was raised as an issue only by President Bush's attacks upon Senator Gore as "Ozone Man."
Neither President-elect Clinton nor even Vice President-elect Gore, arguably the most environ
mentally sensitive and thoughtful of politicians, responded, preferring instead to concentrate on
the economy in their successful election campaign."Given the inertia of institutions and old habits
of thought, along with the opposition of vested interests which profit from existing conditions,
one may reasonably doubt whether effective action will keep pace with mounting problems.

Another reason for despair is that what seems to be the emerging consensus for environmen
tal action is limited to an agenda that does not contradict the prevailing values in the dominant
developed nations and does not reflect the radical implications of environmental consciousness.
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This emerging consensus might be roughly characterized as aiming at
sustainable development within the framework of a market economy
and liberal institutions. The agenda consists of accounting for environ
mental costs and benefits in economic transactions, reducing the re
sources used and the pollution emitted per unit of production, finding
uses for waste generated in producing goods, and recycling finished
goods. It is assumed that developed nations will assist the developing
nations in obtaining energy efficiency and clean technology. It is hoped
that the explosive population growth in the developing nations will be
slowed by higher standards of living and an improvement in the status
and education of women, both of which will make voluntary family
planning more acceptable. These consensus views are perhaps best
exemplified by Changing Course: A Global Business Perspective on
Development and the Environment by Stephen Schmidheiny with the
Business Council for Sustainable Development, published in 1992.

Such measures are rational and I hope that they are effective enough
at least to bring about a truce in our society's war upon the biosphere;
but I doubt that they will, by themselves, prevent global collapse. Be
cause the resources of the planet are limited, growth of both popula
tion and economic activity must eventually cease, not merely slow. This
is not a problem that only concerns the distant future. According to

. Beyond the Limits by Meadows, Meadows and Randers, published in
1992, human population is already beyond the long-term carrying ca
pacity of the planet at a standard of living enjoyed by the richest coun
tries. Yet the world's population is projected to double in the next forty
years. To rescue ourselves from ecological catastrophe, we may be
forced to confront and change basic assumptions concerning the struc
ture of society and the economy. As Murray Bookchin observed in The
Ecology ofFreedom, "We must try to create a new cuiture, not merely
another movement that attempts to remove the symptoms of our crises
without affecting their sources."

Finall y, some concerned persons despair over the question of what
kind of sustainable planet is desirable. Should the human race, having
"conquered" nature take command of "spaceship Earth" and its Iife
support systems, or should human beings, having almost destroyed in
200 years the biosphere developed
and nurtured by Gaia over billions
of years, become humble and re
spect life as intrinsically valuable
even if without obvious utility?
Mark Sagoff, director of the Insti
tute for Philosophy and Public
Policy, remarked in a lecture deliv
ered at the University of Maryland
in 1992: "'The most efficient way to
control the future is to invent it. That
is why we spend so much more to - A....,.....~~

produce valuable engineered spe
cies than to protect economically
useless endangered ones. And that
is why we continually tum whatever
wild ecological systems we have,
from rain forests .. , to estuaries into
carefully managed and engineered,
and therefore profitable and predict
able. bio-industrial ... systems." It is

* ed. note: See "Homo Carcinomicus," Wild Earth. Vol. 2 #4.
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easy to imagine utilitarian dysutopias which might preserve a viable
biosphere but would seem a nightmare to John Muir,Aldo Leopold, or
Arne Naess. I, for one, do not wish to live in a world where all "eco
nomically useless" wilderness has been put to ··profitable" use. where,
for example, all diverse ancient forests have been clear-cut and replaced
by tree farms in which a monocuIture of fast-growing, bioengineered
trees is maintained by herbicides. I do not wish to live in a world no
longer shared by whales, elephants, tigers and eagles. whose right to
exist should not depend upon our balance sheets and whose loss would
diminish the human spirit in ways beyond our ability to calculate.

For these reasons, it is understandable that many people who try
to envision a sustainable society and love nature passionately, feel de
spair. I know a number of such people who "cultivate their gardens"
rather than take an active role in the environmental movement, either
because any personal contribution seems so small as to be pointless, or
because they have no faith in the ability of our society to cope with
these problems. It is human nature to avoid tackling problems that seem
insurmountable, and even to avoid thinking about painful subjects when
there seems to be no prospect that they can be dealt with effectively. I
believe the political effectiveness of the environmental movement would
be greatly strengthened if a significant fraction of this group could be
empowered by hope. Whereas despair paralyzes, hope inspires the bold
and creative exploration of possibilities. Hope can transform a demor
alized struggle into ajoyous adventure. Unfortunately, hope cannot be
willed into existence.

A different manifestation of despair can be found within the radi
cal wing of the environmental movement itself, such as statements by
some members ofEarth Fir~t! and followers of the deep ecology move
ment that the human race is like a virus or cancer* killing the planet.
The hostility of many radical environmentalists toward inadequate re
forms, as simply smoothing the road to disaster, also seems to spring
from a kind ofdespair. Patchwork reform, from this viewpoint, is coun
terproductive because slowing environmental degradation without fun
damentally changing society merely allows adjustment to it, as in the
example of the live frog that can be set in a pot and slowly cooked to

death without leaping out if the tem
perature is raised gradually enough.
Despair, and the anger that some
times arises from it, distorts judg
ment, blinds one to opportunities for
persuasion of others to one's point

: #.. ". of view and creates enemies need
lessly.

The environmental crisis cir
cumscribesall possible futures since
environmental degradation must ei
ther be deal t wi th or the conse
quences suffered. A society is a
system whose permutations and
possibilities are infinite. Society's
response to these problems is intrin
sically unpredictable given the com
plexity of even a single human
mind. A hopeful outcome to this
challenge can not be demonstrated
by logical argument or rational



Viewpoints

analysis. The most one can say is that our response can be creative,
flexible and dynamic.

Although hope about the future of the environment can neither be
forced by argument nor manufactured by an act of will, recent history
provides an event that may inspire hope. I view the anns race and its
ending as an evocative analogy that suggests how history can take us
by surprise and transcend or dissolve seemingly insoluble problems.

For 40 years "Doomsday" or "Annageddon" was the greatest·
single environmental hazard facing the planet. With the recent opening
of archives, we now know that the United States and the fonner Soviet
Union carne very close to war during the Cuban Missile Crisis in Oc
tober of 1962. Each year thereafter, though tensions never again reached
that height, the magnitude of the threat itself increased with the increase
in the stockpile of nuclear weapons.

A few prominent scientists considered what the results would be
if the unthinkable occurred and the stockpiles were actually used. Wam
ing of the "end of civilization as we know it," some wondered whether
the biosphere itself would be at hazard as the stockpiles continued to
grow. Scientists debated whether a "nuclear winter" or "nuclear au
tumn" would follow an "exchange of weapons." In either case, crops
would fail and hundreds of millions of persons who had survived the
initial blast and the effects of radiation would starve. Jonathan Schell
examined the matter in his widely read book, The Fate of the Earth,
published in 1982. Schell concluded that neither a catastrophic break
down of the biosphere nor the extinction of the human race, along with
numerous other species, could be ruled out.

Both the United States and the Soviet Union felt that they had to
be able to survive a surprise attack by the other and therefore had to
have "second strike capabili ty." In order to maintain second strike ca
pability both sides had to acquire massive "overkil1." This was the ap
propriately named doctrineof"MutualIyAssured Destruction," MAD,
under which the stockpile of weapons possessed by each side inexora
bly ratcheted upward. Negotiation between the powers was destined to
be ineffective and confined to marginal matters by the logic of MAD.
The experts asserted that unilateral disarmament, whether complete or
merely Jmtial, would actually be "destabilizing," since the enemy would
seize the opportunity to launch a strike to prevent the possibility of its
adversary re-arming. Perhaps there was a measure of sophistry in this
argument, but it was clear that no unilateral disannament would take
place in the prevailing political climate. One could demonstrate and
attend rallies and discussion groups if one wanted to vent frustration,
but such activities were not changing the situation. Given Murphy's
Law that if something can go wrong it eventually will, was it not al
most inevitable that there would someday be a malfunction? That there
would be a sortie by a rogue commander on one side or the other? That
a madman or fanatic would come to power? Or that one side, perhaps
miscalculating the other's intentions, would launch a "preemptive
strike?" There seemed to be no hope that nuclear war could be avoided
forlong.

My own despair over the arms race was worst during the first
Reagan administration when the United States decided to place Pershing
II intennediate ballistic missiles in Gennany where they could reach
the Soviet Union within five minutes, thereby greatly enhancing the
likelihood of war by computer malfunction or other electronic glitch.
We now know that, from 1981 until the end of 1983, the KGB was
convinced that the United States was preparing to attack the Soviet

Union. About the same time, President Reagan affably admitted that
he enjoyed discussing with fundamentalist preachers whether these were
the last days and Armageddon was at hand. President Reagan himself
seemed rather cautious despite his "evil empire" rhetoric, but it was a
chilling reminder that others' belief in "theRapture" and ..the Last Days"
might col-or their judgment and that someone with such beliefs might
someday be elected President of the United States. It seemed only a
miracle could save the world.

Then a whole series of unexpected events occurred: Gorbachev
carne to power in 1986 and instituted "glasnost" and "perestroika," fol
lowed by real detente that led to the Intennediate Ballistic Mssile Treaty.
In 1989 the communist regimes in the satellite countries of Eastern
Europe collapsed, one after another in revolutions that were almost
bloodless, with the partial exception of Romania. In contrast to 1956
and 1968 the Soviet troops were not ordered to reimpose communism.
In 1991 the failed coup against Gorbachev was followed by the out
lawing of the Communist party in Russia and the rapid break-up of the
Soviet Union into its constituent republics. At the end of the year Presi
dent Gorbachev formally resigned. The world had changed fundamen
tally. The Cold War was over and, along with it, the arms race and the
imminent threat of a nuclear holocaust, at least for the foreseeable future.

The truly amazing aspect of all these events was their sheer jaw
dropping unexpectedness, particularly the collapse of the communist
regimes in the satellite countries in1989. The whole world was caught
by surprise. Not one pundi t, scholar or expert predicted these events an
appreciable time before they happened. Indeed, even as the events un
folded, those who had the credentials to pontificate tended to down
play the significance~ reform might occur in Hungary, but it would only
go so far~ the Soviet Union might acquiesce to the collapse of commu-

. nism in Hungary and Czechoslovakia, but it would never acquiesce to
similar events in Poland and East Gennany, and so on.

I do not mean to suggest that a similar series of miracles will un
expectedly save us from our environmental crisis. Most definitely, I do
not wish to suggest that human resourcefulness or luck will forever
find new expedients, including new technologies, to solve environmen
tal problems. Rather, the lesson I wish to draw is that history is non
linear and its chaotic flow of multitudinous events is inherently
unpredictable. Despite our ingrained expectation of regularity, history
shares with many systems in nature the quality of chaos. Seemingly
small actions can lead to disproportionate consequences- the flight of
a bird can set in motion currents that give rise to a hurricane, and a
quiet conversation can set in motion events that change the course of
history.

If I were able to see fifty years into the future, I fear the environ
mental devastation, loss of species and human suffering would be heart
breaking. But I also believe that if we have the courage to deal resolutely
with the environmental crisis, we will be surprised by joy as well as
sorrow. As we revise our relationship with nature and explore what it
means to be immersed in a biosphere in which everything is intercon
nected, then we will also revise our view of human society in funda
mental and unpredictable ways that may heal the malaise that has
afflicted our society.

William Yelton is afree-lance writer liVing in San Francisco. He
wasformerly an associateprOfessorat the University ofVirginia, School
ofLaw.
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• I.'

I aIl1 hiding. HopefuJly, the silhouettes of the nearby
blooming Saguaros and yeJlow flowered Palo Verdes disguise
my motionless shape. Sweat is dripping into my eyes even
though the mother orb has yet to cant this aspect of her mem
brane out of the sHadows cast by the volcanic range east of
me. The Sun is not-yet visible. however its light has aroused
the prevailing community of diurnal creatures from slumber.
All around me, I heiar voices. Only I am silent. Empty. Recep
tive to the evidenCeai>f my senses. My predominant sense, hear
ing' is acute. Neaf.est me is a Gambel's Quail caJling to the
dawn in a mid-higtt pitch of sound, a single call uttered ran
domly, frequently; whimsically. Beyond the sound of the quail
I hear a rythmic sUiccato pattern I know to issue from a Cac
tus Wren. Within ike same range is the more mellifluous call
ofa Curve-billed Thrasher. The greater panoply includes two
Phainopeplas~ the voices of Mourning Doves blending with
voices ofWhite-winged Doves, both nearby~ the distant drum
ming of Gila Woodpeckers who scream into the brightening
day~ the random warm tones of hummingbirds' wings~ more
scattered quail calls fading beyond my range~ the ubiquitous
hum of thousands of insects' wings whose dynamic range fluc
tuates to my ear. Now the owls are silent. the Coyotes still.
although earlier. while the sky was dark with starlight. the Elf
Owls and Coyotes yipped in chorus.
, I have held this same position throughout the dawn. I have
not moved except to breathe, as silently and motionlessly as I
can. I have remained hidden, although my presence is known
and registered to the prevailing community. I am a human, a
visitant-an interloper perhaps, but not a terrorist. In hiding,
but without anxiety or fear. concerned only that I disturb this
prevailing community as little as possible while I listen to the
collective voices of its denizens. I have amplified my hearing
by 300%. lam listening through headphones as I digitally
record the sounds of the Sonoran Desert in stereo. I am hear
ing creatures in relation to each other rather than as isolated
species. These creatures represent the collective consciousness
of a biotic community that characterizes the basin known cur
rently to humans as the Valley Ajo. I have just camped the
night in the Kuakatch Wash. From my vantage as I face south.
I can see theAjo Range to my left and the Bates Mountains to
my right. To the south is an alluvial plain, a bajada, a desert
membrane as rich with life as any desert in the world. A per
fect environment, a meld of biota cradled by prevalent land
forms. an-ecosystem characterized -by geophysical and
biological forms which have co-evolved in a state of mutual
interdependence to found a bioregion. an entity unto its own
now 10.000 years old.
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by Jack Loeffler
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How many species are currently at home here?
How many species pass through?
How long does it take to recover when a wave of "exotics" de

scends, stays, and then moves on?
Indigenous man has been at home here, at least sporadically, longer

than the life of the Sonoran bioregion, or so is indicated by the pres
ence of Clovis points and sleeping circles of stone. But is
monoculturated man at home without the endless accouterment, the
attendant energy? Monoculturated man-monotheistic, driven by
techno-lust, isolated from the sense of natural habitat, perhaps collec
tively insane by now in the face of evidence that we may be nothing
more than a malignant bloom metastasizing throughout the mosaic of
life. But with an intelligence possibly capable of understanding the
physical characteristics of the universe, of visualizing its primordial
stuff, of hearing echoes of the primal explosion which burst forth with
matter into the continuum of space and time...

Time to speculate, now. Time to regroup.
What does the evidence indicate to someone bereft of enough com

mon sense to seek shel ter from the light of the Sun which has revealed
his hiding place? This White-haired, white-bearded eccentric who in
sists on listening to and recording birds and bugs in the wild hope of
understanding the common language, the words in the chorus, the col
lective expression of existence in response to the urge to exist? "Good
question,jrijol Viejo," says the ghost he senses by his side-whom he
wishes were sitting there in the flesh, whose recorded thoughts were at
least as relevant as those ofany other human, and who sat just there off
and on over the years.

Until recently, the solar system was the largest ecosystem I could
safely imagine. But then I saw a picture, an artist's rendering of the
universe in red, white and blue (no pun intended), and my meagre imagi
nation made a quantum leap. Now, it seems perfectly obvious that the
Universe is the parent ecosystem. There's time enough in a billion years
or so to speculate as to what urge gave birth to the knowable universe
whose provenance was a microdot-a dense compaction of energy and
the potential for matter, space and time.

"Maybe God comes at the end of the universe," whispers this ghost
by my side.

I have to consider this.
But first I have to shed a few biases. uke Islamic-Judaeo-Hebraic

tradi tion. Like Brahma-Vishnu-Krishna tradi tion. Or even the Buddha
mind-set. Be rid ofanthropomorphisms, if just for a little while-long
enough to see a tree, or a desert, or the space between the stars. Rid
myself of economics, the "law of the land," the system of mores into
which I was born. Pull all of the nails out of my frame reference. Rid
myself of everything including my sense of self, as best I can. Be rid of

Gambel's Q~il (Callipepla gambelii) during windstorm, by Bob Ellis

my concept of Nature, my sense of the Tao.
Eradicate the mythic process from my being.
Decongest my frontal lobes. Empty myself
ofall preconceptions and try, with all my will,
to become a tabula rasa.

And then try to imagine entering death
in this state of mind. With this kind of hon
estyand resolve.

"That's what it takes." murmurs my
buddy's ghost.

Be rid of my buddy's ghost.

Now what? I am still conscious. Take stock. Do I feel rapport with
this place and its denizens? Am I related by some common de

nominator? Is there a fundamental tie between this organic entity in
which my mind presides and this semi-shaded place where I crouch?
How far does it extend? What are the shared characteristics?

Many of the fauna here in this desert, this bi.oregion, this planet
have, more or less, the same sensory apparatus as3. My territory has
been invaded. Ared ant is biting my ankle. I flick it.Qff, hoping I haven't
injured it. I feel empathy for the ant, for the orga:gic creatures, floral
and faunal. This empathy extends to the place itself which I perceive to
be an integrated system with a consciousness of 'ts own that is com
prised of a collective sensory apparatus constrained within the prevail
ing biota of which I am currently a member.

I am a member of a biotic collective. No more. No less. This is
now a fundament of my consciousness. And to a certain extent, prob
ably far more than I realize, this is understood as fundamental to the
coalesced consciousness of this biotic collective. Does this conscious
ness extend beyond the biota to include the inorganic? In truth, I can
not say. However, my intuitions respond affirmatively. Are my intuitions
adequate to be trusted? Again, I do not know.

For a while, thinking stops as I observe without reflection. Life
feeds on life. I hear it, see it happening-taste it, feel it, smell it. En
tropy. Yet life, evolution, favors the complex.

It comes to me that life and consciousness are in some way a re
sponse to the very urge that gave birth to the universe. Seems reasonble.
Scattered throughout the universe there must be myriad circumstances
of similar consciousness. And dissimilar consciousness. Is it possible
that the universe is home to a seemingly infinite number of collective
consciousnesses whose bodies are ofequal number? Is each life-bear
ing planet like a single brain cell complete with an encoded transcript
of its experience of existence? What of non-life-bearing planets? Or
solar systems? Or galaxies? Or galactic clusters?

Perhaps the universe is a single entity, an organism, itself evolv
ing to accommodate a single idea, a single thought comprised of all
the data recorded by all the biota, and quasi-biota, and non-biota that
exist, have existed or will exist-an idea 30,000,000,000 years and
59,ro:>,ro:>,ro:>,ro:>,ro:>,ro:>,OOO miles long-an idea that is completed
at the moment the universe collapses in on itself in amonstrous implosioo.

"Whose idea was it, anyway?" mutters the ghost by my side.

Jack Loeffler (POB 1691, Santa Fe, NM87504) is an aural histo
rian, radio producer, and author who is writing the biography ofhis
late companero, EdwardAbbey. The book is intendedfor release infall
of1993 by Harmony Books.
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Why I Am A Primitivist
by Glenn Parton

Recently, I have come to think that primitive society is best for
human beiQgs and non-human beings. By primitive society I
mean, basi:<Ullly, a form of human association in which people

live and work in the wilderness. By wilderness I mean a place where
the whole determines and balances each and every part. A wilderness
is not necessarily a. place devoid of humans~ rather, it is a place where
all the parts exist~ an equal footing-all embarked together on an
evolutionary and eioc>logical odyssey. Everett Ruess l spoke of being
"overwhelmed" by .the Canyonlands of Utah and Arizona, and this is a
good way of defining a wilderness environment.

Pre-Columbian America, for
example, was an unbroken wilder
ness, containing a· diversity of
flourishing human cultures, be
cause the living context of wilder
ness was the overwhelming,
dominant reality. It is shallow to
distinguish between wilderness on
the one hand, and aboriginal settle
ments and work places on the
other hand~ in comparison with
the deep insight, needed today, that
primal human places and pro
cesses may be distributed through
out a wild landscape, as working
elements of a biotic whole. Primi
tive peoples are "in" the wilder
ness because their way of life fits
into the pre-given natural world~

in contrast to modern society
which alters, more or less perma
nently, first nature. In other words,
primitive society is a sustainable
society in the sense that it adapts
to wilderness~ whereas modern
society sustains itself through the termination of wilderness.

Historically, the Neolithic revolution (beginning about 1O,cro years
ago) was the beginning of the end of humans dwelling in the wild be
cause it augmented, disproportionately, human power over nature. By
the time civilization proper was established (about 5000 years ago),
humanity was too much in control of natural events, despite uncontrol
lable consequences, to be considered an equal member in the larger
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scheme of things. The laws, institutions, and technologies of modem
society, which have removed us from wilderness, are agriculture, met
allurgy, division oflabor, property, multiplication of needs, production
for the market-place, commerce, and the State (see Rousseau's Dis
course on Inequality). The rise and development of modem society has
been inextricably bound up with the growth of dependency, isolation,
and competition. No primitive society has been able to preserve or pass
on its core values-self-sufficiency, community, and consensus, for ex
amples-once the wilderness has been vanquished. In short, the free
dom and happiness of Paleolithic peoples (which requires no

argumentation or documentation
by me~ see Nathan Cohen's Health
and the Rise of Civilization,
Marshall Sahlins 's Stone Age Eco
nomics, and other anthropological
works) is infused and defined by
wildness~ while the misery and
wretchedness of "advanced" life
has increased along with the GNP
and our alienation from the wild.

THE WILD SELF

The notion that future human
beings may obtain peace, security,
and joy while nature remains un
free or tame is a fiction. History not
only tells what has been the case,
but also what must be the case, at
least in one very important sense:
biologically speaking, Homo sapi
ens is the same creature now as it
was SO,OOO years ago. Primitive
society is best because the supreme
reality (wilderness) that fashions it.
is so much a part of what we are,

of essential human nature, that it is impossible, physically and psycho
logically, to achieve health and well-being without due regard for our
ancient heritage.

I suggest that humankind has an instinct for wilderness, which.
swells up from its somatic source in our larger body and demands, re
lentlessly, satisfaction, even if only in our dreams. This instinct is a
vi tal need to return to an earlier, original state of nature, wherein exists

Initiation ofHorse Boy, by Mark Wagner
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a primordial unity between the child-human and Mother Earth~ and it
is unconquerable by the forces of civilization.

For millions of years humans lived and worked in the wilderness,
producing a wild self that belongs there. The rise of civilization has
been sudden and brief, and the result has been traumatic, a rupture in
the mind and life-style of humans, which is the origin of our suffering..
We find ourselves in a world of our own making that we are not made for.

The entire social apparatus built over the last 10,000 years resists
the flow of wildness into our minds and bodies, but the original self
still abides, and because we are no longer in direct and regular contact
with the forces and faces of wild nature, we languish and despair. Hu
manity must, because of history and pre-history, fulfill the urges and
desires of its wild self, if we are to be free and happy again. We are 9/10
- nay, more-pre-civilized, linked in billions of unseen and unknow
able ways with air, wind, water, rain, sun, soil, and fire.

NEW FORMS OF HUMAN FRUSTRATION

All attempts to create a landscape ofharmony between humanity
and nature that is not wilderness but semi-wild, rural, or pastoral will
not gratify our wild self, even if we succeed in minimizing pollution,
scarcity, and extinction. The pastoral ideal, sometimes called the sus
tainable development ideal, is said to be a life close to nature- per
haps so, but it is undoubtedly a life far from wilderness. To make this
ideal the focus of our efforts to heal the planet is misguided because
what is crucial is not mere survival, comfort, or easy living, but adven
ture, spontaneity, wisdom, and companionship with self-willed nature.
Sustainable development puts humans in the role of managers and stew
ards, thereby effectively excluding us from a life with nature on its own
terms, from participating in the complexity and autonomy of undomes
ticated nature.

Nor will a wilderness preservation strategy that sets aside large
natural areas- free from destructive human activities like roading, graz
ing, logging, and mining-suffice to sustain wild human nature. An
interconnected system of nature reserves, although absolutely vital for
saving biodiversity in the short run, is not a complete or lasting solu
tion. Human visitation of the wilderness can never amount to a genu
ine wilderness experience. What is critical is not playful re-enactment
of the past, but on-going interactions between humans and nature, set
in an existential milieu, where issues of life and death are determined.
It is impossible to be integrated into the wilderness if the major deci
sions of one's life depend on external laws and institutions.

Both of these conservation strategies- the pastoral and the desig
natory-are new manifestations of human frustrations, results of the
wild self not achieving its aim of enduring oneness with the wilder
ness. Authentic planetary health is the work of Eros, or life instinct,
binding together native plants, animals, people. and landscapes into a
wild Earth. A true biocentricism, which does justice to the vast diver
sity of wild lives, including human beings, must, as John Davis says,
"Let the matrix be wild:'2 This is the only way to protect and enhance
all of life on this planet~ for when humans are separated from wilder
ness. by either a garden scenario or designated Wilderness, we fall ill
over the long run-witness network TV for one evening as proof of
our sickness-and thereby place the entire planet in jeopardy. The kind
ofchange we need is primitive society once again- back to the
Pleistocene.

PROGRESSIVE PRIMITIVISM

Primitivism is not a static form of human association, so it is not
identical with any of its historical manifestations. It is, fundamentally,
the commitment to wilderness "everywhere:'3 as Dave Foreman says,
which entails the rejection of all human activities and structures that
are incompatible with wilderness, but leaves open the possibility of new
human endeavors and inventions that harmonize with wilderness. In
other words, primitive society does not set limits on human imagina
tion and ingenuity, so long as wilderness carries on everywhere, or is
not displaced anywhere. This means it is not necessary to go strictly
back to the Stone Age in order to regain tribal human dwelling. The
Buffalo, Lakota Indian, and Spanish horse were, respectively, additions
to an olderwildemess. New social forms are possible and desirable, in
keeping with a new kind of progress that draws wilaness into the high
est pinnacles of leisure, work, art, religion, and philosophy. Listen to
Luther Standing Bear: f

I am going to venture that the man who sat on the ground in his
tipi meditating on life and its meaning, accepting t~ kinship ofall crea
tures, and acknowledging unity with the universe (if things was infus
ing into his being the true essence ofcivilization. Afid when native man
left off this form of development, his humanization was retarded in
growth.4 J

Thus the great societies of the American Plains Indians were still
young, still unfolding. before the massacre.

A "future primitive"S society, as Gary Snyder terms it, will look
very different from anything we have seen and suffered since the
Neolithic. As Christopher Manes, following Heidegger, argues: "tech
nology that treats nature as a "standing-reserve' for human utilization
mustend."(i Handicrafts. horticulture. foraging, story telling, tracking,
and walking are time-tested ways of staying in touch with the common
ground of our identity, and they will always remain so. However, there
are probably new and significant human/nature relationships reconcil
able with, or absorbable by, a wild Earth. Obviously, large cities and
populations, mega-systems of production and distribution, automobiles,
and so on do not qualify, but who knows the heights of true humanity?
Only our colossal mistakes are certain.

THE PRIMARY TASK

Our primary task is, as Edward Abbey knew, to ""unbuiJd"7 our
ciVilization, and restore wilderness. ([here's a job waiting for every
deconstruction worker.) Lame Deer has a plan: ""Let's roll up the world.
It needs it." RoJJ it up. he says, "like a carpet with all the white man's
ugly things- the stinking new animals. sheep and pigs, the fences, the
telegraph poles, the mines and factories. Underneath would be the
wonderful old-new world as it had been before the white fat-takers
came.''8

Jerry Mander puts the task before us in proper perspective: "In
fact, it is not really going back~ it is merely getting back on track, after
a short unhappy diversion into fantasy.''9

Kirkpatrick Sale agrees: "ihere is only one way to live inAmerica,
and there can be only one way, and that is as Americans- the original
Americans-for that is what the earth ofAmerica demands."lO

Needed now is the awareness that wilderness is fragile when it
comes to human impacts, together with the sensibility not to tolerate
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anything that compromises it. If a thing cannot be made to fit into a
wild ecosystem, then it should not be made at all (including the mak
ing of babies). We can and should reinhabit the wilderness. In North
America, this means restoring the natural world that Lewis and Clark
traversed, that George Catlin observed fading away, and that Audubon
could no longer find, with its wild lilies, plum trees, gooseberries, straw
berries, cherries, currants, rose bushes, prickly pears, herds of Buffalo,
Elk, Pronghorn, wolves, Mountain Goats, oceans of prairie...and where
(as Catlin said) "it is natural to laugh and be merry."ll

The established dogma that "You cannot go back," is not true. We
can "go back" because the intellectual and material means exist now
for undoing much of what we have done to this wild planet. Further
more, psycho-biologically, as Paul Shepard says, "we go back with each
cycle of the sun, each turning of the globe. "12

ULTIMATE VALUE
/I

Aldo Leopolq\said, "the ultimate value in these marshes is wil
derness."13 No human values should override or supersede wild places.
Whoever enters the crane marsh, river canyon, Elk valley, or Moose
meadow stands or, falls under an ultimatum-Let wildness be. No
earthly places lack~uItimate value~ no places should be sacrificed to so
called higher human ends. There is so much accomplishment, intelli
gence, goodness, and beauty in everything wild that each human project
should embody a spirit of awe and humility. Wilderness is vast! y supe
riorto anything we have done or could do. Our challenge is to live and
blossom without killing it.

Roderick Nash wants to know what is wrong with universities and
modern medical technology.14 I answer: the same thing that is wrong
with plastic trees-namely, they are not rooted in the real world, the
actual world, the world of absolute value. To be rooted in the wilder
ness means to be sustained by the wilderness. The foundation and in
frastructure of universities and modern medical technology necessarily
replaces wilderness. Until recently each area of our planet had been
forming and improving itself for billions of years. Are we to suppose
that humans, in a mere 10,000 years, have discovered something bet
ter? It is hubris to think that a philosophical dialogue, symphony, new
medicine, or even a whole collection of uniquely human values- i.e.,
human culture - is as great as wilderness. What are human works in
comparison with the jungle, desert, ocean, river, moon, and stars! The
most that we can achieve, and should aspire to, is a contribution to what
is already there, much of which we have only begun to understand.

As one life-form among many, humans have the right to pursue
their species-being, but it is strange indeed to turn against that which
created us and nurtures us still. We need not remove culture from wil
derness, or wilderness from culture, in order to learn and be healthy..
On the contrary, this conflict is the reason "higher" culture is failing so
miserably to reach the inner-person. The promise of new ideas and de
vices is undermined by the dominant message in universities and mod
em medical technology that the good life for humans depends on
pushing wilderness aside. Genuine learning, like John Seed's Council
Of All Beings, preserves the continuity between humankind and pri
meval nature. Continuity, it seems to me, is a basic law of things se
rene, strong, and sane~ and is but another name for health. Modem
society breaks this law.
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CONCLUSION

We have fallen under civil amnesia, oblivious to what is of true
value in life. Therefore, anything that speaks to, stimulates, or probes
the true self has efficacy, even if most of us, like catatonic patients, reveal
little or no response. The long-term outcome depends on what happens in
the privacy of our minds. In moments of inner-solitude-between the
work spaces and holiday races-memory is activated by urges within,
and by the atmosphere, water, stars, and four-legged ones, flying ones,
swimming ones.... It will be difficult for us to accept wildness, within
and without, because it means acknowledging that we have wasted life.
Reality and counter-reality, primitive society and modern society, the
wild self and the programmed self are adversaries in a war that will
decide'the fate of the Earth and its inhabitants in the coming century.

Glenn Parton (POB 1997 Weaverville, CA 96093) describes him
selfas a plain member and citizen ofwild Earth.
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ARE COMPUTERS LAND
COMPATIBLE?

I'm now reading the excellent Special
Issue on The Wildlands Project, and I must
respond to Sandra Coveny's article '1'echnol- _
ogy Isn't Entirely Evil." The author doesn't
actually address the topic implied by the title,
but allows the reader to reach her conclusion
by describing the wonders and uses of the GIS
system. As a resident of the same state, I'm
familiar with the system she refers to. It's im
pressive. Colorful. Maybe even accurate.

Users and developers of such tools would
do well to keep in mind that they arejust that
tools. And any tool is a reflection, good or bad,
of its maker. His or her lapses in attention, in
complete or biased recording of information,
and the inherent limitations of the medium·can
subtly change whatever reality proceeds from
the toolmaker's concept. When such an effort
is the work of many, this can be compounded.
Not to say the result is useless, but it is dan
gerous in the case of an attempt to represent a
system we do not fully comprehend with one
that we think we do. As an example I would

refer to the difference in game "management"
between the Cree Indians and the government
.authorities in Boyce Richardson's book
Strangers IEvour the I .and, or Farley Mowat's
People of the Deer

The main difference is one system as
sumes identity with the land, the other assumes
facility with an abstraction. They are not the
same, and the choices made reflect that dif
ference.

-Brian Carter, Concord, NH

CATAMOUNT IN THE DACKS?

The Governor's Commission on the Ad
irondacks in the 21st Century made the
Oswegatchie Great Wilderness a 1990's pri
ority. Broad ecological brush strokes were
painted. The Aldrich Pond Wild Forest was to
be given Wilderness status, thus creating a vast
area contiguous with the 5 Ponds Wilderness
area near Cranberry Lake.

The most exciting aspect of a Great Wil
derness along the Oswegatchie River will be
the enhancement of mountain lion habitat.
Catamount tracks and tail sweeps have been

Letters
seen, with 20 feet of perfect snow blanket in
between, here in the Aldrich Pond Wild For:
est. The rugged terrain of foothills and rocky
ledges provides home range suitable to denning.

Mountain lions are a reality in the East
ern US. Information gathered by the Eastern
Puma Research Network of Baltimore, Mary
land substantiates an estimated population of
3500. Due to growing deer numbers the moun
tain lion is gaining ground in New York State.
Currently~ Pennsylvania and West Virginia
have higher numbers ofsightings. By expand
ing the wildernesses of the Adirondacks we
can welcome the mountain lion back here.
Reports of mountain lion si-ghtings help build
momentum for establishing the Oswegatchie
Great Wilderness. If you h~ve any information
relating to the CatamountJs presence in the
Adirondacks please contacl:·

Catamount Investigation Network, Rt 1,
Box 159, Ogdensburg, NYJ"13669

(315)393-1crJ5, DonHassig
Eastern Puma Research network, POB

3562, Baltimore, MO 21214
(410)254-2517, John Lutz
-Don Hassig, North Country

STATEMENT OF PURPOSE

Wild Earth is a non-profit periodical serving the biocentric grassroots ele
ments within the conservation movement. We advocate the restoration and
protection of all natural elements of biodiversity. Our effort to strengthen the
conservation movement involves the following:

1 We provide a voice for the many effective but little-known regional and
ad hoc wilderness groups and coalitions in North America.

1 We serve as a networking tool for grassroots wilderness activists.

1 We help develop and publish wilderness proposals from throughout the
continent. .

1 We render accessible the teachings of conservation biology, that activists
may employ them in defense of biodiversity.

1 We expose threats to habitat and wildlife, and offer activists means of
combatting the threats.

1 We facilitate discussion on ways to end and reverse the human
populationexplosion.

1 We defend wilderness both as concept and as place.

1 We are working with The Wildlands Project to complete, and subse
quently publish in book form, a comprehensive proposal for a North
American Wilderness Recovery Strategy.

GOOD SCIENCE

Howie Wolke's piece "Bad Science Lacks
the Visceral Connection" in the Winter 92/93
issue of \Wid Earth prompted me to write. It
seems that science and passion repel one an
other,judging from the infrequency that they
are found in the same individual. Activists dis
miss scientists as egg-heads, scientists dismiss
activists as eco-ravers. Both may be true to
some extent, but we cannot afford to perpetu
ate these bum raps. Until passion itself is val
ued more highly in conservation decisions, we
need science on our side.

An ideal world would provide us with
scientists driven by a visceral connection to the
Earth, and with committed activists skilled in
using science as a tool. There are a few of each,
but far from enough to cope with the flood of
issues which need research and action. The
supply is limited partly by the sources~ few
university and graduate programs exist to pro
vide scientific training in the context of con
servation. I want to inform the readers of Wild
Earth about one such graduate program: The
Field Naturalht Program at the University
of Vermont.

Established in 1982, the Field Naturalist
(FN) Program counters the trend toward sci-
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entific specialization by emphasizing a land
scape approach to environmental problems.
Students receive field science training in ecol
ogy, botany, zoology, geology, and soil science
and are expected to integrate across these dis
ciplines. Coursework is often placed in the
context of current issues to encourage the de
velopment of research and problem-solving
skills. Constant attention is also given to the
refinement of writing and public speaking
skills.

Field courses in Alaska, Central America,
and New England compliment training re
ceived at the Burlington, VT campus. The pro
gram is located in the botany department, an
appropriate address given the liberal arts tra
dition of that field.

Each class is tlimited to five mature indi
viduals who demonstrate a strong commitment
to the environment. All students are awarded
assistantships without teaching responsibilities
and full remission of tuition. The small class
size and the financial package ensure that stu
dents can focus on their work.

After ten years the program is well-estab
lished, with an excellent reputation and a
strong placement record. Respected scientists
E.O. Wilson and Stephen Jay Gould have re
ferred prospective students to the Field Natu
ralist Program, and graduates are actively
sought for employment by conservation orga
nizations.

Passion and science in one package~ what
more could we ask for? Nothing, except per
haps more programs like this one.

Interested persons should contact:
Dr. Jeffrey Hughes, Field Naturalist Pro

gram, Botany Department, The Universi ty of
Vermont, Burlington, VT 05405.

-Brad Meiklejohn Field Naturalist

Howie Wolke's confusion over the mean
ing of the word "instinct" (Bad Science Lacks
the Visceral Connection, Wild Earth, Winter
1992/93) mirrors our society's confusion over
this word. To a biologist, instinct is a geneti
cally programmed behavior. In contrast, to
most people instinct is a synonym for intuition.
As a biologist, the popular use of the word in
stinct bothers me because it ultimately causes
confusion when biologists use the word in its
correct sense. Since this usage is probably too
deeply intrenched to be changed, we ought to
at least be aware of these different meanings.

Keep in mind that animals (human or
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non-human) may obtain information through
intuition, and then behave in an instinctual or
non-instinctual way based on this information.
Wolke's mountain goats intuitivel~ know
something about the coming weather (although
they probably also rely upon sensory input),
and they instinctivel~ move up or down the
mountain based on the information available
to them from various sources. Of course, the
above statement about the goats' intuition is
at odds with the prevailing scientific
worldview, but that is another story.

- Bill Delager, Fremont, CA

MILITARY OBSTACLES TO NEVADA
WILDLANDS

In his excellent article, "A Greater Desert
Wildlands Ecosystem Proposal," George
Wuerthner only briefly touches on what is
probably the greatest obstacle to formal pro
tection of any truly large wilderness in south
ern Nevada- the mi Iitary presence.

The Nevada Test Site (run by D.O.E.) is
trashed, as one might expect, by decades of
atomic tests, both above-ground and under
ground. But what is not so widely known is
that the test site and the much larger Nellis
Air Force Range are host to much non-nuclear
activity which leaves lasting-and almost
certainly toxic-effects. The extent of this
activity is said to have picked up considerably
since the debut of the "Star Wars" boondoggle.

I realize that Wuerthner is not contemplat
ing the Test Site or the bulk of Nellis Range
as part of his proposal. But the Desert National
Wildlife Refuge is the centerpiece of his pro
posal. And indeed, the Refuge must be in
cluded in any meaningfully large preserve.

As Wuerthner points out, the "west half'
of the Refuge is part of NellisAir Force Range.
Actually, somewhat more than half of the Ref
uge is within Nellis Range. While aerial gun
nery may be the principal use, there. are.
activities happening on the ground within the
Refuge. Given the sorry record of the military
in Nevada (not long ago, substantial areas Ollt.=
side of the Fallon Naval Air Station were found
to be contaminated with unexploded ordnance
and toxic chemicals) I would·be highly uneasy
as long as the Air Force continues to operate
within the Refuge.

Are there any meaningful checks on Air
Force activities here? Does the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service have any control over what

the Air Force can and cannot do? Given the
proposed and actual cuts in military budgets,
what chances are there to restore this part of
the Refuge to its original purpose?

I believe there is a real opportunity for a
large wilderness preserve in southern Nevada.
Even the proximity of Las Vegas, a mecca of
greed and materialism, is more of an asset than
otherwise. For as bizarre as it may seem, Las
Vegas is the stronghold of what progressive,
pro-environmentalist vote there is in the state.
It would be much more difficult to establish a
large preserve in, say, Elko County, with its
millionaire welfare ranchers. (Clinton carried
Clark County but came in third in Elko.)

Oh, by the way, George, Charleston Peak
isn't the 3rd highest in Nevada-among
named summits, it's at least #7.

-D. Rat

OVERCOMING OVERPOPULATION
IS KEY

Many thanks for the (several) copies of
the special Wildlands Project issue. I've put
them into appropriate hands. Without reserva
tion, I can say that you folks up there in Can
ton have outdone yourselves by getting this rag
into print &wide distribution. Let's implement.

Now, for my beef. (Sorry veg-heads, but
I'm going down with a burger in one hand and
greasy fries in the other.) All the hypothetical
restorative efforts in the world can't dodge the
keenly obvious realism underfoot: too many
people. Even if, say in 1.50 years, we and those
who follow somehow manage to reverse the
present societal plunder and set aside every
wild area proposed by The Wildlands
Project-to what avail if our population con
tinues to increase exponentially?

New World Order notwithstanding, it's
still "growth for the sake of growth" around
here - which fi ts nicely into the corporate oli
garchicallong range way of doing things. Ei
ther we 1. Qui t consuming, or 2. Quit
producingconsumers- in order to facilitate the
Grand Scheme. Even with every core area and
corridor in place, a simple politically motivated
stroke of the pen (digital?) could easily undo
what it will take "us" decades to restore to a
quasi-approximation of wholeness.

We've been through all this before-land
hungry homo erectus asphaltus expanding into
every niche and cranny conceivable, and some
that aren't.
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Thus, and not to belabor the point, any
visionary ecological New Conservation Move
ment agenda must begin with the premise that
overshoot is real and we're already there.
Ghost acres aside, we're living on borrowed
time.

'The movement" has to be willing to se
riously take the population issue to the streets,
to the board rooms of corporate America, and
to the commissars at every level of power. This
is not a pro-choice/pro-life thing. Unless you
define pro-life as pro-biota. And we do.

Rather, we must conceive and formulate
a comprehensive and workable long range
schematic for reducingAmerica's (and global)
population in concert with our broad based
wilderness recovery work. Abbey thought that
the U.S. of A could be improved by getting
the population back to about 75 million. That's
a good start, as far as short term goals are con
cerned.

Perhaps we can just enlist our legions of
conservation biologists to reckon just exactly
what the carrying capacities of the various
bioregions are, broken down into micro
bioregions, etc.

In essence, when we look at those nice
maps which appear in the Special Issue, we
should see optimum human population num
bers in correspondence with each geographi
cal locale. If the marshlands of the west coast
of Horida can only tolerate 6000 people oper
ating at current technology, then so-be-it. That
should be as central a focus to the work as re
establishing cores, etc. Sorry, Tampa.

Of course, I am in no way suggesting we
minimize the strategy of The Wildlands
Project's mission~ rather that we escalate the
"audacious plan's" scope to put population is
sues where they belong-on the front burner.

, Now that I've broached the most politi
cally incorrect topic of the day, I think it's time
to get back to safer climes: a hot shower and a
cold brew....

-NedMudd, POB 130411, Birmingham,
AL35213

[Ned Mudd is a correspondent for \Wid
Earth, staff attorney for the Biodiversity Le
gal Foundation, plays in a band called the
Fabulous (Alabama) Swamp Dogs, and has no
children.]

The theories Paul Martin presents in \Wid
Earth Winter 92/93 tb explain the wave of
Western Hemisphere extinctions after the Wis
consin glacial stage are questioned by E.C.

Pielou in her bookAfter the Ice Age. The schol
arly but very readable book is available from
Dave Foreman's Book Shelf.

Pielou is also skeptical of climate change
as a cause for extinction and suggests a pos
sible, unknown catastrophic event.

I do not believe the theories are disjoint.
Martin writes that population growth could
have been 2 to 4 percent annually during the
time of greatest hunting opportunity. Such an
exponentially growing population would
double every 35 to 17.5 years (approx.). The
impact of such rapid doubling must be consid
ered a catastrophic event.

Examples may be illustrative. Human
population has doubled about 16 times in the
last million years. Doubling at a 35 year rate,
that growth would have been accomplished in
only 560 years~ at a 17.5 year rate, 280 years.

To fill the entire Earth's surface, with a 2'
square for each person, the present population
would have to double about 19 times. Doubling
at the present 40 year rate, that would take,
about 7(fJ years~ at a 17.5 year rate, about 335
years. In any case the effect comes ofa sudden.

I think we would do well to occasionally
remind ourselves of the insidious nature and
tremendous impact ofexponential popul~tion
growth, or for that matter, growth of anything
with physical dimensions. Such growth is in
deed comparable to other events generally coo
sidered catastrophic.

We fail to be alarmed by exponential
growth today only because we perceive time
in an extremely short frame of reference. In
historical perspective, where a few hundred
years margin oferror is routinely accepted, the
true character of exponential growth is re
vealed.

-Henry Bruse, 235 Travis Drive, Wis
consin Rapids, WI 54494
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THE QUESTION OF MANAGEMENT:
RESPONSE TO "RESPONSE TO
SEIDMAN"

It seems the depth of my critique of"man
agement" went unnoticed. I thought it was
c1eqr that my letter was about overall conser
vation goals and not wh~ther this small reserve
in Nebraska required human intervention now.
I was not calling for the immediate and final
cessation 'of all human manipulation of the
land. And I was certainly not saying we should
allow degraded ecosystems to run down or
species to become extinct.

I understand that small fragments of na
ture, unable to maintain any sort of dynamic
balance, must be managed if certain vulner
able species are to persist. Etc. But from this
conclusion, one's thinking may go in one of
two directions: either to accept an emasculated
nature that will requi re eternal human interven
tion or to work for the restoration of reason
ably complete ecosystems which, in time, will
be self-managing.

There seems to be a schism among con
servation biologists. On one side are the "re
alists": convinced that the forces in our culture
causing extinction cannot be stopped, they
hope merely to salvage (for our aesthetic plea
sure?) some of what non-human life remains.
Then there are the visionaries who dare to hope
that we will soon accept our role as one spe
cies among many and relinquish the land nec
essary for wild ecosystems to continue
functioning. (The collapse of this mad civili
zation is another pathway to that goal, if we
don't take too much with us.)

Reed Noss, his disclaimers to the con
trary, actually provides most of the response I
had hoped for in his critique of Diamond's
Yellowstone remarks. It's because Diamond
accepts cattle ranching and other disruptive
uses of public land that he posits an ever-in
creasing need for management to counteract
them. It's his acceptance of the disruptive as
well as the beneficial (7) types of management
that makes him an apologist for the system (at
least in his Natural History essay). In his in
sistence on taking control of the external
world-instead of our appetites-he is in ac
cord with the conventional values of our soci
ety, according to which humans have the
unquestiooed right to imjnle their will 00 nature.

Noss's impatience with Diamond's
anthropocentrism is what I had hoped to draw
out, not for me but for the trusting readers of
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Natural History magazine, who need to hear
that complete and healthy ecosystems are still
possible if we have the vision and will to let
them happen.

That said, I must admit to being suspi
cious of our desire to manage landscapes even
where it clearly seems necessary. We in this
culture are uncomfortable with nature, inside
ourselves ahd out, and this anxiety creates a
compulsion to subdue it. Management of na
ture, no matter how beni gn the origi nal intent,
easily becomes an end in itself, as every suc
cess builds in us an illusion of omnipotence
that we cannot resist. And which we rational
ize as "stewardship".

-Mike Seidman, Arizona

RESPONSE TOSOULE

Michael ,Soule suprised us with his
middle-of-the-road "Vision for the Meantime"
in the Wild Earth special issue on The Wild
lands Project. Whatever possessed him to sug
gest that conservationists should patiently
accept continued logging in old growth on the
national forests and in wilderness recovery
areas because some of the predators we hope
to see reintrcx:luced "won't need the corridor
for 40-50 years"? Granted, there is a need to
reduce the fear and antagonism heaped upon
environmentalists' by their adversaries, but
Soule's hypothetical example of how to do it
misrepresents the nature and importance of
current national forest controversies over old
growth. We don't know if this is a real event
he cited or a fabricated one, but in either ca'se
it requires a response.

First of all, any remaining old-growth
forests are extremely rare habitats which sup
port a high level of species diversity and which
should be afforded the highest levels of pro
tection. The fact that there is so little old
growth forest left anywhere in the lower 48
states, especially in the East, makes it uncon
scionable to suggest that it is not important to
preserve the remaining patches on the national
forests. Even the moderate environmental
groups and a large contingent of politicians in
Washington are supporting an old growth log
ging ban on the national forests. In fact even a
sizeable percentage of employees of the For
est Service agree that remaining old growth
should be pre~erved. The question that should
be asked is not whether we can wait 50 years
for a second growth forest to recover in the
next c1earcut, but whether industry and agency

foresters can learn to accept limits and man
age timber production sustainably and coop
eratively on the existing commercial
timberland base without constantly reaching
into the hinterlands to consume the least ac
cessible vestiges of old growth.

If Soule had said we should negotiate
wi th private property owners or compromise
in cases where the Forest Service wants to log
in existing, roaded, second and third growth
forests, then we would have little quarrel with
him. But he advocated acquiescence in a case
where more old growth was to be liquidated
simply to satisfy current (probably unsustain
able) lumber market demands. Clearly, the
national forests-being public lands-are an
appropriate venue for advocating non-market
management strategies. Despite recent con
vention (since World War Two), there is no
"right" to log everything log-able on the na
tional forests.

Soule says we should make these sacri
fices so that rural communities dependent on
national forest timber don't react with defen
sive outrage. We share his sympathy for those
communities, but his solution only perpetuates
the problem. Cutting more old-growth will not
keep these people employed. We must look at
the big picture. Communities faced with im
pending mill closures are not victims ofenvi
ronmentalists' intransigence~ they are victims
of historic overproduction, short-sighted busi-

ness decisions, erratic market conditions, and
a migratory lumber industry with little loyalty
to the communities they helped create.

At a conference on the future of the wood
products industry in Missoula, Montana in
September 1991, William Galligan of the For
est Prcx:lucts Research Society said in his key
note address that arguments aboutjobs and the
impact on communities may sometimes be
helpful in dealing with politicians, but com
munity stability "is not why we're here."1 Until
the forest products industry accepts responsi
bility for its business practices and stops shift
ing blame to the public for "demanding wood
products," rural timber community instability
will remain a fact of life.

It is a role of the environmental advocate
and the conservation biologist to otTer a strong
alternative to the vision of the Galligans of this
world. And 1t is government's role to channel
America's social and industrial energies in
ways that are responsive to a diversity of val
ues and responsible to future generations and
the heal th of the planet.

-Paul Hirt, Program in Nature, Culture
and Technology, University ofKansas.

-Diane Debinski, Asst.Professor, Envi
rQnmental Studies Program, University of
Kansas.

1. Quoted by Jim Ludwig in his article, "Pin
argumentsondemand,forestresearcheradvises,"
The Missoulian, Sept 13, 1991.
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Natural World News

YELLOWSTONE'S NORTH FORK ROAD CAN ONLY BE
WORSENED BY WIDENING

The North Fork of the Shoshone River runs eastward out of
Yellowstone National Park and through the Shoshone National Forest,
flowing first through heavily forested terrain, then through progressively
drier country characterized by rock formations reminiscent of the South
west. Twenty-eight miles east of the Park, as one is leaving National
Forest and entering private land, the Valley of the North Fork widens
dramatically into what is known as Wapiti Valley, its floor three to five
miles wide and about 10 miles long. To the north are the peaks of the
North Absoroka WildernessArea, and to the south those of the Washakie
Wilderness, both segments of the AbsorokaRange. The portion ofNorth
Fork Valley known as Wapiti, then, is a deep intrusion of private land
into a mountain wilderness. Until fairly 'recently Wapiti was almost
exclusively given to ranches of substantial size, but with the subdivi
sion that has occurred in recent years the Valley has taken on some
thing of a suburban character.

The Yellowstone Ecosystem, of which approximately one-sixth
has been set aside as Yellowstone Park, is a natural entity. Despite its
jagged outline- its tendrils ofTeton and Gallatin and Wind River ranges
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springing forth from a centerpiece of lake and plateau- it is a tightly
knit family of interdependent parts. A sense of continuity among parts
comes from knowing of the region's great mammals which, by the thou
sands, make annual altitudinal migrations. In summer Elk and Mule
Deer and Bighorn Sheep graze the meadows above timberline. As sum
mer wanes, they begin a descent over ancient trails to ancestral winter
ing grounds in the vall.eys. Then, as winter gives way to spring, survivors
begin another slow trek upward toward the brief high country summer.
It's a rhythm as steady as a great, slow heartbeat, without which the
mountains would becomejust so many pretty rocks.

With respect to Wapiti and environs, the migratory needs of great
beasts draw together valley floor, alpine tundras, and intervening tree
zones into a single cohesive unit. To dissect and isolate portions is to
damage the whole. To the holistic eye, then, Wapiti Valley should be
an inviolate winter range.

Yet as a segment in the migratory cycle of animals, the valley floor
is all but destroyed. The subdivision has accelerated and is spreading
up the hillsides. Ever more houses are being built, every one with its
own unsightly, bulldozed gash of a road.

At the eastern end of Wapiti Valley, just before it flows out of the
mountains and into the Bighorn Basin, the North Fork has been dammed

to create Buffalo Bill Reservoir. Between the reservoir
and the National Forest boundary, highway uimprove
ment" in recent years has made that stretch of 14-16-20
the road connecting Cody, Wyoming with the East
Entrance of Yellowstone Park-a straight raceway. It is
a road you simply cannot ignore. From the crest of the
Wapiti Ridge, miles within the Washakie Wilderness, the
road appears as a distinct line in the valley below, intrud
ing like a fracture in a porcelain sculpture. Reflections
of sunlight from windshields transmit to the very moun
tain-tops a sense of pistons and fumes.

Driving west from Cody toward the Park one passes
through Wapiti over that uimproved" stretch. Then, as one
enters the Shoshone National Forest, the road narrows
and proceeds to meander through the Valley of the North
Fork for the 28 miles to the Park's East Entrance, At the
moment, this 28 mile segment of 14-16-20 is as it has
been for many decades, following the natural contours
of the valley floor. Vegetation grows to its very edges.
Narrow as it is, it impedes animal movements as little as
one could expect a paved road to do. But political and
economic powers have judged the North Fork Road in
adequate for the multitudes on tight schedules and for
those abominable cracker boxes on wheels, the recreation
vehicles. Through it all only one reason is given for im
provement: they say the present road does not conform
to modern highway standards.

But it should not be a highway. The biology of the
valley and the matchless scenery there call not for high
way speeds but for slow meandering, Those intent upon
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seeing the wonders ofYellowstone should not
be herded with all due haste to the East Gate
but prompted to discover that in North Fork
Valley they are already inYellowstone, in one
of the Ecosystem's finest parts at that.

In the public mind is a misconception that
Yellowstone, so much a part ofAmerican lore,
is sacred and therefore safe from commercial
exploitation. Indeed, few are even aware of the
difference between Yellowstone Park and the
Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem, of which the
Park is just a portion. Few understand that the
boundaries of the Park-mere lines on a
map-have nothing to do with the natural
rhythms of the larger Ecosystem, and that the
health of the Park depends upon the health of
the whole. Of course Forest Service officials,
in sync with local industrial groups and their
politicians, are happy to keep it that way, be
cause they know that an informed citizenry, if
given a choice: would not let Yellowstone be
developed to death. Which is exactly what is
happening now.

An improved highway in the North Fork
would' be a much grosser stab wound into the
heart of Yellowstone. It's not too late to stop
the road, though~ construction has not yet be
gun. But enough people will have to raise
enough hell to outvote local industrial inter
ests. Furthermore, the whole issue of
Yellowstone's future will have to go national,
because the road is but one strand in a noose
of development tightening about the region.
In fact, the greatest threat to Yellowstone
comes not from any single clearcut, or mine,
or road, or subdivision, or herd of domestic
livestock, but from the cumulative effects of
all of these, causing the piecemeal disintegra
tion of the Ecosystem.

WHAT YOU CAN 00:

Compose a letter in which you express
your concern for the ongoing breakdown of
ecosystem integrity in Yellowstone. Draw par
ticular attention to the North Fork Highway.
Send the letter to your representative and both
senators (US House ofRepresentatives, Wash
ington, OC 20515~ Senate OC 20510), and
copy it to the Chamber of Commerce, Cody,
Wyoming, 82414.

Even more important, support the orga
nization in the Northern Rockies that advo
cates without compromise on behalf of
wilderness values in theYellowstone Ecosys
tem: Alliance for the Wild Rockies, Box 8731,
Missoula, Mf 598fJ7. Another deserving or
ganization is the Biodiversity Legal Founda-
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tion, POB 18327, Boulder, CO 80308-8327.
In my opinion, you should avoid any fonn of
support for the Greater Yellowstone Coalition,
which I believe is so thoroughly infiltrated with
commercial interests that it has long since lost
effectiveness as an environmental organization.

-Bill Willers, ProfessorofBiolngyat the
University ofWisconsin at Oshkosh, and Ex
ecutive Director of the Superior Wilderness
Action Network (SWAN)

SAVE ENOLA HILL!

Native Americans for Enola, and other
concerned parties filed suit on 2 December
1992, charging the U.S. Forest Service (Zig
zag District, Mount Hood National Forest,
Oregon) with violations of the National His
toric Preservation Act, for failing to consider
the tradi tional cui tural use of Enola Hill by
Native American people. The Forest Service
issued a blanket pennit to Caffall Bros. Forest
Products, Inc. and Ray Schoppert Logging to
cut timber on the hill, which is considered a
sacred site by many Native Americans. Log-

Western Trillium by Robin Peterson

gers have already c1earcut approximately 20
acres on Enola Hill.

Enola Hill's forest cover includes Dou
glas-fir, Pacific Silver Fir, Western Hemlock,
Western Red Cedar, Red Alder, and Lodgepole
Pine. The understory includes rhododendron,
huckleberry, Salmon Berry, strawberry,
ThimbleBerry, trillium, VineMaple, Salal, and
manzanita.Groundcover species include
Beargrass, Swordfern, Oxalia, Oregon Grape,
and Vanilla Leaf.

Included among the fauna are Great
Horned Owls, Bald and Golden Eagles, Black
Bear, Cougar, River Otter, Beaver, and Coy
ote. The Forest Service has observed Spotted
Owls. Due to its remarkable natural and cul
tural features, an effort is under way to place
Enola Hill on the National Register as a tradi
tiona� cultural property.

Native peoples from the Grande Ronde,
Warm Springs, Yakima, Umatilla, Nez Perce,
and Siletz reservations, as well as Wyams from
the Columbia River region regard Enola Hill
as sacred, and have practiced rituals at the site.
The Mount Hood National Forest has failed

to complete a thorough Traditional
Cultural Property Evaluation of
Enola Hill, as required by a 1991
court order. Such an evaluation
must include interviews with tradi
tional elders and spiritual leaders in
order to comply with historic pres
ervation laws.

The Forest Service has dis
played a pattern of abuse and ne
glect when it comes to recognizing
and protecting NativeAmerican tra
ditional cultural properties. At a
prior hearing, U.S. attorney Tom
.Lee exclaimed, 'They would want
us to believe that the forest and the
hill are like some kind of church!"
That's right, Tom, they would.

Nation-wide expressions of
support for the protection of Enola
Hill are important. Send letters to:
Mike Edrington, Forest Supervisor,
Mount Hood National Forest, 2955
NW Division St., Gresham, OR
97030. Letters in support of placing
Enola Hill on the National Register
can be sent to: Cascade Geographic
Society, POB 398, Rhododendron,
OR 97049.

-PaulFaulstich, Portland, OR
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FOREST SERVICE TRIES TO
WHISTLE SWEET BYE AND BYE TO
THE RED-COCKADED
WOODPECKER IN DIXIE

The Red-cockaded Woodpecker (Pico
ides borealis) ·is an Endangered species th~t

inhabits the mature, open pine forests of the
southeastern United States. Historical distri
bution of the bird included 15 states from
Texas to rv1aryland to Florida. Currently popu
lations are known to exist in 13 states. Histori
cally the woodpecker was known to exist in
16 counties in Tennessee. Today, there is one
known bird left in the entire state of Tennes
see. Why is this bird, along with many other
listed species, losing ground at a time when
the American Forest Council tells us there are
more trees than 70 years ago?

Treefarms are differentfrom naturaleco
systems, but the American Forest Council, a
coalition of timber industry corporations, is
either ignorant of this or forgets to mention it
in their National Geographic advertisements.
Loss of habitat is the number one reason be
hind species extinction worldwide. To better

understand the loss of habitat specific to the
Red-cockaded Woodpecker, one must under-

.stand the ecosystem that it needs, the South
ern Pine Forest Ecosystem. The Red-cockaded
Woodpecker (RCW) is an indicator species of
the Southern Pine Forest. When an indicator
·species is in decline, the overall health of its
forest ecosystem is probably in decline. The
Southern Pine Forest Ecosystem, broadly de
fined, includes four pine species: Longleaf,
Slash, Loblolly, and Shortleaf. Fire plays an
extremely important role in the Southern Pine
Forest Ecosystem. Thunderstorms occur in the
Southeast at a higher frequency than in any
other region in North America. The lightning
associated with these thunderstorms causes
frequent fires, but human fire suppression tech
niques have disrupted the natural fire regime.
Lack of fire in the Southern Pine Forest results
in growth of a thick understory of hardwoods
which will eventually shade out the pines.
Currently most pine trees in the South fall prey
to the forest industry's practice of clearcutting
pines at 20 years of age for pulpwood or 40
60 years of age for lumber.

When a species is listed under the En-

dangered Species Act, a "recovery plan" for
the species is required. ARecovery Tearn was
first appointed for the Red-cockaded Wood
pecker in 1975. This group included biologists
from governmental and academic sectors plus
a heavy representation from forest industry.
They presented their recovery plan to the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service in 1979. Backlash
from the Forest Service and other timber in
terests resulted in this original plan being re
vised to make management of the bird
compatible with modern forestry practices.
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) has
the responsibility of monitoring Endangered
species. Much research has been done on the
Red-cockaded Woodpecker, yet FWS still has
no program devoted to restoring the bird to its
original historic range. Even in the few select
areas on Forest Service land where the bird has
increased in population, the Forest Sevice is
not acquiring more habitat or allowing areas
to grow back into potential habitat.

Red-cockaded Woodpeckers generally
weigh about 50 grams (a little less than two
ounces). They are about the same size as a
Cardinal or a Robin. These woodpeckers live
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in family groups, called clans, that occupy
stands of cavity trees; called colonies. They
need old pines that have red heartwood rot~

averaging 95+ years for LongleafPine and 75+
years for Loblolly and other pines. Excavation
of a cavity may take several years since the
bird is relatively small and excavates its cavi
ties only in live pine trees. Aclan may include
as many as ten birds. The use of the term
"colony" even when there is only one breed
ing pair in a clan gives a false sense of abun
dance. A clan never includes more than one
breeding female. RCWs nest between late
April and July. The females lay two to four
eggs. The eggs hatch in 10-12 days. Often, the
entire clan of birds helps with incubating eggs
and raising the young. Young male birds of
ten remain in their natal colonies to help
around the nest. Young female birds leave the
colony in search of other colonies needing a
female bird. Every year there is an excess num
ber of female birds.

Part of the RCW recovery effort is aug
mentation. Augmentation involves moving a
bird, generally female, from one colony and
pairing it with a single bird, generally male,
in another colony. Every year some National
Forests in the Southeast put in requests to the
regional office for a certain number of birds
to augment the populations on their land. Yet
despite the excess of female birds every year,
the National Forests do not fill all of each
other's requests.

The single known Red-cockaded Wood
pecker in Tennessee lives in Polk County, the
southeastern-most county in the state, on the
Ocoee District of the Cherokee National For
est. Management for the Red-<:ockaded Wood
pecker on the Cherokee National Forest
amounts to protecting the single known bird.
It does not include managing for future RCW
habi tat. Augmentation was tried with the single
male bird on the Cherokee in 1990. A female
bird was brought to the Cherokee by airplane
from the Apalachicola NF in Florida. Almost
as soon as the female was released she flew
away. There is much speculation as to why this
particular augmentation did not work. That the
female bird was moved from Longleaf Pine
habi tat to Shortleaf Pine habitat is one hYJX>th
esis. Augmentation has not been attempted
here since. The Forest Service and Fish and
Wildlife Service say they must prioritize their
recovery efforts. This means they are concen
trating their efforts in areas with heal thier colo
nies. In a letter to the Forest Protection/
Biodiversity Project the Forest Service said
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that the colony on the
Cherokee is "low priority."

Global Sustain
ablity's Forest Protection!
Biodiversity Project and

. the Sierra Club in Knox
ville believe it is time to
begin a comprehensive
and aggressive augmenta
tion program for the
single known bird left in
Tennessee. Since the For
est Service is not working
to find a female bird, the
two groups are attempting
to get a bird from the
Daniel Boone National
Forest in Kentucky or the
Talladegha National For
est in northern Alabama.
We have been in contact
with Jerome Jackson, a bi
010gist at the University
of Mississippi, who has
been working with the
Red-cockaded Wood
pecker for over twenty
years. He has agreed to
assist with the actual aug
mentation once a bird is
secured. We hope that
pairing the single male
bird wi th a mate wi II be
the beginning of a suc-
cessful effort to restore the ,
Red-cockaded Woodpecker to its historical
range in Tennessee.. as weIl as to reestablish a
biological corridor between Red-cockaded
Woodpecker colonies from Kentucky to Ala
bama Through this campaign a significant part
of the Southern Pine Forest Ecosystem could
be restored.

WHAT YOU CAN DO:

The Forest Service is currently working
on a new management plan for the Red
cockaded Woodpecker. A draft of the plan
should be available for public comment some
time this spring.

John Alcock, Regional Forester for the
Southeast, has stated that "Augmenting the
Cherokee National Forest's single male RCW
this fall or any time in the foreseeable future
is not being considered..." (9/8/92). Please
write a letter to~. Alcock. Remind him that
the Endangered Species Act mandates protec
tion for the Red-cockaded WoOdpecker, in-

Red-cockaded Woodpecker by Brian Evans

c1uding protection of its habitat. Insist that the
current Forest Service management plan does
not go far enough in protecting the bird. Urge
him to take the lead in protection of the wood
pecker on public lands in the Southeast and to
work to restore the species throughout its origi
nal range. Request a copy of the new draft
maqagement plan for the Red-cockaded
Woodpecker and send in your comments.

Encourage others to write as well. Send
your letters to the Forest Protection Project,
roB 1101, Knoxville, TN 37901. We will send
these letters to Alcock en masse after the draft
management plan is released. If you have any
questions call 615-524-4771.

For additional information see:
Jackson, Jerome. 1986. BioJX>litics, man

agement of Federal Lands, and the conserva
tion of the Red-cockaded Woodpecker.
American Birds, Winter: 1162-1168.

-Aimee Mostwill, Forest Protection!
Biodiversity Project
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INTERIOR DEPARTMENT TO
EXPEDITE FEDERAL PROTECTION
FOR HUNDREDS OF IMPERILED
SPECIES UNDER THE ESA

In one of the broadest settlements ever of
a lawsuit under the Endangered''Species Act
(ESA), the U.S. Department of the Interior has
agreed to expedite federal protection for hun- .
dreds of candidate animal and plant species
now facing extinction and to take steps to pro
tect more than a thousand additional species.
In total, nearly 1400 species are affected by
the agreement.

On 15 December 1992, the U.S. Depart
ment of the Interior (USDI) offi~ially agreed
to an out-of~ourt settlement'of a lawsuit filed
by nine grassroots activists, the Fund for Ani
mals, and other environmental organizations
inM'ayof 1992. The Bicx1iversity Legal Foun
dation developed the legal strategies in the case
while closely monitoring ESA listing activi
ties in all eight U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
(FWS) Regions. [FWS is in the Interior De
partment.] In its monitoring, the BLFdiscovered
nwnerous cases in which economic and politi
cal factors were influencing the Fish and Wild
life Service's listing priorities. Under the ESA,
only biological factors can be used to deter
mine the appropriateness of a species listing.

In the lawsuit, the plaintiffs argued that
the USDI was unreasonably delaying the list
ing of species as Endangered orThreatened in
violation of the Endangered Species Act and
the Administrative Procedures Act. They also
argued that the USDI acted unlawfully in clas
sifying species as "warranted but precluded"
when it could not demonstrate "expeditious
progress" in carrying out listing responsibilities.

The agreement also formalizes a Fish and
Wildlife Service commitment to emphasize,
where possible, multiple-species listings or
proposals that address entire ecosystems in
stead of using a species-by-species approach.
In addition to being more cost ~ffective, these
methcx1s will allow FWS to focus on the needs
of biotic communities as a whole. In settlement
negotiations, plaintiffs' attorneys pointed out
the need for ecosystem status reviews as part
of the ESA listing process. The settlementalso
plugged an administrative loophole that was
allowing then-Secretary of the InteriorManual
Lujan to delay or prevent the listing of sub
species under the ESA.

According to Jasper Carlton, Director of
the Bicx1iversity Legal Foundation and one of

the lead plaintiffs in the case, "'This settlement
will result, in the next few years, in a huge
increase in the number of species that are pro
tected under the Endangered Species Act. It
represents a desperately-needed and long-over
due commitment by the government to take
more seriously its obligation to protect our
nation's dwindling bicx1iversity." The settle
ment agreement provides a time table under
which species in need of ESA protection will
be listed or proposed for listing.

With a growing backlog of species in
need of federal protection, FWS, the federal
agency responsible for the implementation of
the ESA, was not making expeditious progress
in listing species. The delays, according to a
1990 Inspector General's report, have resulted
in the extinction of species before federal pro
tection could be granted. By FWS's own ad
mission, between 1980and 1990,forexample,
34 species perished while awaiting listing un
der the ESA. Some C-l candidate species had
languished in the "warranted but precluded"
category for as long as eight years without fed
eral protection. In addition, as a result of the
bureaucratic footdragging of the Reagan and
Bush administrations, we may have lost the op
portunity to recover hundreds of species im
periled by on-going habitat fragmentation and
destruction. The Inspector General's report
estimated that there may be as many as 3600
species in immediate need ofESA protection.

C-l: Candidate Species for addition to
the List of Endangered and Threatened
Wildlife and Plants, Category 1. Taxa for
which the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
currently has substantial information on
hand to support the biological appropri
ateness of proposing to list the species as
Endangered orThreatened.

C-2: Candidate Species, Category 2.
Taxa for which information now in pos
session of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Ser
vice indicates that proposing to list the
species as Endangered or Threatened is
possibly appropriate, but for which con
clusive data on biological vulnerability
and threat(s) are not available to support
proposed rules at this time.

The Biodiversity Legal Foundation esti
mates that over 6000 native plant and animal
species are now biologically threatened or en
dangered in the United States. Of these, less
than 20% have adequate protection and only
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755 have been listed under the federal ESA.
FWS is also failing to recognize and classify
hundreds of species as C-2 candidates.

Of major concem to plaintiffs, following
the settlement agreement, is the present inad
equate level of FWS funding for ESA listing
activities. Conservationists are writing to the
new Secretary of the Interior, Bruce Babbitt,

. and to members of their congressional delega
tions requesting increased funding for ESA
listing activities.

A few of the species that will benefit from
the agreement are the Southwestern Willow
Flycatcher, California Red-legged Frog, Spot
ted Frog, Puerto Rican Broad-winged Hawk,
Sherman's Fox Squi:rrel, Appalachian
Bewick's Wren, TexasAyenia, Saddle Moun
tain Bitter Cress, Limestone FameOower, Ar
kansas River Shiner, Florida Black Bear,
Mariana Flying Fox, Ponape Short-eared Owl,
Eastern Hog-nosed Skunk, Flat-tailed Homed
Lizard, Southwestern Pond Turtle, Oregon
Semaphore Grass, Steller's Eider, San Bruno
Mountain Manzanita, Peirson's Spring Beauty,
and the Callippe Silverspot (butterfly).

Of particular interest in this legal action
is that the government did not file a motion of
dismissal based on inadequate standing. The
reluctance of Justice Department attorneys to
pursue this defense was due in large part to the
extraordinary participation in the case by co
plaintiff/grassroots activists from around the
country. They include Jasper Carlton (CO),
Keith Hammer (Mf), Ned Mudd Jr. (AL),
Julia Fonseca (AZ), Joanne [)Uffey (FL), Dave
Hogan (CA), Mitch Friedman (WA),Andrew
Weisburd (IL), and Anne Peterman (VT). BLF
thanks all these activists and attorneys Eric
Glitzenstein and Kathy Meyer for taking a
strong stand on behalf of the restoration of
imperiled species and natural ecosystems.

The BLF (POB 18327 Boulder, CO
80308-1327) welcomes donations as it contin
ues to integrate biology with law in the effort
to protect the elements of natural diversity in
this country. Concerned readers can write to
Interior Secretary Bruce Babbitt at CSt. be
tween 18th & 19th Sts., Department of Inte
rior, Washington, DC 20240~ their Senators at
US Senate, Washington, DC 20510~ and their
representatives at House of Representatives,
DC 20515.

-Reported by the Biodiversity Legal
Foundation
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ECOSYSTEMS WITHOUT SPECIES?
LEGAL CHALLENGE OF FOREST
SERVICE MANAGEMENT BEGINS

Are "biodiversity" and "ecosystem man
agement" more than popular buzzwords to the
US Forest Service? Can the Forest Service
(FS) protect whole natural ecosystems with
out concern for how the components of those
ecosystems relate and function? To Rocky
Mountain Region (Region 2) FS officials, eco
system management seems to be a way to cir
cumvent requirements for giving special
management emphasis to individual species that
are in trouble as a result of habitat destruction.

To date, the Rocky Mountain Regional
Office of the U.S. Forest Service has failed to
promulgate a sensitive species list or program
for any of the sixteen National Forests under
its management. The Region includes all Na
tional Forests and National Grasslands in
Colorado, Wyoming, South Dakota, and Ne
braska. The Rocky Mountain Region has been
the only region in the entire country for many
years without a sensitive species program.

An effective sensitive species program is
valuable as a.prClactive mechanism to prevent
species from becoming threatened or endan
gered. The Forest Service's own Manual
(FSH) requires it to identify sensitive plant and
animal species within its regions. Identifying
and classifying sensitive species and determin
ing their habitat requirements are critical steps
in protecting native diversity and ecosystems.
The regional Forester, Elizabeth Estill, is talk
ing of ecosystem management, without a sen
sitive species program in place. No National
Forest in the Region has completed a compre
hensive flora or fauna inventory.

For two years, the Biodiversity Legal
Foundation (BLF) has tried to find a solution
to this critical problem- through the adminis
trative process. On 8 February 1993, it filed
rormal notice of intent to file suit against Sec
retary of Agriculture Mike Espy and Forest
Service Chief F Dale Robertson because of
the Forest Service's failure to implement a sen
sitive species program in the Rocky Mountain
Region. Joining the BLF in this legal effort are
the Native Ecosystems Council, Friends of the
Bow,Ancient Forest Rescue, and twelve grass
roots activists from Colorado, Wyoming,
South Dakota, and Nebraska. In their notice,
prospective co-plaintiffs argue that the Forest
Service has violated the National Forest Man
agement Act, Forest Service regulations (in-
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c1uding those contained in the Forest Service
Manual), the policies of the Endangered Spe
cies Act, and theAdministrative ProceduresAct

The BLF has identified more than 200
nati ve species in need of special management
emphasis in Region 2. Without classification
as sensitive species, their future viability is at
stake. Agency guidelines that do not ensure the
viability of native species violate the National
Forest Management Act (NFMA) and all
guidelines must serve to adequately protect
native species classified as "sensitive." Region
2's lack of a sensitive species list allows spe
cies such as the Western Boreal Toad, Lynx,
Rocky Mountain Capshell Snail, and Penland
Alpine Mustard to continue sliding inexorably
toward extinction. In the case of the Fen Mus
tard in Colorado, lack of proactive manage
ment allowed mining claims to be filed on top
of a major population of this endemic plant.
The claims were then used in an appeal of pro
posed Research Natural Area designation for
the area, resulting in its withdrawal. Nor has
the FS stopped recreational ORV use in the Fen
Mustard's delicate alpine habitat.

A "sensitive" species is one for which
population viability is a concern. Downward
trends in population numbers, density, or habi
tat cap'1bility that would reduce a species's ex
isting distribution are criteria for classification
as "sensitive." The viability of native species
cannot be assured if the Forest Service does
not identify and classify species as sensitive,
then give these species special management
emphasis in ongoing forest planning.

Any biologically
sound plan for protect
ing rare species must
protect the ecosystems
upon which they de
pend. This was the intent
of Congress in passing
the Endangered Species
Act. Region 2 officials
have ignored the clear
mandate of Congress as
well as recommenda
tions from the scientific
community. This Region
has long favored re
source exploitation over
natural di versity, and
evidently intends to con
tinue this destructive
policy.

This case holds con-

BIODIVERSITY
LEGAL
FOUNDATION

siderable interest for activists defending bio
logical diversity because of the lack of legal
case precedents. The case could determine
whether we can legally force the Forest Ser
vice to initiate a sensitive species protection
program.

If the Forest Service does not take the
necessary steps within sixty days of the date
the notice was filed, prospective co-plaintiffs
will bring the appropriate legal action in United
States District Court.

What you can do: Write to F. Dale
Robertson, Chief, U.S. Forest Service, POB
96090, Washington, DC 20090-6090, insist
ing tbat the Rocky Mountain Region imple
ment an effective sensitive species program
immediately.

Send a tax-deductible contribution to the
Biodiversity Legal Foundation, POB 18327,
Boulder, CO 803~-1327, in support of this
legal action. Thank you.

-Reported by Jasper Carlton

Hermit Crab, by jennifer Wiest
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Hydro-Quebec Dams More
Rivers and Natives

by Scott Thiele

Edward Tapiatic is Cree and he lives,
some of the time, in the village of Chisasibi, where the powerful
Chisasibi River enters James Bay. When Edward isn't in Chisasibi, he
is usually some 200 miles to the east, hunting and fishing on his family's
traditional wilderness hunting grounds. Edward's family has lived off
this land for many generations~ and now the next generation-Edward's
teenage son-accompanies him into the bush, following Caribou or
geese, or learning to fish through thick winter ice when the wind chill
is thi rty below.

Their wilderness home. is a simple lodge of small pines laid to
gether in anA-frame covered with sod and canvas. Asmall metal box
with a flue serves as a cookstove. Upon returning from a day's hunt,
Edward sets fire to a handful of sticks, and eventually the stove warms
the lodge. When the lodge is warm, he removes his Caribou boots and
hangs them on a rack of pine branches to dry.

Edward's lcxlge rests on the western slope of a low hill, near the
shore of a large lake, in a primeval wilderness that has seldom seen a
white man's footsteps, if ever. Across the lake, many miles away, a small
mountain stands alone against the western sky where the winter sun
sets, and darkness moves in, then is chased away by the glimmering
aurora borealis. This is Edward Tepiatic's life, and he loves it.

In the spring of 1993, Hydro-Quebec will close the gates on its
new darns downriver from Edward's lake. Behind the dam the water
will rise, and will cover Edward's lodge and the hill. Edward's lands,
his family's legacy, will disappear beneath the waters of Hydro
Quebec's reservoir.

Part of Edward will disappear with it.
Quebec City and Ottawa are both about 800 linear miles and a

world away from Edward's lodge. There, in the offices of Hydro-Que
bec, Quebec Premier Robert Bourassa, and Canadian Prime Minister
Brian Mulroney, the decisions to destroy the Cree's ancestral home
land are made. Their latest actions reek of hostility against native
peoples.

On 8 January 1993 Hydro-Quebec and the Grand Council of the
Cree signed anAgreement allowing H-Q to build two more darns. Under
the Agreement, H-Q will pay the Cree $50 million, and the Cree will
cancel lawsuits they launched to block the construction. Most of the
money will go to the public works, recreation, and other programs in
the villages of Chisasibi and Wemindji ~ and the Grand Council will
receive $5 million.

Casual observers have accused the Cree of selling out. This is un
true. As has happened in the past, the Cree were bullied into a comer
and forced by circumstances into the Agreement. '

Thedams are EM-1 and LA~l, on the Eastmain and LaForge riv
ers. These dams are barely mentioned in the James Bay and Northern
Quebec Agreement that the Cree signed in 1975, allowingH-Q to con
struct its James Bay One project.In the 1975 document, their only men
tion appears in a line that reads, "At the option ofHydro-Quebec, LA-1
and EM-1 could be built at a later date."

To no one's surprise, H-Q decided to build them, and the Cree
retaliated with lawsuits seeking a full Environmental Review. The Fed
eral Minister of the Environment, after a year's deliberation, ruled that
the dams were not subject to any review under the 1975 Agreement
but were subject to the Federal Environmental Assessment and Review
process. In other words, Quebec Province wasn't required to review
the dams, but the Canadian government was.

That decision was appealed by Hydro-Quebec, Quebec Province,
and the Canadian government, who argued that the feds should not have
to do any review at all. Athree-man court consisting ofQuebec judges
overturned the review decision. The Cree continued their lawsuits to
stop the dams, but H-Q began construction, and the Cree soon found
themselves in the same predicament at James Bay that other natives
had faced with two dams in western Canada-a belligerent province
building dams before the federal review was even started.

The western darns were Rafferty-Almeda Dam in Saskatchewan
and Old Man River Dam in Alberta. In the late 1980s a court ordered
the Canadian government to do Environmental Reviews on both dams.
The provinces, declaring the federal reviews instrusions on provincial
autonomy, started construction before reviews began. After the review
began on the Old Man Dam, the Review Panel visited the si te, saw that
construction was already well along, and resigned. It took over a year
to replace the Panel. By the time both reviews were finished, Almeda
was 70% built and Old Man was 90% built. Moreover, the federal re
view interpreted the applicable laws weakly. In the end, the Old Man
Review Panel recommended the dam be dismantled because its sup
posed benefits were not cost-efficient: its irrigation water would cost
$300 per acre, farmers were willing to pay only 5$ per acre.

Canada's ambassador to the U.S., speaking of Hydro-Quebec's
James Bay Two project in a winter 1993 Amicus Journal art~c1e, said
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"The governments of Canada and Quebec
have declared that no decision will be made
and no construction will begin until the re
views are completed."At about the same time,
Canada entered the following court submission
regarding the EM-I Dam: 'There is no author
ity of the government of Canada by which it
would have a general fiduciary obligation to
pwtect or promote the interest of natives when
these are affected by other levels of govern
ment acting wi thin their jurisdictions." In con
trast to its public statements, Canada is
privately doing its best to evade any responsi
bility.

The Cree looked at these and other state
ments, saw construction of LA-I under way,
saw the Almeda-Rafferty and Old Man River
charade repeating itself, and decided to settle
with Hydro-Quebec for the highest sum they
could get.

Quebec's hostility toward natives may
soon be directed at environmentalists as well.
A document leaked from H-Q in February
describes plans for a police force of I88-strong
to tighten security against vandalism by Crees
and environmental groups. Richard Lehir,
president of Quebec Manufacturers Associa
tion, marcheq in step recently, stating, '1Cs
only a bunch of ecofascists and ecoterrorists
who are opposed to these projects."

Yet as Brian Creik of the Grand Council
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of the Cree points out, 'There has never been
any vandalism against H-Q by Cree or envi
ronmentalists in Canada, and no claims have
been filed by H-Q."

Canada is continuing its American pro
paganda campaign by sending David Cliche
on a tour of Northeast states. According to
Creik, "Cliche's job is to tell Americans that
Canada's review process for these projects is
thorough and strong, soAmericans will believe
they have no need to worry about the Cree. In
reality, Cliche is a leader of Party Quebecois,
which wants Quebec independence. His po
litical agenda would be helped if these projects
are carried out."

LA-I is mostly built and Bvf-I construc
tion is to begin this spring. EM-I may destroy
an enormous sturgeon population. The fish
cannot survive in reservoirs, and have disap
peared where darns have already been built.
The sturgeon's loss WQuid add to a list of trag
edies that incl udes the roisoning of waters with
mercury, the flooding of.5000 square miles of
wilderness, and the drowning of 10,000 mi
grating Caribou at the Caniapiscau River.

On maps, French-Canadians label this
wilderness territory "Northern Quebec," but
the Cree have always called it "Cree Land."
On a cold day in the spring of 1993, deep in
Cree Land, Edward Tapiatic will stand amidst
Caribou tracks and fIocks of migrating geese,

and watch Hydro-Quebec's reservoir take
away his family's ancestral land forever.

WHAT YOU CANDO:

A) New York and Vermont have energy
contracts with Hydro-Quebec. Continue to
oppose these contracts. Massachusetts is con
sidering energy contracts. Write the governors
of these states: Governor Cuomo (State Capi
to�, Albany, NY 12224)~Governor Dean (109
State St., Montpelier, VI 05609)~ Governor
Weld (Executive Office, Room 360, State
House, Boston, MA 02133).

B) Scott Thiele is organizing a public
boycott against Quebec, NY and VI (a tour
ism dependent state) utilizing the same tactics
rhat worked againstAlaska's recent plan to kill
wolves. For information, or to help, call Scott
at 717-278-13% or 607-723-0110.

C) James Bay activities are continually
changing, and the issues are extremely com
plex. For updates and clarification contact:
PROTECT~ Box 82, Campbell Hall, NY
10916~ Vermont Coalition to Save James Bay,
21 Church St., Burlington, VI 05401.

Scott Thiele (RD #4 237-A, Elk Lake,
Montrose, PA 18801) is a wilderness defender
who works for James Bay and Pennsylvania
forests in particular.
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Mother's Grand Pacific Rim Forest:

Pushed To The Limit

by Chant Thomas

R
oots and branches intwined in sylvan embrace, broken only by wider rivers rushing the Forest's salmonid offspring out to sea. From the
pinon of the southern California mountains, the Forest reached an arm north along the Sierra with Giant Sequoia and towering Sugar
Pines. Another arm stretched out along the coast, cloaked with the tallest, the Coast Redwoods. Arms spun unparalleled coniferous

diversity, tying the Klamath knot around Yolla Bolly, Trinity, Marble, Siskiyou, and Kalmiopsis ranges. Toe Forest spun on up the coast, red
woods relieved by Western Red-cedar and spruce climaxing in the Olympics. Cascade Mountains carried the Forest farther north, clothing naked
volcanoes until bare glacial ice edged her onto the Tongassbeach.'

Mother's Grand Pacific Rim Forest thrived,'survived, for millions of years, until the white man arrived a moment ago. Quickly he tricked
Forest's friend fire to feed wildly, and then banished fire from the Forest. He pillaged Forest's oldest,largest, wisest trees. Without friend fire,
Forest grew too many young trees, crowding the last large trees toward death from thirst and hunger. As Forest began to die, white man began to
realize, perhaps too late, that if Forest dies, so will we.

THE GATHERING

Themes of biodiversity and cooperation ran like rivers through a recent gathering of
400 forest activists in Ashland, Oregon. The second annual West Coast Ancient ForestAc
tivist Conference focused on the crises in the forest ecosystems of the Pacific Northwest.
Hosted by the grassroots group Headwaters, the Conference educated and motivated activ
ists to prepare for a promise. During his campaign, President Clinton promised organized
labor a Forest Summit. This summit would seek solutions to the biodiversity crisis affect
ing the forests, the fisheries, and the rural communities dependent on these resources in the
Pacific Northwest.

The promised Forest Summit is both an opportunity and.a challenge. After a dozen
deadly years of accelerated forest destruction, the summit is a new opportunity to preserve
the last remnants of Mother's Grand Forest, while restoring the fragmented forests and
fisheries. Activists are challenged to cooperate with former adversaries to create solutions
enabling communities dependent on forest resources to survive and thrive by restoring their
local forest ecosystems.

In a historic departure from previous such events where the preachers addressed the
choir, Headwaters invited some perceived adversaries to address the Conference. Labor
leader Denny Scott of the United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners journeyed across
the continent from Washington, D.C., and suggested that environmentalists and labor work
together in the summit process to preserve ancient forests and timber jobs. Tom Hirons, a
logger whose Oregon Lands Coalition picketed last year's Conference, joined DaveChisolm
of the Pulp and Paperworkers Union and Linn County (Oregon) Commissioner David
Schmidt on aTransitional Economics panel.

Meeting the challenge of cooperation was also the message delivered by Jennifer
'Belcher, the newlyelected Washington State Commissioner of Public Lands. Ms. Belcher,
who ran on a strong conservationist platform, instructed activists to remember private in
dustriallands in solutions to the forest crisis.

Siskiyou Corn Lily
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In addition to these speakers, other non-traditionals came, includ
ing a National Forest supervisor and a district ranger. Some long-time
ancient forest activists were likely wondering what changes had oc
curred to prompt the timber industry, organized labor, and public agen
cies to address their Conference.

The Litigation Update and Outlook panel detai led those changes,
as the attorneys described the court injunctions that have effectively
halted logging of Spotted Owl habitat in westside federal forests of
Washington, Oregon~ and northern California. Federal agency failure
to comply with environmental law has closed the faucet of free flow
ing timber in this region. Conservationists have, through their attor
neys, forced industry, labor, and agencies to engage in a new dialog of
cooperation.

Forest activists leamed more about the forest ecosystem crisis in
other panels, including: Fisheries and Watershed Restoration, The Role
of Forestry in Restoring Ecosystems, Native American Restoration
Ecology, and Crisisin the Siberian and Canadian Boreal Forests.The
most popular workshop was MediaTraining. Experts in broadcast and
print media gave tips and pointers on how to educate local reporters,
how to conduct media interviews, and related topics.

Several issues raised at the Conference have not received enough
serious consideration in the forest protection movement. Environmen
talists in Oregon and Washington have been fixated on federal forests
since passage of the Wilderness Act in 1964. It became obvious in
Ashland that no regional forest solution will be reached without con
sidering the private and state forestlands. Likewise, forests east of the
Cascades and Sierra forests must be included in the summit proceedings.

Another issue raised was the rift between the largest environmen
tal organizations ("the nationals") and the more local grassroots groups.
They cooperated more at this year's conference than at previous gath
erings. For instance, Headwaters, a grassroots group working in the
southwest comer ofOregon, organized this West Coast Ancient Forest
Activist Conference~ while Americans for Ancient Forests, a national
group based in DC, provided funding for the event.

However, there
were sti II comments
about environmental
leaders from metropoli-
tan areas being out of
touch wi th rural needs
and concerns. Some na
tionalleaders were per
ceived as being of an
"old school" mode, dis
pensing generalities in
pep rally style speeches,
instead of providing de
tailed information about
how to integrate the
grassroots into legisla
tive processes.

Jennifer Belcher
appealed to the gathered
activists to "put our dif
ferences aside, unify our

Bell Catchfly position, and have aL-- --'
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Past approaches to forest
preservation, drawing lines
around special places which
are later compromised in the
process, will no longer work.

common agenda... or we will lose at the Forest Summit."
Another vocalIystated issue was the lack of women, Native Ameri

cans, and minorities at higher levels of the environmental movement,
and specifically on the Conference panels, three of which were com
prised entirely of "white guys." A women's caucus was held on Sun
day morning. During the Summit Outlook panel, one woman spoke of
sexism, using corporate timber's friend Senator Bob Packwood (R
OR) as the most currently outrageous example. Another women spoke
of the concept of using circles and caususes to work for solutions on a
community level.

In the closing circle, Dennis Martinez, a Native American with
the Society for Ecological Restoration, noted that the Conference was
opened with a prayer by Agnes <Tao-Why-Wee" Pilgrim, a local
Takilmaelder. Then he spok~ eloquently of the need to more closely
examine the ways American indigenous peoples interacted with their
environment~ an examination that promises many answers as we seek
the on-the-ground prescriptions, the medicine to heal our thrashed eco
systems.

THE MEDICINE

Two panels at the Conference focused on the "medicine" needed
to heal the stressed ecosystems of the Pacific Northwest. The medicine
is restoration, and prescriptions were hot topics of discussion through
out the Conference. During the Fisheries and Watershed Restoration
panel, it became clear that the once vast network of salmonid and trout
habitat in our streams and rivers had declined to where isolated "hot
spots" of high quality habitat have become crucial in maintaining fish
populations.

The first prescription of restoration is to preserve all of these cru
cial habitat hot spots, referred to as <'Riverine Biodiversity Manage
mentAreas" in a proposed Watershed and Salmon Habitat Restoration
Act presented by Pacific Rivers Council. These areas are comprised of
largely intact forested watersheds. However, most such areas are reacted,
and these roads are prone to cause landslides down the slopes into the
streams during the intense winter storms common to ~hese steep West
ern mountains. After a decade of drought, an unusually large slide po
tential has accumulated. The most urgent restoration medicine' to
prescribe is stormproofing these cri tical watersheds by fi xing or eI imi
nating these roads.

The next steps of restoration are to identify, protect, and restore
the less intact riparian habitat refugia. The process of restoration would
flow from the most intact areas to the rvost degraded habitats. This strat
egy applies restoration prescriptions for the most immediate benefit and
is a radical departure from past approaches of generic structural repairs

illustrations by Heather B. Mcdonald
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Biodiversity

focused in the most degraded areas.
Success in riparian restoration depends on the health of the for

ests in the watersheds, which was the topic of the second restoration
panel, The Role of Forestry in Restoring Ecosystems. In his opening
remarks, panel facilitator Robert Brothers (Bobcat) clarified the con
cept of restoration with a quote from William R. Jordan III. a founder
of the Society for Ecological Restoration: "Restoration is the deliber,.
ate attempt to compensate, in an ecologically precise and effective way,
for human influence on a natural system:'

In the case of Northwest forests, the human influence has been
severe enough to threaten the integrity of the ecosystem. Bobcat re
ferred to this influence as forestry's mistakes, and listed three prime
examples: suppression of natural wildfires~ establishment of single
species, even-aged tree farms~ fragmentation and elimination of late
seral/old-growth forests.

Suppression of wildfires has been widespread and pernicious. The
natural frequency of wildfires in the Pacific Northwest is less than.50
years in all but the northern coastal and Cascade forests. Indeed in much
of the region, the fire frequency is half that, especially in the drier for
ests of southern Oregon, northern California, and the eastside.

In areas of early white settlement, the 70 or so years of fire sup
pression were preceded by several decades with fires of greater than
natural frequency and intensity, as ranchers and miners burned forests
to increase livestock forage and mineral access. The result has been
unnaturally croWded, even-aged young forest stands following cata
strophic stand replacement fires or, more commonly, intact older for
ests with overstocked understories which are suffering mortality from
disease and insects. In many forests, the biodiversity is threatened as
shade tolerant species such as White Fir invade naturally open pine
and Doug-fir stands. In both situations, the overstocked understories
present a serious fire hazard, encouraging natural ground fires to climb
the fuel ladder into the forest crowns. Single-species, even-aged tree
farms are even more susceptible to insects, disease, and catastrophic
fire, especially where necessary thinnings have not been accomplished.

Rei ated to these
tree farms is the third of
man's major mistakes,
the fragmentation and
elimination of late seraI!
old-growth forests. We
do not know if what little
old growth remains is
sufficient for the survival
of the Spotted Owl and
other species dependent
on late seral habitat

In 1990 theThomas
Report described the
optimal conservation
strategy for the Northern
Spotted Owl as pre
serving all habitat and
growing more. The Re-
port and a subsequent
Headwaters proposal
suggested thinning to

reduce the density of thick young stands and understories to increase
prey habitat, facilitate owl flight for hunting, and accelerate development
of late seral stand characteristics. Such thinning would also help
fireproof late seral/old-growth stands by reducing the fire fuels in
adjacent stands. Thinnings would occur on an experimental basis in
the prev'ious managed landscape outside of owl reserves.

Restoration forestry may be part of the solution strategy devel
.oped at the Forest Summit, as a prescription to enhance forest health
and biodiversi ty, while providing some timber to assist dependent com
munities in transition.

THE FOREST SUMMIT

In her Conference address on the Forest Summit, Jennifer Belcher
counseled activists, "We need to take to the table a greater understand
ing of the needs of the other participants.. .labor, families, and commu
nities dependent on timber."

Past approaches to forest preservation, drawing lines around spe
cial places which are later compromised in the process, will no longer
work. The Forest Summit is a whole-new arena, calling for a new strat
egy. At this writing, strategies are being developed by grassroots and
nationals alike, although structural and procedural details of the sum
mit are not yet known. Fortunately, cooperation is evolving from com
munication developed at the Conference.

Conservationists could risk alienating other summit participants
with a proposal focused on which forests to preserve. Another option
would be to take Jennifer Belcher's advice and offer our help with the
existing "suitable land base," where restoration forestry prescriptions
for thinning could provide timber for dependent communities while
restoring degraded forest ecosystems.

On private industry land in Washington, Oregon, and California,
the existing suitable lands base is 9.8 million acres ofour most timber
productive forests (Waddell, et al., 1989). When millions more acres
of tree farms and young stands on public lands outside of old growth
and roadless areas are also considered for restoration forestry, then there
is obviously plenty ofland to sustain rural communities in the future...but
only if it is prudently managed for biodiversity.

As Dr. Jerry Franklin and others have pointed out, cut-over pri
vate and public lands cover most of our forest landscape. Because they
contain large amounts of potential habitat, these lands are "the battle
ground where the war for biodiversity will ultimately be won or lost"
(Franklin, et al., 1991). Restoring these lands can be the beginning ofa
new, bioregionally-based and sustainable lifestyle for rural communities.

The Forest Summit is an opportunity for people with diverse in
terests to work qn a solution. An equitable solution to the forest biodi
versity crisis in the Pacific Northwest would lay the groundwork for
working on solutions to the myriad other environmental and societal
problems we face.

Chant Thomas works for forests with Headwaters (POB 729,
Ashland, OR 97520) and leads llama pack trips in the Sisldyous.
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Genocide
By Any Other Name Is Still Genocide

Annihilation ofBe Forests Without Permission
ofAboriginal People Who Live In Them

by Susan Zwinger

I was inspired by Wild Earth's superb article in the fall 92 issue
('"Backlash Against the Endangered Species Act") comparing an

. . nihilation of species to Hitler's "final solution." However, we don't
have to stick to species other than our own to validate the comparison,
nor do we have to'leave the North American Continent. The ancient
forests of British Columbia, ancestral homelands of many Native Na
tions, are being destroyed without their permission. I have personally
seen this situation twice: once with the Xeni Band of the Chilcotin in
interior BC, who placed their bodies in front of road-building equip
ment at the border of their ancestral land, and in the Mid-Coast
rainforest, with the HeiItsuk Nation.

This annihilation of the Canadian forests has long been going on
with very weak, or no laws at all protecting the citizens. Canadians
have no laws such as the Endangered Species Act, and their Forest Pro
tectionAct was written by the industry. Only 2% ofBC is protected as
Wilderness, versus 10% in my state ofWashington. Acreage-wise, BC
is huge, butthey are cutting even faster than Brazil was before interna
tional pressure was brought to bear. Some of the largest trees on Earth
are found in BC: the largest Western Redcedar, which lives on
Vancouver Island, is 62' around.

For breathing, we need temperate rainforest from Alaska to Chile.
In Canada we have not documented what is left: the government does
not want to know, and BC is too vast for a few private citizens to map.

Nevertheless, we tried. In August 1992, six of us, five Canadians
and one American, headed north to study the Mid-Coast ofBe. The
bottom third of the mainland coast and Vancouver Island have already
been clearcut so extensively that few intact watersheds remain. Mid
Coast stretches from Cape Caution, opposite the north end of Vancouver
Island, north to Prince Rupert. Within it are thousands of kilometers of .
rocky fjord coastline and thousands of unnamed islands.

Of the fifty primary watersheds over 5000 hectares (a hectare is
2.47 acres), only six are left uncut. These last pristine drainages are to
be roaded and cut, four of them within the next few years. All Crown
ForestLands-all of the coast and deep into the province, including all
Native bands' homelands-are checkered with tree licenses for Interfor,
Floetcher-Challenge (New Zealand), Weldwood (Japanese) and
MacMillan Bloedel. Provincial citizens are paying for their forests to
be shipped to other countries as the government subsidizes the indus
try. The Free Trade Agreement will make matters worse.
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KILLING OFF NATIVES

Among the greatest tragedies is the slow genocide of entire Na
tive Nations. Native bands who have lived on this land since the Ice
Age, perhaps before, whose genetic codes and dreams are deeply in
twined with the forest and the sea and the animals, are utterly depen
dent on intact ecosystems. Their knowledge of how to use and sustain
resources is so valuable, we cannot afford to Jose it. The destruction of
a culture's natural resources is just as effective as war or gas ovens,
only slower.

Canadians have no National Environmental Policy Act through
which they might at least slow the destruction. The BC Forest Service
is not even bound to inform people of clearcutting plans until the last
moment. The Service operates in secret, allowing the timber company
to encroach rapidly. The company does its homework well: they call
Native elders to glean tribal information about the location of the best
andoldest trees. Typically, after plans are cast in cement, a Forest Ser
vice representative will show up unannounced and hold a briefing in
the basement of some church: a sham of "community involvement."

By this time, roading may have already begun~ clearcuts appear
soon after, spreading until the habi tat of the lower watershed, the cheap
est to cut, is ruined. As has already happened allover Vancouver Is
land, people are forced to take industry jobs or move out. Alcohol and
family turmoil often complete the elimination ofa unique human culture.

LOSS OF ENTIRE ECOSYSTEMS

The forest practices we observed are criminal on a global scale.
The BC Forest Protection Act was written by the timber industry, and
even its weak guidelines are not enforced. The timber companies cut
right down to the water on steep unstable slopes. lhin, acidic, non
nutritive soils cannot generate new forests easily. The government sub
sidizes an army of young people to replant trees. According to the tree
planters themselves, they are often forced to plant in steep washes and
rocky places where they know their young clients will not survive.

The Forest Service licenses "gyppos," small reckless operators,
to cut in pristine wild areas, thus lowering the areas' rating to "modi
fied" and opening the way for clearcuts by huge companies. If the
gyppos don't clearcut, they high grade, cutting the largest, finest trees
and removing the finest genes from the gene pool. No biological study
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Susan Zwinger (POB 7J025, Seattle, WA 98107) is a Nature writer
whose works include Stalking the Ice Dragon.

c1earcut, even though the Forest Service told them otherwise. I dis
covered that, according to the Heritage Conservation Act, only the ac
tual rock wall with the pictograph is protected.The forest ~l around is
to be clearcut.

One of the most gorgeous, wild valleys inall ofCanada, the Stein,
near Ly~ton BC, which has the greatest rock art in all of Canada, is up
for grabs. After ten years of Natives' and environmentalists' hard work,
several books and broadcast publicity on this magnificent site, the Pro
vincial government will soon decide the fate of Stein.

THE INTERNATIONAL FLOW

The immense wealth from Canada's raw resources flows interna
tionally through clandestine channels, not unlike those used by the play
ers in the Iran/Contra affair. Being uninformed, citizens are unable to
make intelligent decisions about their future. Individual Canadians who
have attempted to follow logs from source to destination are blocked
in doing so. Worse, Canadians have been brainwashed to believe their
entire economy depends on logging. The truth is that the multinational
companies bring in carpetbaggers, use no local business, and hire very
few locals. The truth is that their second largest i~dustry, tourism, is
sustainable~ their ''forestry'' is not.

When the Canadian federal government is challenged over their
forest practices, they react as the Brazilian feder~es once did: 'We
can't control those outlying provincial guys." International pressure
causing global embarrassment is our only recourse to slow the devas
tation of the last great temperate rainforest of North America.

As I write, the Xeni of the Chilcotin Nation watch bravely at the
Davis River Bridge for more logging truck brigades. Timber industry,
having destroyed the Stone Reserve to the east, would move in quickly
if a three-month warning agreement did not block them from the sa
cred ancestral land around Chilco Lake.

. The world once took up arms against the Hitler regime's geno
cide. Why do we not do so now for our original NorthAmerican nations?

Vancouver Sun
2250 Granville Street
Vancouver, BC V6H 3G2 CANADA

Request
1. A ban on cutting old-growth forests;
2. A transition economy to help forest
industry workers;
3. Legislation protecting biodiversity.

Editors of: Times Colonist
2621 Douglas Stroet
Victoria, BC V8W 2N4

Premier Michael Harcourt
Parliament Buildings
Victoria, BC VV lX4
Phone: 1 604 387-1715
Fax: 1 604 387-~

Honorable Dan Miller
Minister of Forests
Parliament Buildings
Victoria, BC V8V lX4

WHAT YOU CAN DO

Write to:
Mr. Steven Owens
Commission on Resource and
the Environment
7th Hoor, 1802 Douglas St.
Victoria,BC V8 V lX4
CANADA

EARTHACTION Update
Clayoquot (pronounced Klak-what) Sound, a spectacular mo

saic of islands, inlets and mountains, is next in line to be cut. Mul
tinational companies are putting severe pressure on the BC
government to allow cutting and 90% ofClayoquot Sound is sched-
uled to be logged. .

The recently elected government of BC has established a
Commission on Resources and Environment (CORE) in order to
regulate logging. CORE includes representatives from various
groups: fishing people, loggers, indigenous people, government
officials, and environmentalists. There is hope in CORE for BC, '
but it is still in a preliminary stage. Unfortunately, Mike Harcourt,
the Premier of BC, is planning to decide the fate of Clayoquot
Sound within the next couple months. Thus, this decision will not
be influenced by CORE, but will be by international corporations.

Clayoquot Sound is one of the last remaining intact temper
ate rainforests. EARn-IACTION (30 Cottage St., Amherst, MA
01002), which is working internationally to stop logging of pri
mary forests, urges readers to send Premier Michael Harcourt a
letter immediately (address below). Ask that he: 1) immediately
stop all logging in Clayoquot Sound, 2) ensure that Clayoquot in
cluded in CORE's agenda, 3) lead CORE toward banning log
ging of old-growth forests in Be.

-KHF

is made beforehand.
Citizens have repeatedly demanded that government scientists

study these last intact temperate forests, but the province shows no in
terest. The ignorance of their citizens is their greatest tool.

In BC, the timber companies build the roads, laying free claim
to the trees in the way. Thus, they build roads abundantly, and extra
wide. Once the roads are in place, miners, hunters, and poachers may
enter. Wildlife officials estimate that for every animal killed legally,
one is killed illegally. Grizzlies are shot or baited for their gall blad
der alone. Many men in China and Japan still consider gall bladder
an aphrodisiac.

THE SCHOOL OF DEFORESTATION

As an American natural history author, I found abundant scien
tific papers in Alaska on everything from Brown Bears to tundra li
chen. The University ofAlaska gladly lent me the most obscure papers
on all topics. In Canada, I kept asking questions for which no research
had been done: basic questions, such as how much territory does a Md
Coast Brown Bear need to survive? How many Brown Bears live in
BC? How does c1earcutting affect the marine ecosystem?

Although the University of BC has a School of Forestry, it can do
no non-timber harvest research. The school is supported by the industry.

HERITAGE CONSERVATION BRANCH OF BC
GOVERNMENT

I have r~ently increased my phone bill exponentially trying to
find the correct person to speak with in the Heritage Conservation
Branch concerning the Heiltsuk Nation's ancestral territory. The cen
ter of their creation myths, the Ellerslie Fjord system, is about to be
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Forests of the Milk River, part 1
Some Thoughts and Details on Biodiversity

by Wade Davis

Imagine a colony ofthree to
four million ants, dwelling
underground in thousands of
chambers, cultivating in the
darkness a mushroomfound
nowhere else in nature~
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me capacity to forget, the fluidity of memory, is a frightening human
trait. Several years ago I spent many months in Haiti, a country that as recently as the
1920s was 80% forested. Today less than 5% of the forest cover r~mains. I remember

standing with a vodoun priest on a barren ridge, peering across a wasteland, a desolate valley
of scrub and half-hearted trees. He waxed eloquent as if words alone might have squeezed
beauty from that wretched sight. He could only think of angels, I ofIocusts. It was amazing.
Though witness to an ecological holocaust that within this century had devastated his entire
country, this man had managed to endure without losing his human dignity. Faced with noth
ing, he adorned his life with his imagination. This was inspiring but also terrifying. People
appear to be able to tolerate and adapt to almost any degree of environmental degradation.

If Haiti offers a disturbing image of what may happen to the Earth, the tropical rainforests
represent the lasl best hope for the planet. Joseph Conrad Wrote that the jungle was less a forest
than a primeval mob, a remnant of an ancient era when vegetation rioted and consumed the
earth. He referred to a time still known to our fathers, a time when the tropical rainforests of
the Earth stood immense, inviolable, a mantle of green stretching across entire continents. To
day, in many parts of the tropics the clouds are of smoke, the scents are of grease and lube oil,
and the sounds one hears are of machinery, the buzz of chainsaws and the cacophony of enor
mous earthmovers. It is a violent overture, like the opening notes of an opera about war, a war
between human and the land, a wrenching terminal struggle to make the latter conform to the
whims and designs of the former. The residue of war now colours the landscape ofBorneo and .
Sumatra, Zaire and Madagascar, Costa Rica, Gabon, Indonesiaand a hundred other lands once
covered in forest. The conflict has even spread into the heart of the Amazon.

Even for those of us from Canada, a country where landscape sweeps over the imagina
tion and defines the essence of the national soul, it is difficult to grasp the size of the Amazon.
A marvelous tale is told of the travels of Francisco Orellana, the first European to traverse the
length of theAmazo~. In 1541, having crossed the Andes in search of the mythical land ofEI
Dorado, GonzaIo Pizarro dispatched Orellana on a desperate search for food. Orellana sailed
down the Rio Napo, a swift river in eastern Ecuador, and it is said that when he finally reached
the confluence of the Rio Ucayali,~ the upperAmazon is known in Peru, he went temporarily
insane. Coming as he did from the parched landscape of Spain, he could not conce.iye that a
river on God's earth could be so enormous. Little did he know what awaited him two thousand
miles downstream where the river becomes a sea and the riverbanks lie a hundred miles apart.

This story, apocryphal or not, tells of the central dilemma that confronts all travelers on
their first visit to the Amazon. It is the issue of scale and the impossibility of imagining rainfor
ests of such magnitude. In theAmazon are three million square miles offorested lands still wet
with the innocence of birth, a vast expanse of biological wealth the size of the continental

Soldier LeafCutter Ani (Atta mexicana) by Douglas Moore
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USA, and somewhat farger than the face of a full moon. The river itself
is over 4200 miles long, just longer than the Nile and far more exten
sive, spread across five Latin American nations. Within the Amazon
drainage are twenty rivers larger than the Rhine and eleven of these
flow more than a thousand miles without a single rapid. The river delta
is enormous. If the mouth of the Amazon could be superimposed onto
Europe, the Eiffel Tower would sit on the south bank and the north
bank would support the Tower of London. Among the hundreds of is
lands in the delta is one named Marajo which is larger than SWItzer
land. Sedimentary deposits at the mouth are 12,000 feet deep and
freshwater may be drunk from the sea 1.50 miles beyond the shore. Tidal
influences reach as far up the river as Obidos, a small city locatedjust
below the mouth of the Rio Trombetas, 250 miles from the apex of the
Amazon delta and 450 miles from the sea.

The Amazon did not always flow into the Atlantic. Two hundred
and fifty million years ago the South American continent was still at
tached to Africa, and the predecessor of the Amazon flowed west, drain
ing an arc of massive highlands, the remnants of which are now known
as the Brazilian and Guiana Shields. The river reached the Pacific Ocean
somewhere along the shore of contemporary Ecuador. A hundred mil
lion years later the two southern continents split apart. Four million
years ago the birth of the Andean Cordillera effectively dammed the
river, creating a vast inland sea which covered much of what is now
the Amazon basin. In time, these waters worked their way through the
older formations to the east, and formed the modern channel of the
Amazon.

The Rio Negro and the Rio Solimoes, the two main branches that
form the Amazon proper at Manaus, Brazil, are a legacy of these stag
gering geological events. The Rio Negro drains the northern half of the
Amazon basin, rising in the ancient soils of the Guiana Shield, and its
dark colour is due to a high concentration of humic matter, very little
silt load and a tannin content equal to that of a well brewed cup of tea.
The Solimoes and its effluents, by contrast, are born in ten thousand
precipitous mountain valleys of the high Andes. Rich in sediments, these
are the fabled milk rivers ofIndian mythology, the source of rich nutri
ents that each year replenish the floodplain of the· lower Amazon.

Rainfall in the Andes and water cut loose from the ice of thou
sands of Cordilleran glaciers drives the entire system. Remarkably, the
Amazon River falls 14,000 feet in its first 600 miles, but only 240 feet
over the last 2600 miles-less than one inch per mile. If the Washing
ton Monument stood at the mouth in Belem, its tip would be higher
than any building in Iquitos, Peru, a sizeable city 2000 miles upriver.
The Amazon doesn't flow to the sea~ it is pushed by the annual runoff
from the Andean Cordillera.

Water, white or black, forms the dominant motif in the lives of all
sentient creatures in the Amazon. In volume the river is five times larger
than the Zaire, eleven times larger than the Mississippi. The Zaire is
the second largest river on Earth, but within the Amazon system are
two tributaries, the Madeira and Negro, that are each larger. The Ama
zon contains 20% of the world's fresh water. In one day the Amazon
pumps as much fresh water into the Atlantic as the Thames does in an
entire year. If the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers could figure out a
way to drain Lake Ontario and divert the channel of the Amazon, and
no doubt they have such a plan, the lake could be refilled in three hours.

Beyond the borders of the seasonally replenished floodplain, which
comprises a mere 3 % of the land, beyond the reach of the milk rivers,

lies another world, tierra firme, the upland forests. Only here does one
begin to sense the overwelming grandeur, the power of the forest. It is
subtle. There are no cascades of orchids, no herds of ungulates as one
might encounter on the Serengetti. Just a thousand shades of green, an
infinitude of shape, form and texture that so clearly mocks the termi
nology of temperate botany. If you close your eyes you can sense the
constant hum of biological activity, evolution, if you will.

The biological diversity of these tropical rainforests is staggering.
Asquare mile ofAmazonian forest may be home to as many as 23,000

. distinct forms of life. Brazil harbours more primate species and, in sheer
numbers, more terrestrial vertebrate animals than any other nation. More
species offish are in the Rio Negro than in all ofEurope~ more species
of birds are in Colombia than in any other country. All of New En
gland has perhaps 1200 plant species, the Amazon has more than 80,000.
While an acre of woodland in British Columbia might have six species
of trees, an acre in the Amazon could contain over 300 tree species.

The insect fauna is especially rich. One researcher surveyed the
canopy of 19 individuals of a certain tree species and found over 1200
species of beetles. Based in part on this remarkable discovery, ento
mologists now believe that tropical rainforests harbour over30 million
species of insects. There are an estimated 10,000 species of ants alone
and at anyone moment there are over 1,000,000,000,000,000 ants alive.
In the Amazon ants comprise over 30% of the total animal biomass.
Harvard entomologist E.O. Wilson found in one tree stump in lowland
Peru more taxa of ants than had been reported for all the British Isles.

~ese figures, impressive as they are, give little indication of the
1. biological drama constantly being played out in the tropical rain

forests. Break open the trunk of a common cecropia tree and find a
colony ofAzteca fire ants Iiving inside the hollow internodes. The plant
feeds the ants with tiny capsules of carbohydrate~ the fire ants in ex
change protect the tree from Atta ants, voracious leaf cutters capable
of defoliating a tree in a matter of hours. Watch for these leaf cutters in
the forest. Long trails of workers scurry to unknown destinations, each
toting a cut section of a leaf like a sail on their backs. If you imagine
these creatures on a human scale, such that their quarter-inch length
becomes six feet, you note that each foraging ant runs along the trail
for about ten miles at a speed of 16 miles per hour. At the end of the
trail, each ant picks up a leafy burden weighing some 7.50 pounds and
runs back at a speed of 15 miles per hour. This marathon is then re
peated, without pause for rest, dozens of times during the course of a
day and night. The ants do not eat the leaf fragments. They turn them
into mulch which they use to grow the mushrooms that form the basis
of their diet. Imagine a colony of three to four million ants, dwelling
underground in thousands of chambers, cultivating in the darkness a
mushroom found nowhere else in nature.

Consider the extraordinary pollination mechanism of the giant lily,
Victoria amazonica. This famous plant, with its enormous leaves ca
pable of supporting the weight of a small child, grows in side channels
and standing bodies of water throughout much of the Amazonian flood
plain. The simultaneous opening at dusk of their massive white blos
soms is one of the most inspiring scenes in the Amazon. The exterior
of the flower has four large sepals covered by sharp spines. Within are
numerous petals, arranged in a spiral with the smaller ones on the in
side.. Inside the petals is a whorl of thicker structures called staminodes.
Next are the 300 stamens which carry the pollen. Inside the stamens is
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yet another whorl of floral parts that together with the other structures
form what amounts to a tunnel leading to a large cavity at the base of
which is the carpel, a female part of the flower. Lining the catpel is a
ring of appendages that are full of starch and sugar.

When the flower buds are ready to open, they rise above the sur-
. face of the wa~er and precisely at sunset, triggered by the falling light,

the flower opens with a speed that can be seen with the naked eye. The
brilliant white petals stand erect and the flower's fragrance, which has
been growing in strength since early afternoon, reaches its peak of in
tensity. At the same time, the metabolic processes that generate the odor
rai se the temperature of the central cavi ty of the blossom by precisely
11 degrees centigrade above the outside temperature. The combination
of colour, scent, and heat attracts a swarm of beetles which converge
on the center of the flower. As night falls and temperatures cool. the
flower begins to close, trapping the beetles with a single night's supply
of food in the starchy appendages of the carpel. By two in the morning
the flower temperature has dropped, and the petals begin to tum pink.
By dawn the flowers are completely closed, and they remain so for
most of the day. In early afternoon the outer sepals and petals open. B~
now a deep shade of reddish purple, they warn other beetles to stay
away. Last night's beetles, meanwhile, remain trapped in the inner cavity
of the blossom. Then, just before dusk, the male anthers of the flower
release pollen and the beetles, sticky with the juice of the flower and
once again hungry, are finally allowed to go. In their haste to find yet
another opening bloom with its generous offering of food, the beetles
dash by the anthers, becoming covered with pollen which they then
carry to the stigma of another flower, thus pollinating the ovaries.

This sophisticated pollination mechanism is, in its complexity, not
unusual for the plants of the Amazon. Indeed, a botanist would be hard
pressed to invent a strategy of pollination or seed dispersal that some
species had not already come up with. There are fruits eaten by fish,
seeds that float in the wind, succulent fruits destined for birds and pri
mates, tough woody fruits for the massive rodents, fruits that explode,
fruits carried by bats, seeds that swim, and even seeds small enough to
be dispersed by ants.

"Drhaps the best symbol of the Amazon rainforest is the three toed
r sloth, a gentle herbivore that dwells in the canopy of the forest. It
moves literally at a snail's pace and this together with its cryptic
colouration protects it from its only major predator, the harpy eagle.
Viewed up close, the sloth appears as an hallucination, an ecosystem
unto itself that softly vibrates with hundreds of exoparasites. The sloth's
mottled appearance is due in part to a blue-green algae that lives sym
biotically. within its hollow hairs. Adozen varieties of arthropods bur
row beneath its fur~ a ten pound sloth may be home to over a thousand
beetles.

The life cycles of these insects are completely tiect to the daily
rounds of the sloth. With its excruciatingly slow metabolism, the sloth
only defecates once a week. When the sloth needs to defecate, it climbs
down from the canopy, excavates a small depression at the foot of the
tree, voids its feces and then climbs back up. Mites, beetles, and even a
species of moth leap off the sloth;deposit an egg in the dung, and climb
back on their host for a ride back up the tree. The eggs germinate and
the young insects find another sloth to call home.

Why.does this animal go down to the base of the tree, expose it
self to all forms of terrestrial predation, when it could just as easily

defecate from the treetops?The answer provides a clue to the immense
complexity and subtlety of this ecosystem. In depositing the feces at the
base, the sloth enhances the nutrient regime of the host tree. That such a
small amount of nitrogenous material might actually make a difference
suggests that this cornucopia oflife is far more fragile than it appears.
In fact, many ecologists have called the tropical forest a counterfeit
paradise. The problem is soil. ~n many areas, there is essentially none.

I:::\>rests have two major strategies for preserving the nutrient load of
r the ecosystem. In the temperate wne, with the periodicity of the
seasons and the resultant accumuI.ation of rich organic debris, the bio
logical wealth is in the soil itself. A tropical ecosystem is completely
different. With constant high humidity and annual temperatures hover
ing around 8O'F, bacteria and other microorganisms break down plant
matter almost as soon as the leaves hit the forest floor. Ninety percent
of the root tips in a tropical forest may be found in the top 10 em. of
earth. Vital nutrients are immediately recycled into the vegetation. The
biological wealth of this ecosystem is the living forest itself, an ex
ceedingly complex mosaic of thousands of interacting and interdepen
dent living organisms. It is a castle of immense biological sophistication
built quite literally on a foundation of sand.

Removing this canopy sets in motion a chain reaction of biologi
cal destruction. Temperatures increase dramatically, relative humidity
falls, rates of evapotranspiration drop precipitously, and the myoorrhizal
mats that interlace the roots of forest trees, enhancing their ability to
absorb nutrients, dry up and die. With the cushion of vegetation gone,
torrential rains create erosion which leads to further loss of nutrients
and chemical changes in the soil itself. In certain deforested areas of
the Amazon the precipitation of iron oxides in leached exposed soils
has resulted in miles upon miles of lateritic clays, a rock hard pave
ment of. red earth from which not a weed will grow.

What percentage of the Amazon has suffered deforestation is a
matter of debate. Estimates range from 2% to 25%. Experts agree, how
ever, that the rate of deforestation has accelerated dramatically during
the last decade. Every minute 50 acres are cut. Each day 75JX'IJ acres
disappear. Each year 76,000 square kilometers, a stretch of virgin
rainforest three times the size of Belgium, is destroyed.

The effects of this deforestation will be felt continentally and glo
bally. Since fully half of the precipitation in the Amazon is generated
from evapotranspiration, we can expect rainfall in the basin to be re
duced by as much as .50%. Worldwide, clearing operations that burn
the remnants of tropical forests put 52 trillion kilograms of carbon di
oxide into the air each year, an amount roughly equal to 40% of all
industrial emissions. The result is the greenhouse effect, a warming of
the Earth's atmosphere which, even by the most conservative estimates,
promises unprecedented climate change and a rise of sea levels by as
much as two meters, enough to inundate some entire countries.

The destruction of the Earth's tropical rainforests is resulting in
massive loss of biological diversity. Although extinction is a global
problem, tropical rainforests are particularly susceptible as species tend
to occur in low densities with restricted ranges. The impact in certain
regions of the Earth has already been devastating. In Madagascar, for
example, 90% of the species are endemic yet only 7% of the forest
remains undisturbed. The Atlantic forests of Brazil, another center of
high endemism, have been reduced to less than 2% of their original
extent. Human activity is not only impacting individual species, but
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changing the actual conditions of life itself. Acid rain, global wanning,
the depletion of the ozone, the accumulation ofsynthetic compounds in the
environment- these are changes in the actual chemistry of the biosphere.

The elimination of life, of course, is nothing new in the history of
the Earth. Mass extinctions marked the end of the Pennian, Triassic
and Cretaceous, and other crises occurred in the Late Devonian and at
the end of the Eocene. Shortly after the arrival of humans in South
America 15,000 years ago, 45 of 120 genera of large mammals be
came extinct. In general, however, over the last 600 million years spe
ciation has outpaced extinction and the diversity of life has steadily
increased.

What has changed in a disturbing way in the last fifty years is the
rate of disappearance. Species extinction when compensated by spe
ciation is a nonnal phenomenon. Massive abrupt species extinctions
and the consequent biological impoverishment are not normal. The
current wave of extinCtion is unprecedented in the last 60 million years,
both in abruptness and probably in the total number of species that will
be lost. During the extinction of the dinosaurs, for example, an extinc
tion occurred roughly every 1000 years. Between 1600 and 1900 per
haps 75 species were driven extinct due to the activities of humans.
Since 1960, within our lifetimes, extinction has claimed, at a conserva
tive estimate, upwards of 1000 species per year. E.O.Wilson believes
that during the last 25 years of this century one million species may
disappear. That figure represents a loss of a species every 13 minutes,
110 each day, 40,000 a year.

Does this loss of biodiversi ty matter? Biologists may scoff at this
question but providing an answer that makes sense to both the public
and policy makers is, in fact, one of our most critical challenges. For
many people, it is difficult to believe that the value of a single species
is worth more than a particular development. Stanford biologist Paul
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Ehrlich explains the ecological significance of species diversity with a
metaphor. Imagine, he writ~s, that as you are entering an airplane you
notice a workman popping out rivets. The workman explains that the
rivets can be sold for $2 and thus subsidize cheaper airfares. When ques
tioned about the wisdom of the procedure, he responds that it has to be
safe, as no wings have fallen off despite many rounds of de riveting.
This, in effect, is what we are doing to the biosphere through the ero
sion of biodiversity.

In Part 2 I will present an economic argument for diversity based
on the insights gained through ethnobotany. But there is an important
point to be made first. The value of a species, as Tom Lovejoy of the
Smithsonian Institution has pointed out, is not simply that it may one
day yield a pharmaceutical drug.

Consider the potential of every form of life. A single bacterium,
E~O.Wilson reminds us, possesses about 10 million bits of genetic in
formation, a fungus one billion, an insect from one to ten billion de
pending on the species. If the infonnation injust one ant were translated
into a code of English letters and printed in letters of standard size, the
string of letters w.ould stretch a thousand miles. One handful of earth
contains information that would just about fill all 15 editions of the
Encyclopedia Britannica. This is the true resonance of nature. Each
incident of extinction represents far more than the disappearance of a
form oflife~ it is the wanton loss of an evolutionary possibility.

Wade Davis holds degrees in anthropology and biology and re
ceivedhis Ph.D in ethnobotanyfrom Harvard University. He has worked
in thefield as a plant explorer and ethnobotanist, investigatingfifteen
tribal groups in Latin America. Recent work has taken him to Morocco,
Borneo, Irian Jaya, Venezuela, and northwest Canada. Part 2 ofthis
essay is slatedfor the summer 1993 issue ofWild Earth.
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Partners in Flight
Report From the Field

by Rick Bonney

SeJ1ember22. 1992-Trail Ridge Road,

Rocky Mountain National Parle.

Protected from the wind by my rented car, gazing through the glass
at the snowy peaks beyond, I'm amazed once again at how anything can look

the same after so many seasons. Nearly 20 years have passed since I last drove
this road, en route from the grocery in Estes Park to my cabin in the Kawuneeche
Valley, but the patterns of the mountains are etched in my cortex. I can see Longs
Peak tq my left, Mt. Ida before me, and way over to the right, the Never Summer
Range-just where I left it.

Appearances, though, can be deceiving. The mountains look the same, all
right. But what about the birds that live among them? Were I to hike back to my
study site in the Kawuneeche Beaver meadow, would Yellowthroats still fill the
willows? Would Western Wood Peewees still call from the aspens? Would Yel
low Warblers still vie for territories along the Colorado River?

In so many other places I've gone back to see, the answer would be no. The
Wood Thrushes have disappeared from the yard where I grew up in New Jersey,
even though it still looks the same. Spring migration counts are down in the Berk
shire sanctuary where I worked in the early 80s, though it looks the same too. And
even my rural backyard in upstate New York, which hasn't changed perceptibly
in the past ten years, is falling quieter each spring.

Maybe here in the Rocky Mountains the birds are holding their own. Unfor
tunately I won't find out, at least not today. One more glance at the majestic land
scape and it's back toward Estes Park, back to the conference that brought me to
Colorado on this gorgeous fall week. Back to a gathering of nearly 600 biologists,
ornithologists, and land managers who share my concern for the status of neotro
pical migratory birds (NTMBs) in North America.

That's right, 600. Nearly 600 folks have turned out for this third annual meeting
of the neotropical migratory bird program, Partners in Flight. Nearly 600 folks
representing an incredible array of federal agencies: the U.S. Forest Service, the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, the Bureau of Land Management, and the Depart
ment of Defense, among many others. State wildlife departments, over 30 in at
tendance. And non-governmental organizations: The Nature Conservancy, National
Audubon Society, and the Cornell Lab of Ornithology, among hordes of others.
It's amazing: after all these years of us unon-consumptive users" pleading for ef
forts to manage non-game species, nearly600 people have shown up to talk about
songbirds.

For those who missed my earlier article ("Death of the Dawn?, Wild Earth,
Spring,1992), Partners in Flight-Aves de las Americas is a huge, cooperative
effort to maintain populations of forest and grassland NTMBs in the Americas. Its
tOQls are habitat protection, management, professional training, and public educa
tion. Its players are biologists and conservationists from dozens of federal and

It's amazing: after all these years ofus
"non-consumptive users" pleadingfor
efforts to manage non-game speciesI

nearly 600 people have shawn up to talk
about songbirds.
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state agencies and organizations who are concerned about the decline of NHv1Bs
as evidenced by bird surveys, especially the Breeding Bird Survey coordinated
each spring by the Fish and Wildlife Service. And lest Nf:MBs sound obscure,
like sticklebacks or pupfish, let me quickly explain that they are simply birds
that breed in North America and winter in Central and South America and the
Caribbean-about 330 species of familiar birds such as warblers, thrushes,
vireos, and tanagers.

Now, after I published that last article, in which I praised the government
agencies for engaging in proactive conservation- that is, working to save spe
cies before they become endangered-I was criticized for trusting the agencies
to carry out this program in good order. Buck Young, for one, wrote thus: 'Most
federally sponsored wildlife research projects yield outstanding research, well
phrased rhetorical guidelines, and flaccid management prescriptions. There will
be just enough More-Research-Is-Needed's in their conclusions to drive a few
well-loaded skidders through." .

Buck's point is well-taken, so as I head into the auditorium for three days
of papers and talks, I wonder what I'm about to hear. This whole conference
has been billed as a workshop in which knowledge of neotropical migrants and
their habitats will be synthesized and transferred for management applications.

Curtain: First we hear from Tom DWyer of the Fish and Wildlife Service,
filling in for John Rogers, chairman of the Partners in Right Interagency Com
mittee. Tom states that Partners in Right is one of the most impressive partner
ship efforts ever undertaken in the conservation of natural resources. That is
surely correct~ never·before have 14 government agencies, nearly every state
agency, and more than two dozen NGOs signed on to one program.

Next we hear from Stan Senner of the National Audubon Society and chair
man of the NGO committee, who mentions that in 20 years of working in mi
gratory bird conservation, he has never seen a higher level of [bird conservation]
activity in government and among NGOs than since this program was launched.

Then the talks begin. "PopulationTrends and Management Opportunities
for NeotropicaJ Migrants."* "Biological Diversity, Ecological Integrity, and
Neotropical Migrants: New Perspectives for Wildlife Management." "Partners
in Right Prioritization Scheme..." And so on. Like all conferences this one
soon becomes mind-numbing~ droning talks, bad slides, noisy hallways, and
cold coffee.

There is a difference in this gathering, however. Unlike any other wildlife

management conference I've ever attended, I feel enthusiasm
and optimism. These folks are here because they want to b~

and because they want to do something for birds. Furthermore
they are interested in wholistic ecosystem management: mi
gratory bird conservation is important, they feel, but it's part
of a much bigger picture. NT:MB considerations can help en
sure the health of entire ecosystems, rather than just deer and
grouse. At the breakout sessions, I hear people talking about a
new era in wildlife management. And I can tell they're sincere.

Of course change won't happen overnight. Although this
workshop was a great start, it was conspicuously lacking in
success stories about NfNB management. We heard lots of
"more research is needed." Most of the land managers did not
go home with new management prescriptions, but many did
find a new way to look at their jobs. Remember, to integrate
considerations ofsongbirds or any nongame species intoAmeri
can wildlife management we must struggle against decades of
inertia, while coordinating thousands of people in the effort.
Partners in Right working groups meet just twice a year, and
most of the agency personnel, both state and federal, must le
ver Nf:MB work into the rest of their schedules. Changing a
century's practices of wildlife management is like trying to steer
an ocean liner.

Still, I think optimism is in order. I do sense that a great
change in wildlife management is on the horizon. During one
of the discussion periods someone from the Forest Service
declared that Partners in Flight represented not just an effort to
conserve birds but decades of pent-up frustration on the part
of forward-thinking wildlife biologists-and the moderator had
~o wait for the applause to stop before she could continue.

But, while I'm optimistic, I'm not complacent-and nei
ther should you be. Now is the best time ever for activists and
conservation biologists to press forward with efforts to preserve
migratory bird populations. The iron is hot! Here are some sug
gestions for action.

LEARN MORE ABOUT THE ISSUE.

• A great overview of the Nf:MB situation is provided in
Finch, D.M., 1991. Population ecology, habitat requirements,
and conservation of neotropical migratory birds. Gen. Tech.
Rep. RM-205. Fort Collins, Colorado: USDA, Forest Service.
Rocky Mountain Forest and Range Experiment Station, 240
W. Prospect Rd., Fort Collins, CO 80526.

• The best data to support the importance of large, con
tiguous forests for neotropical migratory bird populations is
contained in: Robbins, C.S., Deanna K. Dawson, and Barbara
A. Dowell. July, 1989. Habitat area requirements of breeding
forest birds of the middle Atlantic states. The Wildlife Soci
ety: Wildlife Monograph No. 103.34 pages.

• Get the free Partners In Right newsletter, published by
the National Fish and Wildl ife Foundation. Keep abreast ofcur
rent activities and programs of all agencies and organizations
partici}J?ting in the program. Write: Peter Stangel, NFWF, 1120
Connecticut Avenue, NW, Suite 900, Washington, DC 20036.

*editor's note: Methinks songbirds want habitat, not "Management opportunities. " They would not make good bureaucrats.
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PARTICIPATE IN INTERNATIONAL MIGRATORY BIRD
DAY, MAY 8, 1993.

LMBD, coordinated by the Smithsonian Migratory Bird Center in
cooperation with the Infonnation and Education Working Group of
Partners in Flight, will provide a platform for the numerous conserva
tion efforts now under way and will inspire new efforts. On IMBD,
during the height of the spring migration, the concerns of scientists will
be taken to the public, the media, and legislators. People throughout
the Americas will take part in bird counts, sponsor lectures, set up edu
cational displays, hold fund-raising activities, and work together to pro
tect and restore bird habitat.

• To start planning events, write for the "Migratory Bird Hand
book," a workbook of ideas on events for IMBD and every day. It can
be photocopied for further distribution and is a steal at $5, which you
should send to: Jamie Doyle, 5MBC, National Zoological Park, Wash
ington, DC 20008 (202)673-4908.

• One simple thing you can do to observe IMBD is to show the
slide program "Migrant Birds, ATroubled FutureTThis 6O-slide, nar
rated program was produced by the Infonnation & Education Working
Group of Partners in Right and is available for $50 plus $3.95 ship
ping and handling from The Crow's Nest Birding Shop, Cornell Lab
of Ornithology, 159 Sapsucker Woods Road, Ithaca, NY 148950
(607)254-2400.

CHECK WHAT YOUR STATE IS DOING ABOUT
NEOTROPICAL MIGRATORY BIRDS.

Write to your state wildlife agency and ask whether it is partici
pating in Partners in Flight. If so, ask what it is doing and how you can
help. If not, encourage it to participate. Most wildlife management ac
tivities take place at the state, not federal, level.

BECOME AN AMATEUR ORNITHOLOGIST AND
CONTRIBUTE DATA TO THE FIELD OF BIRD
CONSERVATION.

The history of ornithology is replete with the contributions ofama
teurs, who continue to contribute today. Numerous bird research and
conservation programs welcome, even seek, the contributions of vol
unteer researchers.

•The best way to learn about research opportunities near your home
is through the "Directory of Volunteer Opportunities for Birders" pub
lished by the American Birding Association. The directory lists oppor
tunities with the Forest Service, Bureau of Land Management, National
Park Service, Fish and Wildlife Service, and Canadian Wildlife Ser
vice. Send $2 for the directory to ABA Sales, POB 6599, Colorado
Springs, CO 80934.

PARTICIPATE IN PROJECT TANAGER.

Of all the volunteer-driven bird research projects, a new effort
known as Project Tanager is perhaps the most relevant to proponents
of wilderness restoration. The project seeks, for the first time, to exam
ine the importance oflarge, intact forests for songbirds throughout North
America.

Consideri'ng the declining North American birds, ornithologists
are most alarmed about a group known as "forest interior specialists."
This group includes dozens of familiar songbirds such as warblers,

vireos; thrushes, and tanagers, which require large tracts of forest
perhaps 1000 hectares or more-for successful breeding.

Evidence for population declines comes primariIy from'the Breed
ing Bird Survey (BBS), a volunteer bird-counting effort conducted each
June by about 2500 birders in the United States and Canada. In eastern
North America, where the best information is available, the BBS sug
gests'that populations of75 percent of neotropical migratory birds de
clined between 1978 and 1987. Many of these are forest interior
specialists, and for some species, declines have been precipitous. Both
the Wood Thrush and the Rose-breasted Grosbeak, for example, de
creased four percent per year.

Several factors could be responsible for the declines, including
loss of habitat on tropical wintering grounds and along migratory cor
ridors, particularly coastlines. Given that many of the declining spe
cies are forest interior specialists, attention has also focused on a growing
problem on the North American breeding grounds: forest fragmenta
tion. This is the process by which large, continuous forests are divided
into smaller blocks, by roads, logging, urbanization, or other human
development.

Ornithologists suggest that fragmentation of forests harms wood
land birds by increasing their susceptibility to predation and nest para
si tism. Opportunistic predators such as jays, crows, raccoons and cats,
as well the parasitic Brown-headed Cowbird, are usually found in dis
turbed, open habitats. If a forest is dissected by rOads or power-line
cuts, then these meso-predators and cowbirds can penetrate the wood
land with ease. Also, some birds avoid nesting in small forest tracts or
near edges for "psychological" factors of habitat selection.

Unfortunately for forest-dwelling birds, fragmentation is perva
sive throughout most of the United States. Housing developments carve
up once-continuous woodlands. Logging operations punch roads into
previously undisturbed forests. And agency wildlife biologists have tra
ditionally promoted forest fragmentation because of perceived benefits
to deer, grouse, Woodcock, and other game species that thrive on habi
tat edges.

During the past 15 years, the importance of large areas of con
tinuous forest for maintaining forest interior specialists has been dem
onstrated in the eastern United States. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
biologist Chandler Robbins, in particular, has documented the habitat
area requirements of forest birds breeding in the middle Atlantic states.
In a 1989 Wildlife Monograph, Robbins and his colleagues, Deanna
Dawson and Barbara Dowell, concluded that an observer had the best
chance of finding most forest-nesting neotropical migrants in large for
ests, those of several hundred hectares or more.

Nevertheless, the ecological value of continuous forest for wood
land birds is not completely proven. One reason is that few studies of
the area required by forest birds have been conducted outside of the
East. In addition, some ornithologists remain unconvinced that forest
fragmentation is a problem for woodland birds anywhere. The reason
for declining species, they believe, is simply natural changes in veg
etation or food supply. Research is therefore needed to confirm the
importance of continuous forests in the eastern United States and to
detennine if large forests are equally imJX)rtantelsewhere in the country.

That's why the Cornell Lab of Ornithology has started Project
Tanager. With funding from the National Science Foundation and the
National Fish and Wildlife Foundation, our primary goal is to involve
large numbers of birders in a study that will determine the size of for-
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est required for successful breeding by each of the four species of North
American tanagers-the ScarletTanager in the Northeast, the Summer
Tanager in the South, the Western Tanager in the West, and the Hepatic
Tanager in Arizona and New Mexico. We also want to define the habi
tat requirements of tanagers. We hope that birders and land managers
will use our study design and census points to identify other species
that may require large areas of continuous forest for survival or repro
duction. For this project, which we call a National Science Experiment,
we have selected the following hypothesis: All four species of North
American tanagers will be more likely to occur and will be more likely
to breed successfully in larger patches of forest than in smaller ones.

Why did we pick tanagers? First, all four species are neotropical
migrants that could be sensitive to forest fragmentation. Robbins's data
suggest that both Scarlet and Summer tanagers are most likely to be
encountered in forests of 3000 hectares or larger. Second, most areas
within the 48 contiguous states are inside the breeding range of at least
one of the four species. Finally, for a study involving large numbers of
participants, tanagers are a good subject because they are relatively con
spicuous and fairly easy to identify both by sight and by sound.

WhaCsinvolved?As a Project Tanager participant, you selectcen
sus points in forests of different sizes, then visit each point twice dur
ing the breeding season to search for tanagers and to look for evidence
of successful nesting.

If you have limited time, you can conduct a partial study by visit
ing at least five census points in a small or medium forest and at least

five points in a large forest. You should be able to accomplish this
in just a couple of days. If you have more time or more ob

servers, you can conduct a complete study of32 points:
eight in each of four forest sizes- small, medium,

large, and continuous.
After selecting census points,
you visit each one twice, with

about one month be
tween visits. On

the first visit
you

Scarlet Tanager <Piranga olivacea)
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look and listen for tanagers until you see or hear one or until ten min
utes have elapsed. On the second visit, you follow any tanagers you
find to look for evidence of breeding.

Each roundof32 "point counts" should take three or four days, so
if working alone, your total involvement during one breeding season
for a complete study-would be six to eight full days.

You'll record your data oncomputer-readable forms and send them
to the Lab of Ornithology. Lab biologists will then analyze your re
sults, report the findings to you and other participants, and distribute
the results to cooperating organizations and the media. We will also
publish the results of the project in scientific journals. Finally, we'll
provide suggestions for studies that you can carry out, analyze, and
publish on your own, should you be so inclined.

We encourage bird clubs, National Audubon Society chapters, and
other conservation groups to tackle Project Tanager in teams, multi
plying brain power and shortening the time commitment. Four teams,
for example, should be able to cover 32 points in one day.

Lab of Ornithology staffers are working with land managers, such
as biologists with the U.S. Forest Service and various state agencies, to
identify study sites around the country. In many areas we should be
able to link participants with biologists who can identify appropriate
census points, so that birder involvement will be simply observing and
counting birds.

Your participant's kit will include instructions for identifying study
sites, conducting the experiment, and filling out the data forms. The kit
also includes full-color illustrations of both males and females of each
species of tanager, species accounts including habitat requirements and
field identification tips, and a cassette tape of tanager songs and calls
for the one or more species in your area. The tape also has songs and
calls of other birds that sound similar to tanagers. You will use the tape
to become intimately familiar with tanager vocalizations. You'll also
use it in the field, to lure skulking tanagers into sight.

If Project Tanager succeeds, it will be the largest natural history
experiment ever conducted and should yield tremendous amounts of
useful information. For this pilot year we hope to run two complete
studies in each state. Even if you're not a birder, team up with friends
who are. Or simply identify some study sites which the Lab will match

with appropriate birders. To participate, please write or call: Project
Tanager, Cornell Lab of Ornithology, 159 Sapsucker Woods

Road, Ithaca, NY 14850 (607)254-2446.

Rick Bonney is director ofeducation and in
formation services at the Comell Lab

ofOmithology, and chair ofthe
Information and Educa

tion Working Group
ofPartners in

Flight.
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BEACH MOUSE BINGO
(Part ·Two) Litigating with Extinction

by Ray Vaughan

[NOTE: As you will recallfrom the last chapter on the legal saga ofthe Perdido Key Beach Mouse (Peromyscus polionohts
trissylle.psis), gonzo environmental attonleys Ned Mudd and Ray Vaughan hadfiled suit on 30 January 1992 on behalf
ofthe mouse, against the United States DepartmentofInterior. Their clients wereThe Alabama Conservancy (not affiliated
with The Nature Conservancy) and the mouse. Lacking money, offices, secretaries, paralegals, support staffa.nd anysense
ofdecorum, Mudd and Vaughan went out to do battle with theforces ofthe Bush Administration. "Beach Mouse Bingo
(Part One): Playing Games with Extinction," in the Summer 1992 issue of Wild Earth, told the chronicle of the
Endangered mouse prior to the filing of the federal lawsuit. Here is the story ofwhat happened with the suit.]

Perdido Key Beach Mouse...
world's coolest Endangered species.

M any people think filing a lawsuit means big, important things happen right
away. Not so~ the mystical aura of litigation is all hogwash. As the case of
the Perdido Key Beach Mouse (world's coolest Endangered species) dem

onstrates, the filing of the complaint initiated a long period of dullness. When you sue
the federal government, they get 60 days before they have to file any kind of response,
and that is 60 days after they are served with their copy of the complaint. which is
usually about two weeks after the complaint itself is actually filed in court. SinceThe
Alabama Conservancy's complaint had been filed at the end of January 1992, the feds
would have until mid-April, or thereabouts, before they needed to do anything.

The issues of what the government must do to protect the mouse from the hotel
development in question and the lack of government implementation of the recovery
plan'are a very factually-intensive affair~ seeking a temporary restraining order or a
preliminary injunction without getting all the necessary facts first would have gener
ated nothing but anger from the judge. This development was not going to wipe out
the mouse immediately~ according to the Fish and Wildlife Service's biological opin
ion, the hotel complex would put the species "injeopardy"ofextinction, the end coming
with the next big storm, perhaps several years away, maybe more. Or the end could
come through gradual degradation of the mouse's habitat due to the development and
its indirect impacts. Thus, without any immediate threat to the species's surviVal, seek
ing to stop the development right away would be futile from a legal standpoint.

Of course, logic tells you that if the development will harm the spedes, it is best
to stop it early, until a decision can be rendered by the courts. Law, though, has no
connection to logic or reality. With a Republican judge assigned to our case and no
money to fuel a bitter contest over a preliminary injunction, we decided that the best
plan of action was to marshall the facts from the world's expert on the species and
present our case so that the judge could make a detailed order that would layout ex
actly what needed to be done for many years to come. If the harm caused by the de
velopment could be mitigated sufficiently without having to stop the thing, the judge
would like us, the press would like us, and a major confrontation between the Endan-
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lation is heavily and jealously guarded, and rightly so, for in the event
of a major storm or other catastrophe on the Key, the captive stock is
the final hope for this creature. I may be the first lawyer in history to'
subpoena a mouse, perhaps the fi rst to subpoena an Endangered
species.

In March, we learned that the Perdido Bay Environmental Asso
ciation (PBEA), the other group that had filed a 60-day notice letter
threatening to sue to protect the mouse, had gotten "cold feet," as one
PBEA member put it. Although some of them wanted to go forward,
the group decided not to sue. However, one member, Joy Morrill, a
biologist who lived near the Key, decided to sue on her own. Her attor
ney, Hank Caddell, prepared a much more complex suit than ours, seek
ing to prevent the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)
from issuing flood insurance for the development. Dragging FEMA
into the case complicated the situation immensely. Mudd and I wanted

, to keep our simple goal of requiring whatever was necessary to save
the mouse away from the bureaucratic and legalistic morass Hank was
launching.

However, Hank and his client did sue the developers directly,
claiming that they should be enjoined from building the hotel, restau
rant and lounge. Ultimately, Hank's claim against the developers would

be the deciding factor in both
cases. We had not sued the devel
opers becaus'e our clients were
afraid of being counter-sued by
them, and the president of The
Alabama Conservancy was told
he would lose his job if the Con
servancy sued the developers. So,
Mudd and I sued only the govern
ment~ the ESA clearly says that
citizens can sue to force the gov
ernment to fulfill its mandatory,
non-discretionary duties under the
Act. How~ver, this was a trickier
way to stop the development than
was suing the developers directly.
No one had ever sued the govern
ment to force it to makea third party
stop violating theAct. Thus, we had
legal issues of first impression:
not the easiest way to litigate, but
definitely the most fun.

None of the big environ
mental organizations had done
anything to prevent this important
creature from going extinct, and
only one of the local groups had
taken real action-The Alabama
Conservancy. Even that had been
only after Mudd and I agreed to
work without any pledge of pay
ment other than the clients' vague
plan to raise funds. Environmen
tal groups are big on talk and press
releases, but getting one to do

-Miles
-

Perdido
Hilton

gered Species Act aIld the Fifth Amendment's prohibition against the
taking of private property without just compensation could be avoided.
If the harm from the4evelopment could not be mitigated, then it would
have to be stopped~ this would mean an intense confrontation with the
developers, the judge and the whole system.

All this underscored the importance of what Dr. Nicholas Holler
would say. He is the world's expert on the Perdido Key Beach Mouse,
and our case would basically ask for whatever he said must be done to
protect the mouse. Thus, if he said the development could stay if the
cri tical habi tat next door were enclosed wi th a fence to prevent human
interference by the guests of the development, then that would be the
relief we would seek. ([he fence was the developers' idea for mitiga
tion of the increased impact due to their hotel.) But if Holler said that
the development h~d to go entirely, then that would be our position. If
he said nothingneetled to be done, then we would be instantly kicked
out of court. Generllily, the opinion of the experts and agency charged
with protecting wiltllife will prevail in court.

Our problem' was that Dr. Holler worked for the defendants~ he
was a Fish and Wi']l(!Ilife Service employee who taught atAuburn Uni
versity through a elx>perative agreement. He was in the command of
the very people we\vere fighting, and we were not allowed to talk with
him. Consequently~we would have
to subpoena him'lo testify at a
deposition. We had 0 trust that Dr.
Holler was an honorable man who
truly cared about these mice~ oth
erwise, he would just say what the
government lawyers told him to
say, and we would be out ofcourt.

I drove over to Auburn one
afternoon in March to deliver the
necessary subpoena to Dr. Holler.
Wanting to make the experience as
pleasant for him as possible, I had
forewarned him that I was coming
with the subpoena. To make his
deposition easy also, I set the depo
sition for a time that Dr. Holler had
free and for his own offices. In liti
gation, being nice to 'The Expert"
is just common sense~ being coop
erative with the "Bad Guys" is
wise during the early stages of the
case. The appointed date for the
deposition was 2April 1992.

In addi tion to subpoenaing all
ofDr. Holler's records and data on
the mouse, I subpoenaed a mouse
from the captive population atAu
bum. With this legal maneuver I
hoped to accomplish one thing:
meeting my client. The odds
against seeing a Perdido Key
Beach Mouse in the wild are right
up there with seeing aFloridaPan
ther in the wild. The captive popu-

map by Brian Evans
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something risky to protect the environment is akin to wrestling gators
(which I have tried~ it is much preferable to litigation). As they say in
the Deep South, "That dog won't hunt."

The Conservancy finally had joined this hunt, and Mudd and I
had licenses to sue. The government was stalling, but luckily, the de
velopment was not developing very much. The reality of money (or
the lack thereof) and the nonreali ty of the Rules of Civii Procedure pre
vented us from speeding up the suit. So, we decided to take our case to
the other attorneys ofAlabama and put it in their faces. As chance would
have it, the environmental law section of the Alabama State Bar was to
hold its annual continuing legal education seminar at the Perdido Hilton
on March 27 and 28. Having been an instructor at the 1991 seminar, I
was not invited back to instruct at the 1992 one. Instead, they were
bringing in an industry lawyer from the infamous Birmingham law firm
of Balch & Bingham, whose environmental law section is headed by
William Satterfield, a former aid and protege to James Watt. The Balch
attorney, Glenn Waddell, was to give a presentation entitled "Endan
gered SpeciesAct of 1973: Who'sAfraid of the Big, Bad Beach Mouse."
Mudd and I planned some entertainment for the question and answer
period.

On the first day of the seminar, we were there with our friend and
fellow environmental lawyer Bart Slawson. The entire day's discus
sion centered around the Perdido Key Beach Mouse case and several
other cases that Bart, Mudd and I had filed. The Empire had definitely
noticed what we were doing. Being an astute young lawyer, Glenn
Waddell knew we were there, and al though he made clear that he thought
the ESA was much too constricting on business, he took care to stay
away from any discussion on the merits of our mouse case. We had
stun guns and mace and were ready to jump him, and he sensed it.

Cruising west out of Gulf Shores after day 1 of the seminar, I
watched for a dirt track that would lead me into a wild and little-known
area of the Fort Morgan Peninsula where the Empire could not find
me, at least for the night. Next to the Bon Secour National Wildlife
Refuge, my own refuge was a bit of sand dunes, shore and marsh where
a close relative of the Perdido Key Beach Mouse lives. I stopped my
car and pulled out my sleeping bag. Here was the land of the Alabama
Beach Mouse (Peromyscus polionotus ammobates), another imperiled
subspecies, but with much more remaining habitat than its Perdido Key
cousin. Still, so much of this areal too, is being developed that P
ammobates stands not far behind P trissyllepsis in the waiting line for
extinction. The sounds of the waves and the beeping of the warning
sirens on the natural gas drilling rigs just offshore here near the mouth
of Mobile Bay lulled me to sleep quickly.

The rest of the seminar dealt with such exciting topics as discharg
ing Superfund liability in bankruptcy. After I returned home, the law
yers for the government, John Harrington in Atlanta and Charles Brooks
from the Justice Department in Washington, called and asked if the
deposition ofDr. Holler could be postponed a week until April 10. We
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agreed. In the beginning, be nice to your opponents.
When April 10 came, we got our favori te court reporter, and drove

toAuburn. When we arrived at Dr. Holler's office, he pointed to a small,
clear plastic box on a table. There it was, a male, not half as big as my
pinkie, and incredibly beautiful.

We moved to a conference room and began the deposition. The
government lawyers were there and the developers' lawyer, Rick
Horder, as well as Hank Caddell. It did not take 10l1g to realize exactly
what the good doctor's position was: the hotel cO!TIplex would mean
the end of the mouse and nothing could be done t9.'mitigate the dam
age the development would cause. Dr. Holler bluptly stated that the
entire area was critical habitat for the mouse and s..Jlpuld be protected
from any and all development. Although he was visibly nervous, Dr.
Holler maintained his integrity and laid his career/on the line for the
Perdido Key Beach Mouse. Basically, he handed us our case. Dr. Holler
was emphatic, and our case was now clearly defined: nothing less than
total protection for the land north of the highway would suffice. In
deed, Dr. Holler stated that with so much of the key already under de
velopment, even total protection for this last remaining portion of habitat
would not recover the species~ the Perdido Key Beach Mouse would
be endangered forever, and everything possible must be done to hold
even the status quo. As Dr. Holler stated, "A development at this par
ticular point is the worst place in my view that we could have a
development."

With the success of a deposition that was completely in our favor,
victory in the case was all but inevitable, IF the case were judged on
the facts and the best available scientific evidence. Meanwhile, ourjudge
recused himself from the case, and both our case and Hank's were trans
ferred to Judge Charles Butler, who was, according to Hank, a rela
tively pro-environment judge. Hank made a motion for a preliminary
injunction against the developers~ and, facing ajudge who was making
noises about how the government did not do its job, the developers
voluntarily agreed to stop work until the judge could rule on the mo
tion in late July or early August. While Hank was tangling with the
developers, we were facing a motion to dismiss from the government.
Claiming that our clients lacked standing, that the government had
"prosecutorial/enforcement discretion" over whether to enforce the
ESA, and that citizens cannot sue to make the government comply wi th
the mandatory provisions of the ESA, the feds wanted our case thrown
out of court. We would have to hurdle this motion and win these issues
of first impression before anything else could happen. The magistrate
who was scheduling matters in the case set a lengthy briefing schedule
for arguing the motion.

In July, Rick Horder, the developers' lawyer, took a second depo
sition of Dr. Holler in order to try to weaken what the mouse expert
had said in the first. It was a sorry sight. Horder got so frustrated at the
Fish and Wildlife Service in general that he began to take it out on Dr.
Holler, and Dr. Holler responded with testimony even stronger than
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that in the first deposition. Dr. Holler said he thought what little work
had been done on the complex had already killed mice, had already
violated the ESA.

The next day, Hank took the deposition of the developers' "ex
pert" on the beach mouse. This professional witness, what real biolo
gists call a "biostitute," actually said that he is more of an expert on the
Perdido Key Beach Mouse than is Dr. Holier, because he had never
studied the beach mouse, and thus had a broader, more reasonable view
of the situation than Dr. Holler. In his view, the developers could do
whatever they wanted, and it would hurt nothing. The "logic" of pro
fessional, industry witnesses never ceases to amuse me... "I can see
'the big picture: because I am not encumbered by knowledge of the
facts."

Six months later, our clients, The Alabama Conservancy, finally
began to come up with some money for the case, $2500. T-shirts were
still in the design st~ge, and the staff had not yet applied for grants to
get money for the!:case. Let this be a lesson to all you future gonzo
environmentallaw¥ers: either support yourselfwith some kind of in
heritance trust or be prepared to walk the edge of bankruptcy. Environ
mental groups are tight with their money. Even small groups like The
Alabama Conservrancy put most of their efforts into self-perpetuation.
More is spent on press releases than on litigation that may save what
the group ostensibly exists to save. It is a common and tragic affliction.

Th~ need for money is a real problem for lawyers who work in
the public interest. Whether in environmental law, civil rights, cOnsumer
protection or any other area of good work, those who choose to work
for a higher good rather than their own financial self-interest must be
prepared to go poor and unappreciated. Recently, Mudd and I won an
other case for a local environmental group, and that victory was never
even mentioned in the group's next newsletter, and the group's Board
did not thank us. We changed Alabama law in yet another case of first
impression, and those Board members only stared at us with bored ex
pressions on their faces. Yet, another person in the group won a small
a\yard for recycling, and the Board broke out in applause, as that event
brought in some money.

The hearing on Hank's motion for preliminary injunction was fi
nally set for August 27-28~ though the specter of Hurricane Andrew
almost caused another delay. For a while, there was a chance that An
drew would turn due north and smash Perdido Key, taking the
developers' land and the Perdido Key Beach Mouse with it into his
tory. Instead, Andrew went inland in central Louisiana on August 25,
and other than some rain, Mobile was spared~ thus, the hearing went
on as scheduled.

As mentioned earlier, The Alabama Conservancy's fear of being
sued by the developers had led them to insist that we not sue the devel
oper over the threat that this hotel complex was posing to the beach
mouse. Hank's client, Joy Morrill, had no fear of developers and so
had sued them directly. This move had put Hank's case on a faster,
more direct legal track than ours was on. It was possible that Hank would
win against the developers early on and thus moot our case against the
govemment. Such an outcome would protect the beach mouse and avoid
a possibly "bad" legal precedent in our case of first impression. (The
mooting of our case would mean Mudd and I would never get attorney
fees for all oUf work. The possibility of never being paid is part of be
ing a gonzo environmental lawyer.)

I went to Mobile to help Hank with his hearing. He had been kind
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enough to ask me to assist him with the case, and it was important that
either Mudd or I be there so that we could evaluate this judge. IfHank
won here, the legal battle would be just about over~ al though the devel
oper would probably appeal. If the judge went hard against Hank here,
he would go against us, too. When everything you fight for rides on
the discretion of one man, who has about as much power as our society
ever gi ves one man, it is usuall y easy to tell early on what he will do.
Power manifests its intended direction early.

Sure enough, Judge Butler took very little time in revealing the
direction he would go. He was everything you would expect in a fed
eral judge: distinguished, apparently intelligent, cordial, and biased. The
judge took copious notes~ he listened carefully, and throughout the trial,
he revealed his thoughts on how to resolve this case. He was a good
Republican.

As such, Judge Butler showed a partiality toward protecting the
right of property owners (the developers) to do whatever they wanted
unless the evidence was overwhelmingly in favor of the mouse. Dr.
Holler gave heart-felt and definitive testimony about how this devel
opment would mean the extinction of the mouse, but Judge Butler fell
back on an old Empir~ rule of law: in the face of "insufficient data,"
allow industry/developers to do whatever they want. Although the
Endangered Species Act says clearly that the rule when faced with in
sufficientdata is to side with the species, the Reagan/Bush federal bench,
of which Butler was a part, had in effect decided to ignore all dangers
if the data are not conclusive. Thus, despite the world's expert on the
mouse stating unequivocally that this development would mean the
mouse's extinction, the judge made it clear that he considered Dr.
Holler's conclusion to be mere opinion. True, Dr. Holler did not have
definitive data to back up eyerything he said, but it is just impossible
to collect data to explain everything about wildlife biology, particu
larly when the Administration would not fund studies. The mouse was
about to get caught in a little-known, but highly effective, Republican
Administration trap: They would not protect a species without suffi
cient data to prove imminent danger, but they would not fund the stud
ies necessary to get that data.

Anything less than complete victory for the beach mouse would
be defeat, and the judge was letting us know that we would not win.
Judge Butler displayed an appalling lack of understanding regarding
wildlife biology. When told ·that there was no more available habitat
on Perdido Key, the only natural habitat for the mouse, Judge Butler
hypothesized that large wilderness islands elsewhere in Alabama and
even Mississippi would be appropriate places to introduce the beach
mouse. Beach mice have never occurred west of Mobile Bay, but Judge
Butler sawall that "empty" beach on Dauphin Island and even Horn
Island in the Gulf Islands National Seashore and figured those would
be dandy places to put the mice. Learning that excess mice in the cap
tive colony in Auburn were killed, because the colony could only hold
so many mice, the judge said, all those extra mice could be introduced
to "empty" beaches all along the Gulf Coast.

During the hearing, the Department ofInterior's attorney, Charles
Brooks, helped the developers with their case. Assisting them with
exhibits and strategy, he made it clear whom the Administration fa
vored. This was no surprise to me, as I commonly see such alliances
between our public servants and those destroying the public trust.

At the end of court Friday, Judge Butler told us he would issue a
ruling in a month or so. Hank had doneagoodjob. Yet thejudgehinted
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that he would find a compromise~ he even asked the parties if we could
settle this case. We said we could not.

On 28 September 1992, Judge Butler issued his ruling, and he
came down squarely in favor of the development. It was a very cute
opinion~ the judge put a small, computer graphic mouse at the top of
the first page and quoted from Stuart I .ittle"the E. B. White children's
book about a mouse born to human parents: However, the judge did
not quote much from the Endangered Species Act, which he had obvi
ously decided not to follow. When a judge ignores key provisions of
the statute controlling a case, it means he intends to write his own law~

ReaganlBush appointees are notorious for this kind of judicial activ
ism. Having bought the defendants' logic that scientific evidence of
harm under the ESA must be conclusive (even though such absolute
assurance is impossible in science), Judge Butler held that the beach
mouse "has proven itself a survivor in the limited remaining habitat
that is available to it on this earth." Then he sanctioned the further
reduction of that habitat. Basically, Judge Butler ruled that the beach
mouse was not even endangered, because the mouse has existed up
until the present~ species still alive must be "survivors" and thus will
continue to survive. Such illogical reasof.ling is standard fare for Re-
publicans.

Judge Butler's flippant opinion and irresponsible holding had
doomed our case as well as Hank's, for the judge had also decided that
citizens cannot sue the federal government to force it to protect a spe
cies. Using ahandy trick of semantics, the judge found the government's
duty to do everything possible to protect and recover a species discre
tionary, not mandatory. All that is required is for the Fish and Wildlife
Service to put those mandatory actions in a recovery plan~ since the
elements of a recovery plan are discretionary, those mandatory actions
become discretionary as well. Very nice, very neat, very Republican,
and the Republican judges on the Eleventh Circuit Court of Appeals,
where any appeal in this case would go, would like it very much.

Hank declared that he would appeal, but the Eleventh Circuit is
one of the worst courts in the nation on environmental matters. Know
ing the facts of the case and the law, one can easily see the errors of
Judge Butler's opinion, but if one read only the opinion and knew noth
ing else about the case, one might conclude that Butler made a reason
able decision. The judges on the Eleventh Circuit are not known for
delving deeply into the facts or the law in the cases appealed to them.
Also, as a rule, appellate courts will not reverse a trial court on errors
of facts unless those errors are so gross as to make the judge's holding
arbitrary and capricious. It is very hard to show that a judge erred that
badly. I judged Hank's chances on appeal to be one out of twenty.

Hank and his client would need thousands of dollars just to pay
for the enormous transcript in order to appeal the case. It takes money
to make money~ it also takes money to get justice, at least in this country.

The leaders of The Alabama Conservancy were sufficiently sad
dened by the court's holding, but this loss would add fuel to the fire of
those who wanted the group to shift to the right and effect change "from
within a cooperative atmosphere with business." Getting beaten in court,
even just once, can make environmental groups ready to sell out. It is
easier and safer, personally, to stay out of the fray. At the very next
board meeting, The Alabama Conservancy hired a fund raiser and ini
tiated a program ofsoliciting large contributions from corporations, any
corporations.

In late December of 1992, just before Hank's time to appeal had

run out, all the lawyers involved gathered together and settled both cases.
The mouse got more research into its habitats and into the impacts of
development, a commitment to reintroduce it to the third and lastavail,
able habitat, and a revision of its recovery plan to reflect current knowl
edge of the creature. The developer agreed to give $3000 per year for
15 years to The Alabama Conservancy for research and public educa
tion efforts for both the Perdido Key Beach Mouse and the Alabama
Beach Mouse. Also, the developer agreed to make certain modifica
tions to the development and initiate education programs for its cus
,tomersabout the mouse. Hopefully, these mitigation measures will make
the difference between extinction and survival. Dr. Holler does not think
so, but we were bargaining from a position of extreme weakness, from
the end of the plank.

The Conservancy was ecstatic to be promised $45,000, and looked
at Mudd and me in a somewhat better light~ but what did they pay us in
attorney fees from this big settlement deal? Zippo~ we got nothing.
The Conservancy had paid me $2500 up to that time to help me get by,
but without any attorney fees, I would lose $12,~ in my time and
Mudd would lose $5000. Yet, we had to accept the settlement. The
government refused to settle if we got any money! It was a choice of
the mitigation measures for the mouse and no money for us, or noth
ing. Mudd and I are not that attached to money.',

The litigation over the Perdido Key Beach MQuse is over for now.
Too many Republican judges issuing too many inane opinions, .. that is
what our nation has come to, and to paraphrase Edward Abbey and B.
Traven, <This is the United States, muchachos. This is the real nation,
and you are in it." Hopefully, the new Clinton/Gore Administration
will change some of this, but what they have been saying since the
election is not very encouraging.

Construction has resumed on the development. The case of the
Perdido Key Beach Mouse shows just how weak even the strongest
environmental law on the planet is when confronted by money and
greed.

WHAT CAN YOU DO:

No need to send money to The Alabama Conservancy~ it now has
plenty from the developers to get beach mouse education projects go
ing. The Fndangered SpeciesAct is up for reauthorization in 1993. Write
your representative and senators and demand increased protections for
all creatures and for ecosystems. Support legislation strengthening the
ESA, such as that introduced last year by Representative Gerry Studds
(D-Massachusetts). His bill in 1992, HR 4045, would have doubled
funding for species recovery and would have required that Critical
Habitat be established for all listed species. See ESA article, "Studds
Expected To Defend Endangered Species," this issue. (Repesentatives
are at US House ofRepresentatives, Washington, DC 20515~ Senators
at US Senate, DC 20510.) ,

Write to Bruce Babbit, new Secretary of Interior and insist that
the Perdido Key Beach Mouse get all the additional protection that the
government agreed to in this case and more. Tell Bruce you want dili
gent protection by Interior for the little-known Endangered species.
(Secretary Bruce Babbitt, Department of Interior, C St. between 18th
& 19th Sts., Washington, DC 20240.)

Ray Vaughan (3320 Wellington Road, Montgomery, AL36106) is
nowformulating, along withfellow environmental lawyer Ned Mudd,
a wildland recovery planfor Alabama.
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Studds Expected
to Defend Endangered Species

by Mary Byrd Davis

I n 1992, when authorization to fund the Endangered Species Act (ESA) expired, Representative Gerry
Studds (D-MA) introduced HR4045 to reauthorize funding and to strengthen the Act. Although his
bill gained 109 cosponsors, the committee withjurisdiction, the Merchant Marine and Fisheries Com

mittee which Studds chairs, held no hearings and the bill died. Congresspeople had agreed that the ESA
was too controversial to debate in an election year.

Unless repealed, a law remains on the books whether or not money to implement it is appropriated~

and laws that cannot be enforced for lack of money are not conducive to orderly governance, Suzanne
Jones, Legislative Representative for the National Wildlife Federation explains'. Therefore, Congress
last year broke its general rule that laws cannot be funded unless the funding has been authorized, and
appropriated money to implement the Act for another year. From 1985 to 1988 likewise, Congress had
funded the ESA, although the Act's authorization had expired. The situation may recur in 1993.

At this writing, late February, no bills to reauthorize funding of the ESA have been introduced.
Gerry Studds is expected to submit a bill similar to HR4045 in March. HR4045 would have increased
the sum authorized to implement the ESA~ allowed citizens in emergencies to file suits to enforce the
Act, without first waiting the previously required 60 days~ and encouraged the US Fish and Wildlife
Service (FWS) to shift from a single species to a multispecies approach. In the eyes of environmental
ists, HR 4045 was a good bill, although it did not go far enough.

An Endangered Species Coalition has drawn up a list of changes that its members would like to see
in the Act and is trying to persuade Studds to add them to his forthcoming bill. With more than fifty
environmental organizations as members, including Greenpeace, Defenders of Wildlife, The Wilderness
Society, the Fund for Animals, and the World Wildlife Fund, the coalition is an influential voice. Its
recommendations incl~de increasing protection for listed plants on federallands~ applying the law to
actions by US federal agencies overseas~ and encouraging federal agencies to undertake prelisting con
servation efforts.

Nevertheless, in the opinion of some conservation biologists, the Coalition's improvements are in
sufficient. One major problem is Habi tat Conservation Plans (HCPs), the resul t of a 1982 amendment to
the ESA. The amendment allows agencies or private parties to "take" individuals belonging to an En
dangered species, when this destruction is "incidental" to an otherwise lawful activity. The agency.or
private party must prepare a Habitat Conservation Plan committing it to measures to mitigate the dam
age, and the plan must be accepted by the Fish and Wildlife Service. The HCPs prepared and accepted

under the amendment have allowed destruction of the habitat of Endangered and Threatened
species in return for assistance in the establishment of preserves on other land. Conservation

biologists point out that transplanting an already Endangered or Threatened species is not the
way to preserve it. BayArea Land Watch, an organization fonned to protect San Bruno Mountain in

California, says that the first HCP, which allowed construction on the mountain though it harbored En
dangered species, has not worked. "Restoration and maintenance efforts have not met the promises made
for them.... Habitat restoration and substitution is· failing."

Studds's HR 4045 would have increased the use of HCPs by extending them to candidate species
and by providing a revolving fund to help finance them. The Endangered Species Coalition would sim-
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ply add a requirement Uthat any incidental taking permit
ted pursuant to sections 7 and 10 be fully mitigated to pro
mote the recovery of the affected species and that a party
receiving an incidental take statement or permit must dem
onstrate the existence of the necessary authority and fund
ing to fully implement any required mitigatioQ"2.

BayArea Land Watch advocates additional controls
to restrict the use of the HCP exemption, if the HCP
amendment is not repealed. The controls would include
independent scientific monitoring ofHCP programs and
cancellation of any HCPs shown to be damaging Endan
gered species or their habitats. The organization, however,
wants the 1982amendment repealed, a position with which
radical environmental organizations concur.

Whether or not Studds's 1993 bill is stronger than
his 1992 proposal, his new bill will differ markedly from
another proposal expected to be introduced in the House.
Last year Representatives Jack Fields (R-TX) and W. J.
Tauzin (D-LA) introduced a bill that would weaken the
existing Act. HR 6134 would have allowed vaguely de
fined cooperative management agreements to replace the
protections of the Act, required economic analysis before
designation of Critical Habitat, and imposed costly new
requirements such as a hearing in every county harboring
a species to be listed. Supported by an Endangered Spe
cies Act Reform Coalition, the Congressmen will prob
ably reintroduce such legislation.

The Senate lags behind the House in preparations for
ESA legislation. At this writing the Senate is still reorga
nizing its subcommittees. Senator Max Baucus (D-Mf)
has taken over the chair of the Environment and Public
Works Committee, which will have jurisdiction over any
ESA reauthorization bills. Senator Bob Graham (D-FL)
is the new chair of this committee's Clean Water, Fisher
ies, and Wildlife Subcommittee. The Endangered Species
Coalition is looking to Baucus and Graham to introduCe a
bill in the Senate.

Write to Representative Studds (US House of Rep
resentatives, Washington, DC 20515), Senators Baucus
and Graham (US Senate,Washington, IX:20510), and your
own Congresspeople giving your views on ESA reauthori
zation.

To be kept up to date on the status of ESA legisla
tion, write to Mnette Johnson, Grassroots Coordinator,
Endangered Species Coalition, c/o National Audubon
Society, 666 Pennsylvania Ave., SE, Washington, OC
20003 (202-547-9009). Bay Area Land Watch can be
reached atfDB AO, Brisbane, CA 94005 (415-467-6631).

NOTES

1. SuzanneJones provided Wild Earth with documenta
tion and answered questions on ESA reauthorization. The
National WildlifeFederation, forwhich sheis LegislativeRep
resentative, works with the Endangered SpeciesCoalitionbut
is not a coalition member.

2. BayAreaLandWatch. 1993. Critical Reauthorization
of the Endangered Species Act

coyote tracks, by Heather K. Lenz

Revelation

The fir.st reports of their presence
seemed apocryphal-
brief glimpses of tawny gray fur
through the underbrush, nondescript
dog-like tracks in the mud of farm lanes
all easily explained away
by the hazy light of summer evenings,
mirages of a wishful mind,
hungry for more exotic sights
than the woodchucks and barn cats
this flat farmland affords-
like the woman in Potterville
who each fall reports seeing a cougar
in the two acre woodlot behind her house.
No one, we all said,
no even our great-grandparents
have seen coyotes here before.

But I became a believer that August:
driving home after a night
of bullheading on the Looking Glass,
braking quickly as I caught the twin almonds
of his yellow-green eyes in my headlights
as he stood by the roadside, ears pricked,
tongue lolling in the midnight heat,
circling the car to catch my scent
before fading imperceptably from my vision
his matted coat and brushy tail
merging with the dar~enedwheat stubb~e 1&'....
that lay beyond the ditch: . . .-tf!If: ,-
invisible again ' ~..
but undeniably real.' '

-Rod Phillips ......
£~~.~~:

"':'V-';":
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Do Zoos
Compete with Habitat?

by Mary Byrd Davis

I n a recent review of Colin Tudge's Last Animals at the Zoo, John
Davis noted that the assumption of captive breeding proponents that
"monies devoted to captive breeding will not subtract from habitat

protection funds" needs to be tested (1). To help open up discussion of
this question, Vlild Earth has taken a look at the funding of zoos and
aquaria. We found evidence that, to a limited extent, they do compete
with conservation organizations for funding.

Zoos andaquaria have a voracious appetite for money. In 1991
the operating budgets of the 159 accredited members of the American
Association of Zoological Parks and Aquaria (AAZPA) totaled
$785,847,316. Capital improvements cost $441,842,3% (2). After sub
tracting for Canadian members, the total for the two categories of ex
pendi tures is $1.23 billion. Operating budgets for individual members,
as reported in the 1992/93 Association di rectory, range from $100,000
for the private Trevor Zoo to $54 million each for the Sea Worlds of
California, Rorida, and Texas.

. The AAZPA, however, is only part of the story. Nobody knows
exactly how many zoos and aquaria the United States has, AAZPA's
Beth Zebrowski says. Animal exhibitors must obtain licenses from the
US Department ofAgriculture, and about 1500 do so. Approximately
half of these would be eligible to apply for AAZPA membership. This
means the United States may be home to seven hundred or more zoos
and aquaria. SinceAAZPA'smembers include most of the nation's major
zoos, the budgets of non-AAZPA members can be expected to average
less than those of members~ but even at an average operating budget
of, say $75,000, and capital improvements of $25,000, 550 non-mem
bers would push the total annual expenditures of US zoos and aquaria
to around $1.8 billion.

Furthermore, AAZPA does not accredit zoos and aquaria until they
have been in operation for a few years. Thus initial construction costs
are not included in its totals. TheAAZPA figure of $441.8 million rep
resents only capital investments by established zoos and aquaria, which
seem to multiply and modernize exhibits and other facilities ceaselessly.
The activity not covered by theAAZPA statistic is significant. The South
Carolina Aquarium in Charleston will cost $25 million (3)~ the Ten
nessee Aquarium, opened last year in Chattanooga, cost $45 million
(4)~ and according to Fortune, expenditures for a single facility may
go as high as $100 million.

"Ready for the Age of Aquaria?" was the title of an article pub-
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lished in Fortune in 1990 (5). Since then, five new aquaria have opened~

and thirty aquaria are currently in the planning or construction stage
(6). In terms of new institutions, zoos pale in significance next to aquaria.

The reason for the aquarium boom is relevant to a study offinanc
ing. The 1990 Fortune article stated that "Most cities see aquaria as a
way to attract tourist dollars" (7). Architecture elaborated, "From the
day it opened in August 1981, Baltimore's National Aquarium has been
the number-one paid tourist attraction in Maryland, drawing 1.5 mil
lion people a year, generating $128 million in annual revenues for the
region ...." (8).

Sources of money to open and operate zoos and aquaria vary with
the type of owner. The breakdown ofAAZPA members by ownership,
again from theAAZPA 1992/93 directory follows: "owned and man
aged by governmental agency"- 79~ "owned by governmental agency
and managed by society"-27~ "owned by governmental agency and
jointly managed with society"-4~ "owned and managed by society"
15~ "owned and managed privately"- 29 (9). Most of the government
agencies that own zoos or aquaria are municipali ties, although the owner
may instead be a district, county, state or nation. "Privately owned"
may mean not-for-profit or otherwise (10).' An institution owned by a
governmental agency is more likely than others to receive government
subsidies~ a for-profit corporation cannot benefit from funders who give
only to non-profits, unless this corporation sets up a non-profit affili
ate, as some have done.

The AAZPA does not compile statistics on its members' sources
of revenue (11). Wild Earth requested annual reports from twelve in
stitutions across the country, and received eight. Given the smallness
of our sample and the vagaries of the reports themselves, we cannot
provide overall statistics on revenue sources. A few tendencies, never
theless, stand out from the reports and other literature.

Public or private, zoos and aquaria tend to enjoy immense sup
port from the general public, and they are able to obtain significant
portions of their operating budgets from admission fees. Admissions
accounted in 1991 for 44% of revenue and support for the Monterey
Aquarium and 29% of total income for both the Cincinnati Zoo and
the Shedd Aquarium, and in 1992 for 24% of total income for the Min
nesota Zoo. (These percentages do not take account of the receipts of
affiliated entities.) Gift stores, restaurants, parking fees and programs
for which fees are charged are other means of earning money. Never-



theless, the major institutions do not survive on earned income alone.
Govemment funding is an important source of revenue for many~

and in some cases, govemments assist institutions they do not own. If
you live in a city with a zoo or aquarium or, in some cases, in a state so
outfi tted, chances' are that you help foot the bill. The state-owned Min
nesota Zoo received $6.36 million, 53% of its operating funds for ~992,

in public money-$38,OOO from the National Science Foundation for
an educational program for high school students, the remainder from
the state.

NYZSrrhe Wildlife Conservation Society, received from the City
of New York a total of$12.2 million during the 1991/92 fiscal year for
the International Wildlife Conservation Park (the Bronx Zoo) and the

,Aquarium for Wildlife Conservation, which it owns, and for the Cen
tral Park and Queens Wildlife Conservation Centers, which it manages
for the city. (Yes, the New York Zoological Society recently renamed
itself and its the institutions, escaping the pejorative connotations of
"zoo." [12].) Funding for the. former two came through the Department
of Cultural Affairs~ for the latter two through the Department of Parks
and Recreation. Also in 1991/92 the Natural Heritage Trust, a program·
of the New York State Office of Parks and Recreation, granted $1.6
million to the International Wildlife Conservation Park and $193 thou
sand to the Aquarium. Federal grants, including grants from the Na
tional Science Foundation and the Institute for Museum Services for
education, totaled $385 million.

In some cases, a governmental entity appears to be making a con
scious choice between zoos and conservation of natural areas. The Forest
Preserve District of Cook County, Iilinois owns the Brookfield Zoo~

the Chicago Zoological Society manages the zoo. The District, which
owns 67,OCXJ acres, has a real estate acquisition fund, which may be
used for conservation purposes. Most of the money in this fund comes
from bond sales and grants~ and in 1993 the fund amounts to 2% of the
total District budget or $2.2 million. Meanwhile, the District is selling
abond issue, $5 million of which is earmarked for land acquisition~

$27.64 million for capital improvements ~tthe Zoo over a five or ten
year period (13).

Greater One-horned Rhinoceros, by Robin Peterson

Because local and state governments are in financial crises,
privatization of zoos is in vogue. Cities facing the possibility of having
to close a zoo consider turning it over to an entity that can afford to run
it. New institutions may start life as private. The Audubon Institute, for
instance, owns the Aquarium of the Americas in New Orleans. A few
zoos have long prided themselves on being independent or of govern
ment funds. The Indianapolis Zoo, which is owned by the Indianapolis
Zoological Society, does not accept money for operating expenses from
the local, state, or federal government (14). Nevertheless, the words
"financially independent" as applied to zoos tend to be misleading.
Apparently the Indianapolis Zoo would accept money for capital im
provements from governments. Furthermore, the Indianapolis Zoologi
cal Society received $240,000 in late 1990 for capital and operating
expenses from the Eli Lilly and Company Foundation (which donated
$12,500 to the Fort Wayne Nature Conservancy)~ and in 1991 the Lilly
Endowment awarded it a two-year grant totaling $3.75 million for debt
reduction, operating support and management assessment (15). Yet The
Detroit News was holding it up as a model of independence! (16) Zoos
that do not receive government subsidies must find the money else
where. Thus privatization can be expected to increase the pressure for
funding on other sources.

When it comes to grants and gifts, the three basic sources, apart
from governments, are individuals, corporations, and foundations. What
they give is not always easy to determine. Corporations frequently make
in-kind as well as cash gifts; and foundations and friends-of-the-zoo
organizations may solicit and receive grants and gifts for an affiliated
zoo or aquarium. As a general rule, zoos and aquaria depend more on
grants for capital expenditures than for general operating funds. Gifts
from individuals may be used for operating budgets or for capital im
provements.

Imaginative fund-raising committees obtain gifts from the public
through such means as memberships, adopt-an-animal programs, and
special events. In 1992for example, the Minnesota Zoo's annual Beastly
Ball raised $93,000.

The donor of donors, however, may be not an American, but rather
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External Costs of Zoos

Zoos and ~uaria spend much of their capital improvements
money on creating exhibits that display animals in surround
~ng~ th~t resemble those of their homelands. In doing so, the
InstItutIons create artificial environments that are a drain on the
actual environment.

David Berreby in an article in Discover makes ciear the
extent to which modem zoos use a "high-tech approach:'

"In a five-acre patch of New York City the climate varies
from antarctic to tropical, exotic animals roam freely, and it all
seems natural-until you look behind the scenes:' Take the
penguins, for example, "they are utterly dependent on technol
?gy: filt~rs, pumps, coolers, dietary supplements, hum~-qual
Ity m~dlcal care:' Air conditioning machinery completely
occupies the floor above the penguins~ pumps and filters, the
floor below. To feed the penguins and other animals, "huge re
frigerated trucks" deliver to the zoo 12,000 pounds of frozen
fish at a time l .

To name one environment not natural to the United States
"tropical rainforests" proliferate in zoos north and south. Th~
Minneapolis~oo has a new Tropics Trail that "remains a balmy
70 degrees WInter and summer:' In 1991 the Cincinnati Zoo
began construction of aJungle Trails exhibit representino Afri
can and Asian tropical rainforests. Also in 1991, the Denv:r Zoo,
buoyed by a $1 million grant from the Schlessman Foundation,
started to build Tropical Discovery.

Fine, perhaps, in terms of public education but, to quote
Berreby, "the high-tech approach doesn't come cheap," and the
costs ar~ not o~ly in terms of dollars. Consider the energy ex
pended In running wave machines, mist machines, heaters, and
air conditioners~ the plastic employed in making molds to cast
concrete rocks~ the CFCs housed in refrigeration equipment.

An indication ofone aspect of the drain on natural resources
is utility bills. In 1991 the Cincinnati Zoo spent $548,621, the
Atlanta/Fulton County Zoo $431,962, and the Shedd Aquari urn
$1.2 million on utilities.

It's a matter of trade otTs, spokespeople for zoos and aquari
ums may say. The public education is worth the price. Well,
we'll see. The trend in aquariums is toward regionalization. If
they are successful educators, their impact on the area in which
they are located should be positive and measurable. The Ten
nessee Aquari urn, for instance, "simulates ri verine habi tats from
Appalachia to the Gulf of Mexico, and is a metaphor for the
river itself'2. Rve or ten years from now will the Tennessee be
a cleaner, more natural river, because people studied a sanitized·
version of it at the aquarium?3 -MBD

1. David Berreby, "Where the Wild Things Are," Discover, Au
gust 1991, pp.41-43.

2. Edward Gunts, "Cathedral of Conservation," Architecture,
Sep. 1992, p. 64.

3. On the Tennessee River. today and another project to assist
the river, see Wild Earth, vol. 2, no. 4, p. 52.
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t?e Emir of Kuwait, and the gift may have been prompted by an un
lIkely event. In June of 1992, the Emir gave the president of the lon
don Zoological Society a check for $1.85 million to save the London
Zoo from closing. The New York TImes reported that 'In making the
donatio.n today, ~~e Kuwaiti Government said the Emir pledged the
money In recognitIon of the 'strong bonds' between the two countries.
Some British officials interpreted this as an allusion to Britain's sup
port for the war last year to oust Iraqi forces from Kuwait" (17).

Obtaining and analyzing the annual reports connected with nu
merous zoos would be a formidable task necessitating the assistance of
a professional accountant. To gain some ideaoffoundation giving, R-ild
Earth has therefore turned to reference books in local libraries. The
most useful has been The Foundation Grants Index 1993, which lists
grants in terms of the recipient's fields ofactivity, with sections on ani
mals and wildlife and on the environment. The index covers 846 foun
dations, which together distribute $4.85 billion. This sum is 53% of
the total dollars distributed in 1991 by US corporate, private, and com
munity foundations, although the actual number ofactive foundations
is 32,(XX), the index says. Grants described in the volume are for $10,000
or more and were awarded in 1991 or late 1990 (18).

Of the 846 foundations listed, 147 gave at least $10,000 to at least
one zoo or aquarium, for a total of $31.7 million. Sixty-seven founda
tions gave at least $40,000, most of them for general operating budgets
and/or capital improvements.

Sixteen of the foundations making substantial gifts did not con
tribute $10,000 or more to any environmental organization. These foun
dations included RJR Nabisco, with $418,000 to the North Carolina
Zoological Society for general support~ and the Lied Foundation Trust
with $7.18 million to the Omaha Zoological Society for construction.

. !he fou~dationsthat gave to both zoos and environmental orga
nizatIOns dunng the period under consideration are the more obvious
arena for competi tion. Thirty-four of the 51 foundations that supported
en~ironmental work gave more to zoos than to environmental organi
zatIOns. The Robert R.. McCormick Tribune Foundation awarded
$90,<ro for capi tal suppOrt to the Lincoln Park Zooogical Society. The
Foundation's environmental grants were $10,000 to Friends of the
Chicago River and $10,000 to Voyageur Outward Bound. In similar
fashion, the N1NC Financial Foundation donated $100,000 to the Bal
timore Zoological Society and $72,500 to the National Aquarium in
Baltimore, but only $11,000 to the Chesapeake Bay Foundation and
$10,000 to Marylanders for the Bay. Likwise, the Field Foundation of
Illinois donated $40,000 to the Chicago Zoological Society in 1990,
for a fifth and final payment for establishment ofa Children's Discov
ery point in the Zoo's Aquatic Bird House, and $50,000 to· the Shedd
Aquarium for its capital campaign to construct a Marine :Mammal Pa
yilion, but gave only $10,000 toThe Nature Conservancy and $15,000
to People for Community Recovery, also categorized by the Index as
environmental .

These giving patterns strongly favored zoos, but the division be
tween zoo and environment is sometimes m<re balanced. The Lyndhurst
Foundation provided $1.25 million to the :rennessee Aquarium, and
$1.04 million to environmental organizations. induding $700.000 to
the Tennessee River Gorge Natural AreasTrust. Furthermore, the shoe
can be on the otherfoot, as 16of the 51 foundations giving to environ
mental organizations actually gave more to the environment than to
zoos. The outstanding example is the Champlin Foundations. which
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gave the Rhode Island Zoological Society
$350,000 toward construction of a Plains of
East Africa exhibit: but provided $2 million
to The Nature Conservancy and $30,000 to
National Audubon Society.

Information- in Environmental
Grantmaking Foundations, 1992 Directory
supplements that in The Foundation Grants
Index, although the Directory presents for each
funder only a sampling of the foundation's
"environmental" grants in 1990 (19). This
source covers, in the words of the publisher,
"250 of the most significant private and com
munity foundations that give environmental
grants." Its subject index names 56 out of the
250 as giving to zoos and aquaria. The Foun
dation Ind~x does not list 34 of these 56, at
least in terms of grants to zoos and aquaria.
Therefore the Directory adds enough founda
tions to the 167 identified through the Foun
dation Index to bring the total of major
foundations giving to zoos and aquaria to ap
proximately 200.

Sev.en of the foundations in the Directory
but not in the Index gave $40,000 or more in
1990 to a zoo or aquarium. The grants from
these seven foundations totaled $9 million.
Four gave more to zoos and aquaria than to
environmental projects. The Amon G. Carter
Foundation, for instance, donated $260,000 to
the Fort Worth Zoological Society's building
fund, but only $1000 to the National Wild
flower Research Center, $15,000 to Save Eagle
Mountain Lake, and $10,000 to the Streams
and Valleys Commission. The others gave
more to the environment than to zoos. Chev
ron donated a total of $175,000 to three zoos
and aquaria and a total of $265,000 to four
environmental projects (19).

Corporate and Foundation Grants 1992:
A Comprehensive listing ofMore Than 95,000
Recent Grants to Nonprofit Organizations in
the United States further enlarges our view of
foundation giving to zoos and aquaria and adds
information on corporate gifts. (20). The ref
erence work raises the number of foundations
identified as giving to zoos and aquaria to over
300. Nevertheless, not even this volume cap
tures all the relevant foundations.

Grants in the body of Corporate and
Foundation Grants are grouped by broad sub
ject categories. Zoos come under the heading
"Civic and Public Affairs," a category that re
flects a reason'why zoos are successful in fund
raising. The arrangement of entries allows
quick comparison of gifts by one foundation

to a given locality. Donating in Colorado
Springs, the EI Pomar Foundation gave the
Cheyenne Mountain Zoological Park $1.5
million, and The Nature Conservancy
$250,000 for its Rivers of the Rockies Cam
paign.

What are the chances that a given envi
ronmental organization will compete directly
with a zoo or aquarium for funding? The foun
dations most familiar to environmentalists, the
W. Alton Jones Foundation, Pew Charitable
Trusts, Mary Reynolds Babcock Foundation,
for instance, give little or nothing to zoos and
aquaria. However, environmental organiza
tions going to less well known sources in an
effort to avoid competition are likely to find
themselves sending proposals to foundations
that give to zoos, particularly if they are seek
ing money for land preservation and/or money
from local sources. Donors to zoos frequently
fund The Nature Conservancy and land trusts.
In addition many of them are obviously inter
ested in giving locally.

Our look at zoos and aquariums suggests
that addi tional research on the funding of these
institutions would be worthwhile for those
concerned with competition between zoos and
habitat. If captive breeding is necessary, zoos
and aquaria may not be the places to do it, from
an economic standpoint. The grant books to
which we referred almost never mention cap
tive breeding programs. Zoos and aquaria are
absorbing large sums of money for exhibits
and other construction that may not be essen
tial to breeding programs.

Further study of zoos and aquaria may
also be useful to the fund raisers in conserva
tion organizations. Zoos and aquaria are skilled
in obtaining money. Perhaps we should learn
from their techniques. Can maintaining a green
belt around a city, for instance, be made to
seem just as much a civic duty as financing a
zoo? Are zoos and aquaria tapping funding
sources to which environmental organizations
could profitably turn? Imaginative conserva
tionists should be able to steer at least some
of the money now going to zoos and aquaria
toward habitat protection.

Mary Byrd Davis is Associate Editor of
Wild Earth. Her recent books include The.
Green Guide to France and Giling1)jJIhe.
Beaten Path' An Untraditional Travel Guide
To The US
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RESTORE: The North Woods
POB 440, CONCORD, MASSACHUSETTS 01742, (508) 287-0320.

I wish to speak a wordfor Nature, for absolutefreedom and wildness, as contrasted with afreedom and culture merely
civil-to regard man as an inhabitant, or apart and parcel ofNature, rather than amember ofsociety.

-Henry David Thoreau, Walking (1862)

FROM FOREST PRIMEVAL TO THE "WORKING
LANDSCAPE"

The North Woods is one of the world's great forests. stretching
from the Atlantic Coast to the Great Plains. and from Lake Superior to
the Central Appalachian Highlands. This-forest is where the evergreen
softwood forests to the north meet the deciduous hardwood forests to
the south. Over the ten .thousand years since the last ice age. a unique
ecological region-or ecoregion-has evolved here. with a combina
tion of ecosystems. climate. landforms. and soils that exists nowhere
else on Earth.

A hundred centuries of evolution created the North Woods. but
four short centuries of careless exploitation have almost ruined it. The
primitive technology of earlier days left forest ecosystems essentially
natural. Today. the exploiters replace natural ecosystems with sterile
fiber farms. vacation homes. and utility corridors. In the tradition of
GeorgeOrwell's 1984, they call their handiwork the "working landscape."

The giant forest products and mining companies. real-estate specu
lators; and misguided government agencies that control the "working
landscape" tell the rest of us that things could be worse. RESTORE:
Th~ North Woods insists that we can and must do better.

RESTORE: THE NORTH WOODS

RESTORE: The North Woods is a non-profit. grassroots organi
zation based in Concord. Massachusetts. This is where the first shots
of the American Revolution were fired. and the home of Henry David
Thoreau. who revolutionized the way we think of nature. Our purpose
to restore, preserve, and defend the natural ecological integrity of
the North Woods ecoreglon of the United States and Canada
through pubUc awareness and citizen activism-carries on this revo
lutionary tradition.

RESTORE: The North Woods was founded in response to the ac
celerating destruction of the natural and social integrity of the North
Woods. To halt and reverse it will require:

-recognition ofthe North Woods as a whole-public awareness
of the global importance of this unique ecoregion and international
cooperation to restore and preserve it

-expansion ofpublic landownership-public acquisition ofa sig
nificant portion of the ecoregion to permanently protect ecological and
social values~

-restoration ofnatural systems and processes- a North Woods
nature reserve system. recovery of degraded ecosystems. and restora
tion of extirpated species~
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-accountablegovernment- government that restores and preserves
public lands and waters. protects the public from irresponsible private
interests. and provides leadership for a sustainable society~

-Sustainable human communities-a way of life that preserves
natural systems. protects air and water, and demands only what the earth
can sustainably provide.

Although RESTORE: The North Woods is a new organization,
our staff and directors are seasoned veterans. We do not duplicate the
work of other groups. but address critical issues that have been getting
little or no attention. Our focus is the North Woods~ a whole. because
nature does not recognize arbitrary political boundaries. Instead of
merely "saving" scattered patches or "conserving" damaged landscapes.
we promote full ecological restoration. Rather than being limited by
what is supposedly "politically realistic." we are working to create a
new real ity.

A NEW VISION FOR THE NORTH WOODS

RESTORE: The North Woods has a vision of the North Woods as it
once was and can be again. We see a restored landscape, where towering
White Pines preside over vast ancient forests~ Gray Wolf and Carioou,
Cougar and Wapiti roam the wilderness in the timeless cootest between
predator and prey~ and salmon. sturgeon. and grayling spawn in free
floWing rivers. We envision the return of a diverse, native forest that is
the summer home for countless tropical birds, an immense reservoir of
fresh water, a natural recycler of air, and a storehouse for carbon.

The North Woods offers one of the best opportunities in the world
to restore and preserve the full native diversity of species, ecosystems.
and processes on an ecoregional scale. But time is running out. If we
do not act now, we will never have another chance.

CURRENT RESTORE PROJECTS

Most of the current RESTORE: The North Woods projects focus
on the Northern Forest ecosystem ofMaine, New Hampshire, Vermont•

. and New York. We are now expanding our scope to fill unmet needs in
the rest of the North Woods.

NORfH WOODS NETWORK

RESTORE: The North Woods is working to build a North Woods
Network that spans the ecoregion. We are reaching out to groups and
individuals, particularly in the Upper Great Lakes and Canada. We plan
to hold several regional workshops, and to follow up with a NorthWoods
convention that brings together people from across the ecoregion.
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Bailey, Robert G. 1976. Ecoregions of the United States (Map).

Rowe, J.S. 1972. Fortst rtgioTU ofCanada.
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NOIITHU:OODS I
PROPOSED WILDLANDS NATIONAL PARK AND PRESERVE

The state of Mai ne contains the largest unprotected blocks of in
tact forest land in the North Woods. They are mostly within the 10.5
million-acre ·'Wildlands," which have no local government, a tiny
population, and few public roads. Over 90 percent of the land is con
trolled by a few large timber management or paper companies which
are devastating the forest. Much of the region is either for sale or likely
to be on the market in the near future.

RESTORE: The North Woods advocates the public acquisition and
restoration of a new Wildlands National Park and Preserve (WNPP)
encompassing several million acres in north-central Maine. We are sur
veying the Wildlands, assessing where the most ecologically intact lands
remain, and identifying adjacent degraded lands that must be restored.

RECYCLING FOR JOBS AND HEALTHY FORESTS

Paper production is the single greatest cause of destruction in the
North Woods. The forest is being stripped bare to extract wood fiber,
air and water are being polluted, and staggering amounts of energy are
being used.

Shifting to ecologically sustainable sources will require modifi
cation of existing machinery, installation ofenergy-efficient technolo
gies, reinvigoration'Of rail links, and expansion of municipal recycling
programs. Government will need to provide technical assistance, eco
nomic incentives, and funds to purchase industry lands for restoration.
RESTORE: The North Woods is ini tiating a study to assess conversion
options.

REsTORING THE WOLF TO THE MAINE WILDLANDS

Hunting and habitat destruction drove the Eastern Timber Wolf
out of Maine by the late 1800s. In its recovery plan, the U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service (FWS) has identified the Wildlands of northern Maine
as a potential wolf recovery area. Yet no action has been taken-the
state fish and wildlife agency has opposed recovery, while the public
has not been informed of the issue.

RESTORE: The North Woods supports a study of habitat suitability
for restoring the Timber Wolf to Maine, to be done by the FWS in co
operation with the State of Maine. The study should be done with the
full involvement of private landowners, colleges and universities, and
the public. We are building an activist list in anticipation of a public
information campaign.

WHITE MOUNTAIN WATCH

The White Mountain National Forest (WMNF) in New Hamp
shire is one of the better-managed forests in the National Forest Sys
tem, but there are still significant problems. RESTORE: The North
Woods is forming a White Mountains Network to focus on WMNF
and adjacent areas. We are developing a long-term vision that includes
major boundary expansions, an interconnected system of nature re
serves, and a citizens' alternative for the next forest management plan
revision, due for completion in 1996.

WHAT YOU CAN DO

RESTORE: The North Woods needs your help to make the vision
a reality. Please become a member and add your name to our activist
list. You will receive our newsletter and action alerts on critical North
Woods issues. Regular memberships start at $20.

RESTORE: The North Woods is incorporated in Massachusetts~

tax-exempt (501(c)(3)) status is pending.
Contact Michael Kellett (Executive Director) or David Carle (As

sociate Executive Director) at: RESTORE: The North Woods, POB 440,
Concord, Massachusetts 01742, (508) 287-0320.

-Michael Kellett
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Northwoods Wilderness Recovery
POB 107, HOUGHTON, MI 49931, (906) 482-8364.

Northwoods Wilderness Recovery formally began in September of 199: out ofan aware
ness of the potential for BIG WILDERNESS in Michigan's Upper Peninsula and north
eastern Wisconsin, combined with a realization of how fast that potential is disappearing.
No group was filling the niche of independent, tough-minded wilderness advocacy. We
decided to occupy it, guided by one long-term vision: allow the Northwoods ecosystem
to return to its original ecological integrity.

WISCONSIN

CANADA

Lake Huron

Grand Rapids
•

• Lansing

Detroit.
Ann Arbor.

Three hundred years ago, one of the most magnificent for
.1 ested ecosystems in North America flourished in this re

gion. Amidst a vast mosaic of majestic White Pine, Eastern
Hemlock, White Spruce, Balsam Fir, and mixed hardwoods,
Timber Wolves and Mountain Lions preyed upon Woodland
Caribou. A diversity of uniquely adapted species of deep
woods flora, many of which are now endangered or extinct,
was sustained by the delicate and complex forest-floor habi
tat found only in old-growth forest.

Most of this great forest was still intact 150 years ago,
and as recently as 50 years ago, 25 percent of the forest in
Michigan's Upper Peninsula was virgin old growth. Now, only
small fragments of this forest remain, primarily in areas that
were either private reserves or inaccessible to logging due to
rough terrain. Most of these remnants are unprotected and se
riousl y threatened by current and proposed timber harvest and
land development schemes.

Increasing land development, logging, road-building, and
off-road-vehicle use put numerous biotic communities in jeop
ardy. Surveys of sensitive plant and animal species are show
ing downward trends in populations and geographic ranges,
with corresponding increases in edge-loving weedy species.
White-tailed Deer densities are ten to fifteen times what is
ecologically desirable. Much of this scenario is the resul tof a
twenty year assault on the forest by the pulp and piper industry.

Much'of the remaining old-growth forest in Michigan's
Upper Peninsula is in the Michigamme Highlands, a largely
undeveloped region in northern -Marquette and Baraga Coun
ties. This is a place where large-scale wilderness protection
can recover some of the ecological complexity and wild gran
deur of the original forest. The federally designated
McCormick Wilderness (16,850 acres), the state designated
Craig Lake Wilderness Park (7(fJ() acres), and the private
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Huron Mountain Club reserve (18,000 acres)
already exist here. Large landholdings border
ing these protected areas are currently for sale.
Establishment of a 200,OOO-plus acre reserve
with a full complement ofecological and evo
lutionary processes is possible if we act soon.

To realize our goal of large-scale wilder
ness in Michigan's Upper Peninsula and north
eastern Wisconsin, Northwoods Wilderness
Recovery is pursuing the following strategies:

• Research the locations and extentofold
growth forest and critical habitat essential to
natural diversity in the Upper Peninsula and
northeastern Wisconsin. Beginning with the
Michigamme Highlands, map these areas and
demonstrate how they can be incorporated into
a networkof wilderness reserves with connect
ing corridors for wildlife migration and genetic
exchange.

• Conduct biological status reviews of
threatened and endangered species and criti
cal habitats, using teams of professional bi010

gists and grassroots activists. Determine which
habitat types are in serious decline and what
is necessary for their restoration.

• Require government land agencies to
uphold all federal and state laws to protect
these species and habitats such as the Endan
gered Species Act, National Environmental.
Policy Act, National Forest Management Act,
and the Michigan Environmental Protection
Act. Litigate when necessary.

• Prevent further exploitation of biotic
communities in the Michigamme Highlands.
Get as much land as possible in this area into
ari interim protection program for eventual
incorporation into a large, publicly sanctioned
wilderness reserve.

• Develop an educational program, in
cluding a slide show and literature, demon
strating the effects of forestry practices on
natural diversity, and the need for large wil
derness reserves. We are near completion of
this program.

• Monitor timber sales, road construction,
and other management activities in state and
National Forests. File appeals of management
proposals when necessary to prevent further
decline of indigenous species.

• Defend the few designated Wilderness
Areas in the UP and northeastern Wisconsin.

• Coordinate these efforts with other
grassroots wilderness organizations through
out the greater Northwoods, from Maine to
Minnesota, as part of a comprehensive pro
gram for wilderness recovery.

We are coordinating our efforts with tha;e
of The Wildlands Project (North American
Wilderness Recovery Strategy), RESTORE:
The North Woods, Superior WildernessAction
Network (SWAN), and the Biodiversity Legal
Foundation.

Northwoods VVildemess Recovery is in
corporated as a nonprofit directorship (non
membership), and will be supported by

donations from inoividuals and by foundation
grants. We have launched a three-year fund
raising effort with $50,000 as our goal for
1993, $60,000 for 1994, and $70,000 for 1995.
This level of funding will allow us to take ad
vantage of current opportunities for ecologi
cal preservation before they are lost.

Donations are needed. Contributors will
receive periodic updates of our activities, cop
iesof our educational literature, and invitations
to guided tours through some of the areas we
are trying to protect.·Quarterly financial reports
and an annual audit will be provided if re
quested. We recently received 501(c)(3) tax
exempt status from the IRS, so all
contributions are tax deductible. If you would
like further information, please write or call
Kraig Klungness at FOB 107, Houghton, MI
49931, (906) 482-8364 or Doug Cornett at
(906) 228-4518.

- Kraig Klungness, Executive Director;
Doug Cornett, Research Director
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Temperate forests Gain a Network

by Orin Langelle

A ctivists from the Southern and Northern hemispheres met in November 1992, in Tasma
nia, Austr~lia, for the First International Temperate F?rest ~onference ~nd ~he subse
quent Native Forest Network Inaugural Strategy Meetmg. ThiS was the first time activ

ists ha~ ~~t i~ternati?nally to discuss how to counter the multinational corporate cancer that is
metastlslzmg mto native forests globally.

NFN SHUTS DOWN FORESTRY
COMMISSION TASMANIA
HEADQUARTERS

DEVONPORT, TASMANIA-The Native Forest
Network's first international action stopped business as
usual in the Devonport office of the Forestry Commis
sion Tasmania (FCfAS) on 24 November 1992. NFN
chose FCfAS as a target due to the commission's fail
ure to stop the logging on the Gog Range near Delornine,
Tasmania, and to protectAstacopsis gouldii, the world's
largest freshwater crayfish and a recognized .IUCN
threatened species.

Activists dropped banners from the roofofFCfAS's
regional headquarters, chained themselves to doors to
block access, and dumped woodchips to show their out
rage at FCfAS's blatant disregard of the destruction of
Astacopsis habitat and woodchip exportation to foreign
markets at the expense of the Gog. NFN held a press
conference at the Deloraine Environment Centre, where
a local Gog resident presented to the media "Albert," an
Astacopsis_whose species is endangered due to the silt
ation caused by logging on the Gog.

- Orin Langelle

NATIVE FOREST NETWORK INAUGURAL STRATEGY
MEETING

Jackeys Marsh, Tasmania- Immediatel y foIl owing the First Interna
tional Temperate Forest Conference, about 30 forest acti vists from both herni
spheres met in the Jackeys Mars~ Community Centre for the Native Forest
Net~ork (NFN). Inaugural. Strategy Meeting. Participants in the three day
ses.slon braved torrential rain and leeches to start a global.network to foster
grassroots activism.

FIRST INTERNATIONAL TEMPERATE FOREST CONFERENCE

. Deloraine, Tasmania-The RTFC was attended by over 200 representatives of forest pro
te~tlon groups wor~d-wide. British botanist, David Bellamy was the keynote speaker. Represen
tatlv~s and the medIa heard speakers from both hemispheres condemn multinational corporations'
proflt-before-planet practices, and call for a temperate forest action plan.
The attendees also formally recognized the rights to existence of all species,
ecosystems, and indigenous peoples.

The day prior to the RTFC, an international contingent attended the
unofficial opening of the Great Western Tiers National Park. Professor
BeI"Iamy unveiled a sign and declared the 27,800 hectare area an inviolable
International Park for all time and nominated the Great Western Tiers for
World Heritage status. The Department of Parks, Wildlife and Heritage, in
its report on the optimal boundaries for the World Heritage Site, recommends
most of the proposed National Park be included. The Tasmanian government
continues to ignore this recommendation, but activists have publicly stated
they will "continue to work non-violently" to protect the Great Western Tiers.

Before the conference, it was decided that an International Temperate
Forest Conference would occur every two years. The Second International is
planned for 1994 somewhere in North America's Wild Rockies. A North
American Continental Temperate Forest Conference is scheduled for Novem
ber of this year in Vermont. It is hoped that other n~tional and regional con
ferences-inChile,Australia, Europe-will coincide with the North American
Continental Conference in November.
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Despite two mysterious computer malfunctions,
those attending produced the following description:
'NFN is a global, autonomous collective of forest
activists, conservation biologists, and non-govern
mental organizations. It functions on a consensus
basis and is non-violent, non-hierarchical and non
patriarchal. Furthermore, NFN is non-<iiscriminatory
on grounds of race, culture or species."

The NFN mission was identified: ''To protect
the Earth's remaining Native Forests, be they tem
perate or otherwise, to ensure they can survive, flour
ish and maintain their evolutionary potential." The
three goals of the NFN are 1) to ensure the mainte
nance of biodiversity and ecological integrity~ 2) to
recognize the rights of indigenous people and forest
dwellers and to ensure that cultural values of eco
systems are identified and protected~ and 3) to en
sure the maintenance of ecological productivity of
natural and modified ecosystems for the benefit of
all species including humans.

NFN's decentralized structure provides a glo
bal umbrella for the forest protection movement un
der which grassroots activists can unite, while still
remaining autonomous, and network with other
groups to develop profiles on the governments, mul
tinational corporations and agencies threatening for
ests around the world. NFN also provides the
opportunity for activists to demonstrate international
solidarity. NFN will help provide local, regional, na
tional and international campaign coordination as
needed. '

NFN identified several key forest campaigns
to work on in 1993. The international hotspots in
clude: 1) Tasmania~ 2) East Gippsland- Victoria,
Austral ia ~ 3) Chile ~ 4) Pacific Northwest- northern
California, Oregon, Washington, coastal British Co
lumbia, Alaska~ 5) Wild Rockies- Montana, Idaho,
Wyoming, Alberta, inland British Columbia~ 6)
Northeast-New York, Vermont, New Hampshire,
~ne~ 7) James BaY-Q.1ebec~ and 8) Siberia Also
discussed was the targeting of certain corporations for
direct action campaigns to inspire consumer boycotts.

NFN's newsletter, Native Forest News will be
produced quarterly out of Tasmania. In order to fa
cilitate better communication with activists in Span
ish-speaking areas, the newsletter will be translated
into Spanish. ANorth American NFN Strategy Meet
ing will take place immediately after the North
American Continental Temperate Forest Conference
in Vermont this November.

To join NFN please con'tact: NFN, Suzanne
Pardee, FOB 60164, Seattle, WA 98160 (206)542
1356~NFN,Jake JagofflRandall Restless, FOB 6151,
Bozeman, MT 59715 (406)585-921 L NFN, Orin
Langelle, POB 57, Burlington, VI 05402 (802)658
2403~ or NFN, Tim Cadman, 112 Emu Bay Road,
Deloraine, Tasmania 7304Australia (003)622713.

woodcut by Patrick Dengate

September
I keep a photograph
in my desk, Mount
Katahdin. I walk thru
spruce to an erratic
boulder big as a house.
I want tO,live in that
house, not in my desk.
And teach glaciers to walk
in my door yard.

Who listens
to a hole in the ice?

The one who follows caribou
in his dreams.

Who looks in the scat
for tiny teeth?

The book looks like a finch.

I give you
a purple thistle.

I have snowshoes instead of curtains.

I'll poach,
build fires in the rain
and never live in a house.

-Peter Gurnis
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The Mitigation Scam
by John Perry

A developer wants to destroy a Florida wetland. The law
ostensibly prohibits it, but the law has a loophole: mitigation.

Mitigation planning and negotiating is a growing and profitable
business in Florida. Developers' hired guns are using the strategy in
other states, too.

Former President Bush promised Uno net loss of wetlands." When
is a loss not a net loss? When it's mitigated. When the developer cre
ates-or promises to create-a new wetland equal or superior to the
one destroyed.

It's easy to create a wetland. Just add water. If a dry area is kept
wet for a time, it will be colonized by some wetland flora and fauna.
Fora while. .

Half of Florida was once wetlands. Of these original wetlands,
half have been destroyed. Some of those remaining are fragmented,
hydrologically isolated, damaged by dredging and filling, polluted by
drainage and dumping. State laws and county ordinances are supposed
to guarantee the integrity of all that remain.

Florida's government should have slammed the door when miti
gation was first proposed. By agreeing to review mitigation proposals,
the State conceded that mitigation might work. It also accepted the
burden of processing and evaluating hundreds of proposals. Underpaid
and often inexperienced State employees are pitted against develop
ers' well-paid engineers and lawyers. Seldom are mitigation proposals
rejected outright. More often they are sent back for modification or
added information. Another review follows. The file thickens. Reject
ing an application invites lengthy appeals and political pressures.

The performance record of mitigation in Florida is shabby. An in~

vestigation in 13 counties by the Inspector General of the Department
of Environmental Regulation found these outcomes:

• Of 100 permitted mitigation projects, mitigation had been under
taken on only 40.

• 23 of the 40 projects were located where present or anticipated
surrounding land use will render them ecologically.worthless.

• 25 of-the 40 projects could not maintain necessary water levels
and hydroperiods.

• Colonization of undesirable plant species was common, even
where permits required their removal. Monitoring of 39 was re
quired by their permits, but only'15 had adequate monitoring and
15 had none.

• 30 of the mitigation projects received untreated stormwater dis
charges from parking lots, industrial sites, residential areas, and
citrus groves.
Horida has some of the nation's best environmental laws and some

of the weakest enforcement. The legislature skimps on funds for field
personnel, experts, and lawyers. Relatively few violations are discov
ered. If they are, penalties are usually trifling.
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With respect to mitigation, this hardly matters. Long-term out
comes would be little better even with vigorous enforcement.

Water must be obtained from elsewhere, usually by building a
canal, pipeline, or dam, thus altering the hydrology of another area.
Mitigators may introduce appropriate species of plants, even bring soil
removed from other wetlands. The result soon looks natural. The new
wetland attracts water striders, dragonflies, ducks, wading birds, and
reptiles.

Natural systems, however, have evolved over centuries or millen
nia. Each is a complex of hydrology, microclimate, terrain, soil chem
istry, microorganisms, plants, and animals- interacting and
interdependent.

The crucial fact is that an artificial wetland must be managed.
Natural wetlands depend on wet and dry cycles. Without management,
an artificial wetland will often have too little water or too much. Some
projects require that valves or gates be opened and closed to mimic
natural cycles. Without maintenance, canals become blocked by plants
and silt. Earthen dams wash out.

Without permanent maintenance a mitigating wetland will gradu
ally degrade. The State can't provide perpetual oversight, nor can per
mit conditions be enforced in perpetuity. Developers sell and move on.

State approval of mitigation assures further loss of wetlands. The
performance record should persuade the State to close the door.

RESTORATION

Restoring a former wetland is highly desirable. If a site has not
been too greatly altered, restoration may be as simple as backfilling
drainage ditches or removing obstacles to water flow.

The largest-scale restoration being undertaken in Florida is the
Kissimmee River: In its natural state the Kissimmee meandered slowly
from near Orlando to Lake Okeechobee. Its flood plain was two to three
miles wide. Oxbows changed with every flood. The extensive wetlands
were habitat for a rich diversity of flora and fauna.

Between 1%1 and 1971, in the name of flood control, the U. S.
Army Corps of Engineers dug a ditch 200 feet wide from Lake
'Kissimmee to Lake Okeechobee. The 52-mile-long ditch, with dams
and locks, dried 98 miles of river and 35,000 acres of floodplain. The
result was an environmental disaster. Almost everyone, including the
Corps, agrees the Kissimmee must be restored. Congress has autho
rized it and provided some of the funds.

As an experiment, water was diverted back into 12 miles of old
oxbows. The trial was a great success. One would think the river had
never left. Now, as funds are available, the ditch will be backfilled.

Many smaller restorations have been completed or planned. The
State, ·several counties, The Nature Conservancy, and other entities are
joined in the nation's largest state-wide program to buy and preserve
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ecologically significant land. Rorida's Preservation 2()(x) program is in
tended to provide $300 million per year for ten years for land purchases.

Former wetlands are being restored on many sites. Florida's State
Parks have an ecological mandate: "State Park lands are managed to
appear as they did when the first Europeans arrived."

All this is on public land. No law requires restoration of former
wetlands on private land. * Incentives to do so are needed.

LAND EXCHANGES

The Walt Disney organization recently sought a permit to destroy
several small wetlands on its property. In exchange, Disney offered to
buy and preserve the Walker Ranch, an 85OO-acre property high on the
State's acquisition wish list that includes extensive wetlands. The owners
wanted to sell ~ developers were eager to buy~ and the State lacked pur
chase money.

Environmentalists were skeptical. So were State agencies. The
Nature Conservancy was instrumental in fashioning a deal that seems
to please everyone. Disney will buy the ranch and pay for restoration
of-its natural ecosystems. It will be transferred to public ownership in
increments.

MAKE A DEAL

With overwhelming evidence of failures, the State can't justify
issuing' more mitigation permits. Urged to stop, officials respond that
an absolute prohibition would impose real hardship on some landown
ers. Some protected wetlands are so degraded as to have little ecologi
cal value. A narrow, irregularly-shaped small wetland may prevent
access to a large site.

Mitigation isn't the answer, for it means exchanging a natural
wetland for an artificial one that won't last. The developer who takes
this route can expect increasing difficulties and delays.

Landowners and developers should consider an alternative: restor
ing a natural wetland. They could offer proposals that would yield a
net gain in permanent wetland acreage.

Perhaps the landowner's site has a former wetland that could be
restored. If not, he/she could buy one!

Buying a former wetland, providing for its restoration, and trans
ferring it to public ownership would save the landowner time and frus
tration, perhaps even money.

The landowner would become an ally in Florida's effort to save
and restore its natural areas. About 2 million acres of privately-owned
land are candidates for public purchase, restoration, and preservation.
Large and small tracts are scattered throughout the state. Some are habi
tats for rare or endangered species. Some are needed for watershed pro
tection. Even with Preservation 2000 funding, State, county, and local
governments can't buy them all. Already many have been lost to de
velopment.

The landowner need not search for a suitable site. That's been done.
State agencies have studied many sites. Often they know which own
ers are willing to sell. AState agency orThe Nature Conservancy might
do the negotiating.

Why buy land and give it away? With tax breaks and other advan
tages, the landowner may come out ahead.

And it's nice to be a hero instead of a villain!

John Perry (116 South Lake Florence Drive, \-Wn
ter Haven, FL 33884) and his wife, Jane Greverus
Perry, are authors ofThe Sierra Club Guide to the
Natural Areas ofElnrida, six other volwnes in that
series ofguides, and 15other books, chiefly on natu
ral history and ecology. Prior to moving to Florida
in 1978, John was Assistant Director for Conser
vation of the National Zoological park, working
with IUCN on overseas wildlife conservation.

Great Blue Herons (Ardea herodias)

*Mining companies are sometimes allowed to destroy wetlands if they promise to restore them after mining ends.
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In Defense
of Wildlife and Open Expression

Wild Earth editor's note: We present here, as words of caution, the letter as well as the column ofMichael Frome
concerninghis recent dismissalfrom Defenders. This dismissal is both sadand predictable. Michael Frome-whom Dave
Foreman once described as America's best environmental journalist-has a history of honorable discharges: Several
periodicals have terminated Frome's tenure with them afterhe dared write truths that rocked the establishment. Defenders
ofWildlife members should paddle hard to free that organization from the mainstream. -JV

by Michael Frome, December 1992

In Late October 1992 James Deane, editor ofDefenders, telephoned to dismiss me as colum
nist of the magazine to which I had contributed without interruption for more than seventeen years.

Deane said my dismissal was ordered by Rodger Schl ickeisen, the new president and execu
tive director of Defenders of Wildlife, who had decided to restructure the publication, with him
self in complete charge of editorial content. Deane explained that Schlickeisen does not want
expression of independent ideas in the magazine, and that he saw my column as comprising two
pages which he personally could not control.

I do not dispute Schlickeisen's right to run his organization, including its periodical, as he
wishes. However, various colleagues injoumalism, members of Defenders ofWildlife, and friends
have asked me questions that merit an open response.

'1 believe it appropriate, therefore, to provide here my laSt column for Defenders, submitted
but not published. Note the second paragraph, in which I expressed my opinion that when the
issue arises of clearing a public area of campers or of bears, I say: Close the place to camping:
safeguarding bears, or any native species, comes first. In the subsequent paragraph I wrote that
wildlife doesn't get much help in the very settings where help and compassion are most expected.

That is the point. I endeavor to focus on specifics, accountability and action, where an orga
nization likeDefenders evidently prefers the benign; environmentally politically correct approaches
associated with biodiversity, Amazon rain forest, whales and wolves and, as in the current issue,
·The Leopold Legacy"-catchy issues th~t appeal to public sentiment without offending poten-
tial contributors. .

In 1990 Deane told me of a communication from an influential member of the Defenders
board of directors decrying the use of the word "environmentalist" because it might tum some
people away. Several years ago he rejected a column of mine because, he' said, it was critical of
Republicans in Congress and might discourage Republican contributors to Defenders. The col
umn was about politics, not Republicans, but the admonition I received was part of a continuing
message: It's okay to be bold, but not too bold: be reasonabie.

In December 1990 Deane called me about a column I had just submitted. He explained that a
Defenders lobbyist was upset about a section of my column citing an action by Neal Sigmon, a
congressional committee staff member, who personally deleted the appropriation for a National
Park Service house organ, the Courier, because of something written by a ranger-reporter that he,
Sigmon, didn't like. The lobbyist feared my reference to Sigmon would endanger her influence
with the congressional subcommittee and I was asked to eliminate the reference in my column. I
found the idea of political pandering very disturbing, but offered to compromise by omitting
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The rangers obviously
botched the injections; the
bears remained mobile, and
so were shot dead.



Movement Mutterings

Sigmon's name. Dean lectured me sternly, re
minding me that Defenders is not a general
circulation publication, but represents the
special interests of Defenders of Wildlife 
which to me is all the more reason to be
wholly truthful. Writers and editors, particu
larly of environmental periodicals, need to
shuck cosmetic coverage of tough issues and
place responsibility wherever it may belong.

In 1991 I wrote a column that was re
jected. It began with reference to the con
formist and conservative character of
institutions and professions, and to the pen
alties imposed on individuals who break
ranks on issues of principle. I cited the harsh
experiences ofJohn Mumma, a regional for
ester of the U.S. Forest Service, when he tried
to halt.overcutting of public forests in Mon
tana and northern Idaho, and of Philip
Shabecoff, the environmental reporter of the
New York Times, a pace-setter in his profes
sion, who was taken offhis beat and switched
to cover the Internal Revenue Service be
cause his edi tors considered him biased, "too
close to environmentalists." Shabecoff quit
and environmental coverage became appro
priately-as they say of the New York Times
- "gray."

I was again admonished. Deane told me
on the phone that two influential members
of the board disapproved of my work, that I
was not free to choose my own subjects, that
Defenders was the board members' maga
zine, that I had elicited criticism from .Gover
nor Walter Hickel over the column I had
written about wildlife in Alaska. I wrote that
ofcourse there would be criticism-for any
one claiming to be an envirpnmental journal
ist who fails to expose an Issue ofcontroversy
and to stir debate is' not doing his or her job.

I have never met Rodger Schlickheisen
and confess that 1 never heard of him until
his selection as president of Defenders. I have
read that he is experienceq in direct mail pro
motion and is a former administrative assis
tant to Senator Max Baucus of Montana. At
Defenders, he succeeds as president Dr.
Rupert Cutler, who served for .three years,
and Joyce Kelly, who served for two years
before Cutler. I received only encouragement
and supJX>rt from them.

illustration by Brian Evans

The Last Column

I was pleased at first when the ranger, C., phoned in June from Mesa Verde
National Park in Colorado, on behalf of several colleagues who wanted to trust
me with important infonnation. I like to be trusted by caring personnel struggling
to serve public principle in a bureaucracy driven by politics. But presently I felt
saddened by the news, then downright angry as it settled in. I'm still upset at the
very idea that in this day and age two innocent Black Bears should be shot to
death for living in their space as God taught them.

That is what C. reported happened at Mesa Verde on June 18, 1992. That the
bears wandered into a campground hardly makes them criminals. If the bears
poached for food, it was because campers weren't sufficiently cautious or prop
erly advised by the Park Service to keep supplies out of temptation's way. Be
sides, if it's a question of clearing an area of campers or bears, I say: Oose the
place to camping~ safeguarding bears, or any native species, comes first.

Wildlife needs all the help it can get, and it doesn't get much in the very set
tings where help and compassion are most expected. After hearing from ranger
C., I decided to ask questions. In due course I received a response from Robert
Baker, regional director of the National Park Service. Once the two bears were
observed in the campground, Baker wrote, it was decided to immobilize them
with tranquilizing chemical injections. The rangers obviously botched the injec
tions~ the bears remained mobile, and so were shot dead. A subsequent investiga
tion, according to Baker, concluded this horrible act was justified to prevent "an
unacceptable risk to human safety and property." .

I can't agree. Anyone going to a national park or wilderness or sanctuary for
wild animals ought to prepare for risk and be properly advised to do so. Many of
these places, unfortunately, are run like zoos, or entertainment centers, popcorn
playgrounds where visitors are invited to observe wild animals in padded com
fort. Thus visitors become snared in a loop serving the business interests of con
cessionaires and chambers of commerce.

In August I visited the renowned Boundary Waters Canoe Area Wilderness,
showpiece of the Superior National Forest in northern Minnesota. I spent a week
paddling, portaging and camping-and it was a shocking eye-opener. The Forest
Service leadership crows about the BWCA as one of its "crown jewels," but I
found it badly overused and abused, being loved to death in a recreational orgy.
The Forest Service likes to point to a pennit -system, visitor quotas, and endless
research, but I saw badly eroded campsites, traffic congestion at the portages, and
scant opportunity for promised solitude.

A new report by the Friends of the Boundary Waters shows that too many
fishing people overharvest Lake Trout and
Walleye, that Walleyes and Small-mouth
Bass stocked in lakes where they never be
fore existed degrade native Lake Trout.
Black Bears are forced into abnonnal feed
ing habits and locations. Many loons leave
their nests and produce fewer offspring. This
may be true as well for Bald Eagles and
Ospreys. On behalf of wildlife, visitor quo
tas to the BWCA need to be sharply reduced
and rigorously enforced, but that calls for
more courage to resist local business pres
sure ·than Forest Service officials thus far
have shown.
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The trouble is that what's good for business comes first.
In fact, "What's Good for Business Has Been Good for the
Park" was the title of an article by Russell Berry, superinten
dent of Voyageurs National Park, an area adjacent to the
Boundary Waters, published in the Courier, the National Park
Service house organ, in August 19'ir7. That's a terrible notion:
When business comes first, trouble for wildlife always follows
close behind. Berry's focus was on tourism, complete with
snowmobiling, the most alien activity yet sanctioned in a Na
tional Park. Berry was promoted to superintendent of Denali
National Park in the wild heart of Alaska, where the tourism
boom of the past thirty years has been accompanied by sharp
wildlife declines.

Politics is a powerful influence. For instance, when Mike
Hayden, the Bush administration Assistant Secretary of Inte
rior in charge of parks and wildlife programs, recently went to
see Voyageurs, he said he wanted to do something to help the
resort owners with all their power boats and snowmobiles. So
he came up with "a good compromise plan, a middle ground"
for management~ never mind protecting wolves and other wild
life in the snowmobilers' path. "People's recreational needs
are changing," says Hayden. "That's why the multiple use con
cept is so important." National Parks were never meant for
multiple use~ their mandate is specific for preservation and
protection. But political cronies in key posts in government
don't know that, and don't want to know.

A few years ago, I visited Tanzania, in East Africa. While
I saw extensive herds of wild animals, I was most deeply im
pressed by the simple yet lofty text of a manifesto President
Julius Nyerere had issued in 1961, the year his country gained
independence: "In accepting the trusteeship of our wildlife,
we solemnly declare that we will do everything in our power

to make sure that our children's grandchildren will be able to
enjoy this rich and precious heritage." Tanzania is still learn..
ing, but that struggling young country spends a greater por
tion of its income on wildlife protection than does the United
States.

We need such a manifesto, a solemn declaration of trust
eeship that with ethical right transcends all business and poli
tics. I believe that people who care, who aren't on anybody's
payroll, can make it happen. They are making it happen.
Thanks to Elizabeth Hartwell, of Virginia, the Mason Neck
National Wildlife Refuge was established twenty miles south
of the nation's capital, for the protection ofBald Eagles. Thanks
to Beulah Edmiston, of Califomia, the Tule Elk, smallest of
the Wapitis, was rescued from the brink of extinction and as
sured adequate habitat.

Thanks to Elizabeth Sizemore and Marcia Sullivan, lead
ers of the Mexican Wolf Coalition, their state of Texas is be
ing pressed to support restoration of the Mexican Wolf in Big
Bend National Park and adjacent Big Bend Ranch State Park,
the area where the last wild wolves of Texas were recorded
killed in 1970. As Elizabeth notes, if attitudes then were not
of indiscriminate killing and total disregard ofour natural heri
tage, the Texas Threatened and Endangered Species List of
1992 would not contain so many animal species (more than
200 in 1992).

Attitudes are different now. We are changing direction,
learning the rights of other species and the responsibilities
and opportunities-of humankind. To have our children's
grandchildren enjoy a rich and precious heritage should be the
dream of the rangers in Mesa Verde National Park, and of the
strangers who come to them to learn that the life of a bear is
sacred life.
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A Pro:Rosal
For a Park Without Fences

by Bill McKibben

As I write this, the first Adirondack snowfall of the year is starting to pile up outside the win
dow, covering the orange and red and yellow leaves that have fallen in the last few glorious weeks.
The fog plays on the nearest mountain, wisps covering then revealing the icy hemlocks. AWild
Turkey struts by the door. This flowery introduction should serve mainly as a caution: everything
I have to say in this response to Paul Medeiros's uA Proposal for an Adirondack Primeval" (Spe
cial Issue on The Wildlands Project) is colored by the fact that I love my life here in these moun
tains and would be sorry to leave. Ihope that my affection for this land-and for my neighbors- has
not clouded my intellectual honesty completely, but I am sure there is a wispy fog ofself-interest
at times obscuring my vision.

Medeiros's detailed and lucid proposal, whittled to its core, advocates the gradual depopula
tion of the Adirondacks and their return to as wild a state as poSsible~ otherwise, he says, "1he
uniqueness of the Adirondacks will inevitably collapse on itself." The obvious response to his
proposal would be to say that it is too radical, but that strikes me as incorrect. Instead, using the
word in a very specific way, I would say it is unrealistic. Not just politically unrealistic, in the
sense that there is no precedent anywhere outside the totalitarian countries for the large-scale
evacuation of modern populations~ but unrealistic in a deeper sense-a biological sense, even. An
explanation of why may help open some new areas ofdiscussion for wilderness proponents, deep
ecologists, and other wise folk.

THE FALLACY OF THE FENCE

In the first issue of Wild Earth, I submitted a guest editorial arguing that wilderness advo
cates need to bear in mind the unique facts of the late twentieth century. We live in the first mo
ment when there is no effective way to fence out human alterations. Always before our
environmental depredations had some edge-the boundaries of our villages or of our cultivated
areas. In an age of global atmospheric change, however, such edges no longer exist.

Consider, for example, an Adirondack Park walled offfrQm all human traffic, forbidden even
to the backpacker. Would such a park be walled off from human interference? No, because inter
ference no longer requires presence. Take as an illustration global warming, surely the single most
far-reaching environmental problem ofour time. Even though the Adirondacks are currently not a
source of much anthropogenic carbon dioxide, and under such a regime would not produce any,
they would nonetheless suffer from its effects just as much as New York City-more, in fact, if
current scientific predictions (that effects will be greater at higher latitudes) prove true. Some of
the current computer simulations hold, for instance, that the Eastern Hemlock will not exist south
of the Canadian border by late in. the next century. Ontario scientists studying a series of ponds
where temperature has risen three degrees Fahrenheit over the last few decades found changes
that may presage problems for northern aquatic systems: Dramatically decreased stream flow and
!ocreased wind speed due to forest fire damage have conspired to reduce and even eliminate the

-cOldwater pockets of the ponds, extirpating the fish species.that require those temperatures. To
anyone who knows the Adirondacks, the loss of the hemlock or the trout-not to mention the

For the real issue raised by our
destruction ofwilderness, and
also by galloping Crises like the
greenhouse effect, is that we
have yet, anywhere, to learn to
live in and around nature with
out wrecking it.
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River Otter (Lutra canadensis) by Bob Ellis

infinite cascade of other changes that would
inevitably follow such losses-would be hor
rifying beyond any development pressure
we've ever imagined. Vegetation zones move
forty miles north with each degree Fahrenheit
increase of temperature- there are zones at the
top ofAdirondack mountains that would sim
ply cease to exist. and others that could not
migrate quickly enollgh to keep up with the
pace of temperature change.

Is this an argument to simply throw up
one's hands and stop fighting for wilderness
areas? It is not. In fact. the prospect of global
warming and other global environmental
changes make'the need for large. wilderness
areas even more· imperative. in order to pro
vide migration conidors that may allow at least
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a small exodus from this gathering inferno.
That is why Mr. Medeiros's calls for the con
solidation of existing wildernesses. and the
extension of similar protection to other strate
gic areas. are so important.

But it simply will nqt work to concentrate
human population in Glens Falls orAlbany or
Manhattan and pretend that the Adirondacks
therefore are safe (a lesson. needless to say. as
true in Nevada or New Guinea as in New
York). The salvation of the Adirondack wil
derness lies largely in changing the lifestyles
of urpan and suburban residents the world
over. And that is why. in a roundabout wayJ
suspect there could be a higher value to this
wilderness than draining it of its human in
habitants.

A SUITABLE BEAKER

M Medeiros points out that theAdirondack
Park is within a half day's drive of 70 million
people. concludingcorrectly that this puts nearly
unbearable pressure on the Park. a pressure that
will only increase as the population grows. He
is right to call for a ban on second-home con
struction. (In fact. if there is one immediate and
politically realistic step every environmental
ist should demand. it is the end of mortgage
deductions for second homes in this country.)
But he overlooks another possibility presented
by that figure: the Adirondacks represent a
beaker in which to conduct truly remarkable
experiments. the results of which will be ob
servable to millions of people. including the
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world's most important policy makers.
For the real issue rai sed by our destruc

tion of wilderness, and also by galloping cri
ses like the greenhouse effect, is that we have
yet, anywhere, to learn to live in and around
nature without wrecking it. We have yet to
learn to limit ourselves so that the rest of cre
ation has a shot at its destiny. For the last cen
tury the Adirondacks have provided the bare
beginnings of such an experiment-and they
could provide much more.

In these mountains, for instance, people
live at what seems to me a fairly decent den
sity, though Medeiros is right to point out that
population increase is always to be feared. We
have an area the size of Vermont with slightly
more than lOO,OOO year-round human resi
dents. Towns are spread out and small- from
North Creek, near where I live, it is half an
hour's drive (or two hours uphill on a bike) to
Indian Lake, and Indian Lake is no metropo
lis. Because of the wild character of the place,
Moose are returning by themselves, and some
people. continue to swear that the Mountain
Lion and the Gray Wolf are accompanying
them. We can hope, anyway, and by provid
ing larger core wildernesses we can help, too.
In any event, the unique experiment in con
servation that began with the establishment of
the Park a century ago must be counted as
much a success as a failure so far.

But the Adirondacks could be more of an
example than they are. The population is poor,
not only because of the cold and the poor soil
that Medeiros mentions, but also because we
live in colonial economies, working for the
paper companies or the big developers. As
Jamie Sayen has remarked, it is gorgeous to
imagine instead anAdirondack Park where one
person cuts down a tree and ten of his or her
neighbors tum it into fine furniture or some
thing else both useful and meaningful, some
thing that can provide not only income but also
esteem and morale and community. Wendell
Berry mentions in his recent contribution to
"-'lid Earth that there are many fewer examples
of good work in the forests than in the fields.
Perhaps such good work could become real
ity here, because of the strict laws protecting
much of the forest.

The culture of the big cities and especially
the suburbs is nearly hopeless in its material
focus, and ~ow could it be otherwise, for
people live there surrounded only by the works
of man. But here, and in other wild places,
there is more chance of learning our real size
in the universe-and of learning to glory in

that size. Gary Snyder remarks in his book The
Practice ofthe \-Wid that we all need to become
Native Americans. I take that to mean that we
need to learn both to protect and to revel in
our surroundings, and Iagree-learning to co
exist with wildness in these mountains would
be good for us, and good for the millions of
people living nearby who could witness the
results of the experiment. It means transform
ing our educational system here until it focuses
relentlessly on" what makes our area special.
As Medeiros rightly points out,Adirondackers
put up with a lot already because of their af
fections for the natural world.

More than anything else, because so
much nature is in thesemountains and so few
people, they offer a chance to nurture the idea
that there should be limits to how humans live.
This question of Iimits- which has important
implications not only for property use but for
how we transport ourselves, how many chil
dren we bear, what we eat, how much we con
sume- is the question of the next century. The
current dichotomy, where wil,derness is only
imaginable behind a fence, encourages the idea
that in the "normal" human world we can do
as we please. An Adirondacks where people
adjust their expectations so as to make their
living in the same place, as do all the other
species that belong here- that would be a
powerful lesson with wide application.

WHO MIGHT BE WATCHING?

To me, one of the most promising devel
opments in recent conservation history is the
identification of the Northern Forest, the woOOs
stretching at least from Maine to New York,
as an area of special interest. Conservation
groups- in many ways led by Preserve Ap
palachian Wilderness (PAW)-have begun
the mammoth task of restoring this immense
tract. Their most hopeful argument in some
ways has been theAdirondacks. Our forests, too,
were once cleared on an industrial scale like the
Bowater and International Paper lands of
Maine~given legislative protection, they have re
bounded, perhaps the greatest example of eco
logical restoration in the entire plapet's history.

Convincing the peopleof~ne and New
Hampshire and Vermont-and someday per
haps Quebec, Ontario, New Brunswick and
Michigan- that there is much to be learned
from the Adirondacks is a delicate business,
one for which rhetoric cannot fully supplant
persuasion. Ahealthy Adirondack society, with
a high quality of life for its residents, would
be a strong piece of evidence for conservation

activists. I agree with Medeiros that the Ad
irondacks cannot sustain much more develop
ment or population~ I fear that any attempt to
drain it of its current population and perhaps
even any strident advocacy of that position will
only confirm the worst fears of the people of
surrounding regions and cause them to dig in
their heels, aborting his experiment before it
can begin.

Last summer, as part of the celebration
of the Park's centennial, I took part in a week
long recreation of the "philosopher's camp"
that first drew Emerson, Lowell, and Agassiz
to these mountains. A group of us tried over
that week to figure out ways to make the Park
both more wild and more liveable~ and among
our number were a pair of marvelous biolo
gists from Wildlife Conservation International.
Most of their work had been in Africa where,
among other things, they had set up the sys
tem for preserving the Mountain Gorilla in
Rwanda after Dian Fossey's death. They
stressed that the international effort to develop
Biosphere Reserves is only a decade old.
While such reserves are clearly crucial, since
the creation of parks alone won't work in ar
eas where need and custom dictate encroach
ment, they are also proving enormously
difficult to implement, chiefly because so few
examples exist. The Adirondack Park, they
said, is a unique resource simply because it
provides a century's worth of experienCe in
trying to integrate people and nature. And for
all its problems, they added, it seems to have
met with more success than failure.

Their testimony helPed us to see this place
with new eyes, as part not only of the eastern
United States but of the planet. I do not wish
to see an end to radicalism~1 hope for a deeper
radicalism that springs from actual reality, not
some imagined Eden. We live in a world that
.will for the forseeable future be dominated by
landscapes shared by people and the rest of
creation~ we live in a world where global en
vironmental damage threatens every square
inch of the terrestrial surface. In that world,
we desperately need help creating the real and
profound changes in human behavior that will
actually hold some hope for conservation, in
theAdirondacks and elsewhere. I hope that read
ers will tum some partof their attention to imag
ining those changes in human behavior, and
to suggesting how they might come about.

Bill McKibben is an Adirondack resident,
advocaJe, andwriter. He is theauthoroJfheEnd
ofNature andTheAge ofMissing Information.
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Some Comments on a Mid-ranCTe Vision... /" . /"__________~o_' __' ~

2020 Vision, Fulfilling the Promise
o/the Adirondack Park, is a series of re
ports by the Adirondack Council, setting
forth a visiQn fQrNewYQrk's6 milliQnacre
state park. The aim of the proposals, in
three volumes, is to create a healthy envi
ronment of integrated human land use and
wildlife conservation within the
Adirondack Park.

Volume I (1988), titled BiQIQgical Di
Y..eI:.Sit.y' SaYing all the Pieces, begins with
a brief descriptiQn of the Park "today" and
a vision fQr "tomorrow." The Park's
biomes, vegetative cover types, and natu
ral communities are described in detail and
illustrated by maps and graphs. The private

. and public lands within the Park are then
.compared with each of the above biQlogi
cal categories. These comparisons show
how well the various biQlQgical zones are
represented in the Forest Preserve.

The'second half of Volume I is di
vided into three sections:
1) a description of 14 sites proposed for ac

quisition in order to secure natural com
munities not represented in the present
ForestPreserve~

. 2) a description of 32 sites proposed for
purchase to preserve rare or unusually
rich communities~

3) a discussiQn of reintroducing extirpated
species to their original habitat.

The Adirondack Council is leading
the protectiQn effort in the Park by propos
ing land acquisitions, but the proposals are
conservative. The entire Park is 5,927,600
acres. The state owns 2,575,000 acres
(1,038,874 of this is classified as Wilder
ness) and 3,352,600 acres are privately
owned. The total acreage proposed by the
2020 report for acquisition or conservation
easements is 218,420-only 3.7% of the
entire Park, 6.5% of the private land.
Adirondack wildlife can not continue to
flourish unless the islands of wilderness are
~ expanded. The Adirondack CQun
cil has taken the first step in this direction,
but needs tQ think BIG now.

The final sectiQn, on the reintroduc
tion 'of extirpated species, is a mere page
calling for more research. The Council
states that for extirpated species such as

Cougar and Gray Wolf to survive, road den
sity must be lower than it is now. Studies in
the Midwest suggest that wolves will only re
populate areas where road density is less than
.93 mile per square mile (p.47). The CQuncil
shQuld not only call for the preservation of the
eCQlQgically unique sites it highlights, but fQr
the immediate acquisition and protection of
large contiguQus wild areas. Rather than sug
gesting the closure of roads, which would al
IQW larger wild areas, the report maneuvers
arQund roads as if they are untQuchable.

Volume II (1990), of the 2020 Report,
CQmpletingTheAdirondackWildemessS~

tern, focuses Qn expanding Wilderness acre
age from 1,038,874 to 1,659,694 by
reclassifying 194,308 acres QfWild FQrest as
Wilderness and acquiring 407,906 acres.
Among the 20 new Wilderness Areas WQuld
be the BQb Marshall Great Wilderness, Boreal
Wilderness, and Giant Mountain Wilderness.

Again, the Council provides essential,
Qriginal data, yet is too compromising in cer
tain areas. For example, in the proposed ex
pansion of Ha-de-ron-dah Wilderness, Big
Otter Lake is excluded "in the spirit of' a pre
vious compromise approved by' the GovernQr.
Adirondack conservationists need tQ be mQre
aggressive in the spirit ofWilderness, not com
promise!

The Council calls fQr clQsure Qf some
snowmobile trails to consolidate Wilderness
Areas, but suggests their replacement with new
snowmobile trails in Qther areas. To create a
model environment where humans live to
gether with wilderness, people will have to
break some nasty habits, such as
snowmobiling. Snowmobiling should be
banned from the Park~ it is incompatible with
wilderness.

Numerous boundaries Qf the proposed
Wilderness Areas in Volume II are roads. The
report refers to these roads/boundaries as ec0

logically sound ( NY 30, NY 8, p. 34). Roads,
ecological!y sound?! The report stresses ac
cess to Wilderness Areas. Jeep "trails" and
roads should not be the means of access. Most
areas should be kept in their natural state, while
others can be left easily accessible by main
taining wide and smooth foot trails. Again, clOs
ing Qf roads, especially thale not heavily used,
should be considered for the benefit of wildlife.

The third volume of the 2020 series,
Realizing the RecreatiQnal Potential Qf
Adirondack Wild FQre~ts, identifies
255,190 acres of private land in 33 parcels
that should be purchased by the state and
added to the Wild Forest. As with the pre
vious reports, part III provides readers with
valuable information on the natural areas
in the Park. Still disappointing to wildland
proponents is the anthropocentric focus:
access tQ wilderness, acceptance Qf roads,
creatiQn Qf snowmobile trails, and modest,
uncQnnected acquisi tiQns.

I highly recommend the 2020 series
fQr any person interested in the Adirondack
Park. It is the most up to date inventory and
description of the Park's natural areas, and
provides a hQpeful vision fQr the year 2020.
UnfQrtunately, only a small portiQn Qf the
acreage proposed has actually been ac
quired since the repOrts were written~ and
the future of the Park I<;x>ks troubled due
to the-lack of funding by the state, and the
blockageofpositive legislation by the State
Senate. TheAdirondack Council has done
the necessary research and made an ecQ
IQgically infQrmed proposal. NQW con
cerned peQple must work to make the good
ideas reality.

WHAT YOU CAN DO:

1. Keep updated on Park politics by
joining The Adirondack Council, Box D
2, Elizabethtown, NY 12923. 2020 Reports
can be obtained from the CQuncil.

2. Write to Governor CUQmo (State
Capitol, Albany, NY 12224) urging better
protection for the Park through creation of
a state fund for the purchase of wildlands.
New Yorkers should send similar letters to
their representatives in the State Senate and
Assembly.

3. Contribute to Buy BackThe Docks,
the people's fund for the Adirondacks
(pcB 492, Canton, NY 13617). All dona
tions are tax-deductible and go directly
toward the purchase of land which will be
protected as forever wild. Wild Earth and
The Adirondack Conservancy will select
the lands to be bought.

-Kathleen Fitzgerald, Wild Earth



Wilderness Proposals

Southern Ozark Headwaters
Ecosystem Reserve

A Preliminary Proposal

by Doug Alexander

Now that only 5% of original virgin forests of the US are left, we
must work tirelessly to preserve what remains as biological
reservoirs so that depleted forests can be resupplied with spe

cies, air and water can be filtered and cleaned, and the human spirit has
a place and reason to be rejuvenated. There are other reasons, of course,
but there is not much time. Thus it is urgent to present proposals such
as this..

Real change won't happen as long as so-called environmentalists
are reactionary, only working on ways to thwart plans of the despoil
ers. To succeed, environmentalists must set the agenda, force the
exploitive factions to react to us.

The SOUfHERN OZARK HEADWATERS ECOSY STEM RE
SERVE (SOHER) proposal, if implemented, would connect and en
hance the genetic and habitat diversity of the five Ozark National Forest
(OzNF) Wilderness Areas, Special Interest Areas (SIAs), the major
headwaters and riparian sections, and the dividing mountain ridges.
Ideally all public land will be brought into such a system in the future,
but these connections represent a reasonable beginning. Areas of known
or suspected sensitive and rare plant and animal habitat are included in
the proposed reserve.

LOCATION

The Southern Ozark Headwaters Ecosystem Reserve would be
located within the Ozark National Forest in the northw~st part of the
state ofArkansas. Boundaries of the reserve consist of the general out
line of the BuffaloRanger District (the northemmostdistrict in the main
body of OzNF), habitat corridors leading to and including all Wilder
ness and Special Interest Areas, and corridors along all major streams
and across dividing mountains. The map gives a good idea of this re
serve proposal. About 200,000 acresofOzNF public land are involved.
This proposal affects only public lands.

CLIMATE

Generally this area enjoys a humid warm temperate growing sea
son and a cool winter. Summer is hot with mountaintop shade tem
perature extremes to the mid nineties and valleys to 105°F. Winters
usually have brief snow and sub-freezing periods, occasionally well
below O°F. As in all mountainous country, there are remarkable differ
ences in climate from summits to valleys, north slope to south slope,

season to season. Two-foot snows sometimes fall on the ridgetops and
tree-pruning ice storms are common. High-elevation precipitation av
erages around 55 inches per year, lower elevations less. Usually May
is the wettest month and the forest most resembles the ideal green jungle
about the first of June, especially places like Magnolia Grove on Bean
Mountain. Summer droughts are common. Six weeks without rain in
late July-August can cancel conventional farming and gardening. But
the generally high annual precipitation and the relative coolness of
higher elevations maintain and are maintained by the lush deciduous
forest which prevails in this area.

GEOLOGY

(simplified) The Ozark Mountains of today were once a sea floor.
Eons ago these sediments were uplifted and faulted, and erosion has
slowly carved the landscape into rugged hills and hollows. SOHER
lies in and around what are known as the Boston Mountains, contain
ing the highest summits in the entire Ozark chain. An ancient sedimen
tary plateau, the Boston Mountains are capped by erosion-resistant
Atoka sandstone of Pennsylvanian age. Peaks up to 2500 feet above
sea level with valley floors 1000 to 1500 feet lower make impressive
vistas. All major Arkansas Ozark streams begin in these heavily for~

ested mountains, flowing from theAtoka sandstone down through and
over shales and other sandstones, the Boone and Springfield limestone,
and cutting their way down to igneous rock in the lower reaches of the
White River far to the east. The surface is sandstone at the highest el
evations and sandstone, shale, limestone, and chert below. Most of the
soils are not highly fertile for agriculture. No known large mineral de
posits are in this area, though there is natural gas to the south. Narrow
ridges, cliffs (known as bluffs locally), natural bridges, pedestal rocks,
deep steep hollows, caves, sinkholes and springs characterize these
mountains.

FLORA AND FAUNA

Today the Ozark Mountains, especially the Boston headwaters,
are covered wi th an Eastern deciduous forest of oaks, hickories, gums,
beech, ashes, elms, walnut, maples, Black Cherry, basswood, Eastern
Red-cedar, Shortleaf Pine and other trees. Dogwood, persimmon, sas
safras, redbud, magnolia, Indian Cherry, hawthorn and others are found
generally as understory and pioneer species. About 500 species of trees
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and shrubs, around 200 other flowering plants,
and 40 types of ferns are found in these moun
tains. Some of the rarer plants here are Yel
lowwood, Ozark Chinkapin, Mock Orange,
Yellow Mandarin, French's Shooting Star,
Blue Cohosh,Alabama Snowwreath, Cranefly
Orchid, Shining Clubmoss and Filmy Fern.
There may yet be unclassified endemics
among the ferns, mosses, liverworts and
sedges. The Eastern deciduous forest probably
attains a greater diversity, lushness and tree
size in the Boston highlands than in any other
upland west of the Mississippi River.
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Ozark National Forest officials claim the
forest is oak/hickory/pine. This is actually a
gross oversimplification of the forest ecology,
which the Forest Service uses to help justify
its timber program. There are many interwo
ven relationships and associations between the
soils and organisms, and these vary from place
to place. Julian Steyermark, whose works are
still considered definitive on Ozark flora, in a
study for the University of Missouri, found
and listed 164 different forest associations. In
many areas, the domi nant trees are oaks and
hickories, but even there the associates differ

from si te to si teo In other places, oak, hickory
and pine do not dominate (along streams, in
de~p hollows, cedar glades, etc.) Soils, rain
fall, exposure, aspect, succession and other
factors determining associations vary greatly
in the Ozark Mountains.

As far as we know, no complete.study and
classification of forest associations has ever
been done for the Boston Mountains. Our ob
servations suggest no pure stands (one tree
species) existed here naturally. ShortleafPine
and Eastern Red-cedar did pioneer in nearly
pure stands after some kinds of human distur-
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bance, such as bad row-crop farming. Oaks and hickories are nearly
ubiquitous. Black Gum is also found in almost every association, and
is often dominant. The pine and cedar are also found nearly everywhere,
but are not naturally dominant except on very poor sites such as slides,
glades and bluffs.

Of the 74 mammals native to Arkansas, at least 65 are known to
occur in OzNF. Among these are Black Bear, Bobcat, Coyote, Red and
Gray Foxes, River Otter, Mink, Long-tailed Weasel, Opossum, White
tailed Deer, Beaver, Raccoon, Gray Squirrel, Fox Squirrel, Flying Squir
rel, ground hog (Woodchuck), Armadillo, shrews, several bats, and
various mice. Elk have been reintroduced in the Buffalo River area.
Continuing sightings of Panthers and Red Wolves cannot be ignored.
(I have seen what looked like a Red Wolf myself.) Large habitat corri
dors connecting large reserves are essential for the survival of such far
ranging endangered species.

About 79 species of reptiles and amphibians and 90 fish species
are at home in OzNF. Four poisonous snakes-Timber Rattler, Pygmy
Rattler, Copperhead and Cottonmouth-also dwell here. Of these the
Copperhead is by far the most numerous in the uplands and is a rela
tively docile snake.

About 140 bird species have been observed here. Some of the rarer
nesters are Bald Eagle, American Redstart, Worm-eating Warbler,
Hooded Warbler and Scarlet Tanager.

Of course, there are thousands of ki nds of small invertebrates and
microorganisms, some unclassified or unknown. Many of these seem
threatened by the clearcut, road and poison mentality of OzNF man
agement. The Forest Service does not consider the graceful floating
dance of a Giant Swallowtail butterfly carefully following a border of
Blackberry Lilies, sipping nectar from deep inside the orange spotted
flowers, or Tiger and Black Swallowtails dining from Echinacea and
Bergamot blossoms nearby. Larval stages of many butterflies depend
on hardwood trees. Nor does the Forest Service show concern for other
spineless forest denizens: scorpions, eight-inch long orange and black
"Ozark Devils" (centipedes), stickbugs long as your hand, praying
mantises, walking sticks that can nearly defoliate oak trees, huge fish
ing spiders that catch minnows from clear streams, tarantulas, ticks,
chiggers, hornets, horseflies nearly two inches long.... All these, along
with the microbes in the soil, are essential to the forest ecosystem.

HUMAN HISTORY

Earliest evidence of people in the Boston Mountains dates back at
least 10,000 years to Paleolithic gatherer/~unters. Very little is actually
known of those folks, but inferring from studies elsewhere we can guess
they lived as nomadic extended family groups. Chipped chert and flint
tools and pieces suggest they hunted and camped along the streams
and the many overhanging bluff shelters.

The gathererlhunters, with perhaps the most sustainable form of
human culture, continued for thousands of years in the Ozark high
lands~ but primitive farming began about 1000 years ago in the bot
toms of the major valleys. Com, beans, squash, sunflower, gourds, Giant
Ragweed (buffaloweed) and other plants apparently were cultivated,
though gathering and hunting continued to be important.

By the time European settlement began here, in the late 1700s, the
Ozark Mountains were the hunting and wintering territory of the Os
age people, who did not farm much then. Their main villages were in
southern Missouri, but they were fierce and wide-ranging hunters and

gatherers who kept others out of their lands.
. The US government bought and stole northern Arkansas from the

Osage, and in 1817 began to settle the Cherokee there, after removing
those unfortunates from the East. The Cherokee, perhaps the "whi test"
of the &stern tribes at that time, built log cabins, farmed, hunted and
fished like other pioneers. Then in 1827 the Cherokee were "removed"
again to what was then Indian Territory and is now eastern Oklahoma.
In the late 1830s more eastern Cherokee, following one of the "trails of
tears," passed through northern Arkansas on their forced march to the
Territory. Afew of those natives escaped authorities and lived on in the
Ozarks, marrying with European families. Thus the thousands of years
of Native American use of the Boston Mountains was ended ... or at
least interrupted.

Meanwhile white people began moving into the Ozark headwa-
, ters in the early 18008. Settlement began as a trickle of hardy moun
taineers from the Tennessee and Carolina Appalachians. During and
right after the Civil War many more of those Scotch/Irish hillpeople
came from the east and claimed bottom and hill farms in the dense for
ested mountains of northern Arkansas. The census of 1900 totaled about
13,500 people in Newton County, Arkansas.

Newton County contains the Buffalo Ranger District of Ozark
National Forest and most of our reserve proposal. Inhabitants today
are descendants of early pioneers and a small wave of "back to the
landers" dating from the early 19708. Now most folks live in small scat
tered villages along the few highways. There are no ci ties or large towns
within or very close to SOI-IER. Subsistenc~ fanning is seldom seen
anymore, but some people rai'se cattle and many garden. Small-scale
logging has always provided·a living for a number of Ozark men but
today ranks below tourism in value to the local economy. Industry stayed
out and forest in because Newton County never had a railroad or major
navigable river, and highways penetrated only recently (late 19508).

Tourism is important and growing in the Ozarks. Branson, Mis
souri, north of SOI-IER, has become a country music Mecca that ri vals
Nashville for glitter. Retirement villages abound in the area. Many
people come to the southern Ozarks to camp, hunt, fish, and enjoy the
famous fall colors or the flowering dogwoods in spring. This tourism
economy depends on the forest the Forest Service (FS) is removing.
Tourism could be compatible with land preservation, if carefully regu
lated and planned. However, the sort of industrial tourism featured in
many (if not all) National Parks and Forests (paved roads, parking lots,
hotel and entertainment complexes, etc.) is not compatible with sensi
tive lands.

RIVERS

I have crafted this reserve proposal around the headwaters of the
southern Ozark Mountain rivers partly because I feel these streams and
the area that forms them are the most vital watersheds left in the middle
part of the US. Perhaps the cleanest waters in the Mdwest, north or
south, tumble and flow down from these old forested sandstone hilltops:

The rivers, streams, branches and springs of the Ozark headwa
ters function as arteries of the lifeblood of the land. Sandstones, shales
and limestones layered into the hills filter the water and give the streams
a blue-green color, but the karst nature of the eroded rock allows poll u
tion to travel far, relatively unfiltered as well. The unpredictability of
water sources and varying degrees of filtration make for a delicate sys
tem easily contaminated. Recent proliferation of large-scale chicken,
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Hooded Warbler with Ozark Chinkapil1, Yellaw Mandarin, and Blue Cohosh

turkey and hog confinement operations in rural northwestern Arkansas
is poisoning the water table to the north and west of the Boston Moun
tains. It is feared this has begun to reach the Buffalo National River. So
far there are few such factory farms within the boundaries of SOHER.
The establishment of SOHER, better national laws and enforcement,
and more restrictive county zoning could stop the cancerous spread of
those stinking abominations.

SOHERcontains the beginnings ofall Arkansas Ozark rivers. tvfain .
streams are White River, Buffalo River, Kings River, Mulberry River,
Illinois Bayou and Big Piney Creek. A briefdescription ofeach follows.

The most famous and most pristine and beautiful of all is Buffalo
National River. Whether Buffalo has suffered because ofNational Park
Service development and 1.5 million visitors per year is much debated,
but government and business forces were set to dam the river for a
recreational/power generating reservoir like they've done to many other
Ozark streams. Grassroots citizen action over a long haul achieved the
only other option offered-the nation's first National River. The re
sulting development and catering to motorized tourists is bad, but surely
better than another motorboat playground with bathtub ring. Citizen

involvement can help guide man
agement of the 150 mile long park
and the future may bring opportu
nities for greater preservation ori
entation.

Buffalo River heads up on the
highest peaks of the Ozarks a mile
or so east of Redstar, flows east.
enters the Upper Buffalo Wilder
ness (OzNF), then turns north
through one of the true wonder
lands of the Ozark Mountains.
However, a flaw in the designation
of our first National River is that
the real headwaters are not in
cluded in the Wilderness, and the
FS is systematically ravaging these
headwaters with clearcuts, roads,
and biocides. It's not too late to stop
and repair the damage. This
country's people should be out
raged that our first National River,
ostensibly preserved forever as a
national treasure, is not really pro
tected at all in its headwaters. Back
to the stream ... it continues to flow
north, leaves FS control and enters
the National Park Service's Upper
Buffalo Wilderness Area. This be
gins the protected park corridor that
runs from the proposed SOHER
nearly 150 miles east until the Buf
falo enters artificially cold clear
White River near Leatherwood
Wilderness (OzNF).

The major headwaters tribu-
tary of the Buffalo is Li ttle Buffalo

River which begins a few miles east of the Buffalo in O:zNF. Its main
feeder branches are East Fork, Stepp Creek and Thomas Creek. The
first two were supposed to be under consideration for Wild and Scenic
River status but political maneuvering struck them from the list. Offi
cials said the two streams were too dry to canoe much of the year, and
had no botanical significance. It's typical of southern Ozark streams to
occasionally dry down to isolated pools as the water flows underground
between them in.the dry season. Moreover, the East Fork, Little Buf
falo, and Stepp Creek surround and drain Dismal Hollow and Bean
Mountain, perhaps the most botanically significant hill in the Ozarks.
The rich diversity of this area is only now being discovered. The For
est Service has acknowledged the uniqueness of Dismal Hollow by
setting it aside administratively as a Special Interest Area in coopera
tion wi th the Arkansas Natural Heritage Commission, but Dismal Hol
low is only part of the Bean MountainlEast Fork/Stepp Creek ecosystem,
and it all desperately needs protection. The FS has immediate plans to
road, clearcut and poison Bean Mountain. Many sensitive and rare plants
and associations cling to an island of life on Bean Mountain and it is a
haven for warblers, hawks and owls. The Bean Mountain Research
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Natural Area proposal would help protect this
natural treasure.

White River, the largest southern Ozark
headwaters stream, is by far the most altered
and abused. Numerous dams and reservoirs,
including Beaver, Table Rock, Taneycomo,'
and Bull Shoals "Lakes," stop the flowing
waters and attract hordes of visitors. Above the
first dams, the White flows past turkey and·
cattle operations. White Riverlies mainly out
side SOHER but heads in the reserve.

Kings River starts just to the west ofBuf
falo River and they flow north a few miles
apart for some ways. Kings then tends west to
join the White River while Buffalo flows east.
The lower reaches of the Kings are inside
SOBER, though flowing sometimes through
ranchland.

Mulberry River has two main headwaters
branches. The north prong (Little Mulberry)
begins on the western edge of SOHER in the
ridges north of Fallsville. The main prong
Mulberry heads some miles south of Fallsville,
outside SOHER but within the Ozark High
lands Trail (Oill) corridor. Since Mulberry is
a forested and undammed stream, its corridors
are vital habitat links to the western lowlands
and Arkansas River. The Upper Mulberry fea
tures some of the best whi tewater canoeing in
the state. The river does flow through much
private land, including ranches.

Three forks of the Illinois Bayou origi
nate wi thin O:zNF. North Fork heads near Ped
estal Rocks, several miles south of Pelsor. It
flows south to its confluence with the rest of
Illinois Bayou near the southern O:zNF bound
ary. Very little private land is along this stream.
Middle Fork begins a mile to the east of the
SOHER boundary, winds south through O:zNF
to meet East Fork Illinois Bayou near Bayou
Bluff. East Fork Illinois Bayou starts in East
Fork Wilderness (O:zNF) and is the shortest but
best preserved prong of Illinois Bayou. East
Fork is one of two O:zNF Wildernesses not in
Buffalo Ranger District (and thus not in the
main body of SOBER) and the corridors to it
and down the branches should provide an ad
equate link to the southeastern lowlands. A
habitat corridor over the mountain to the head
of Brock Creek, then downstream to its
confluence with Point Remove Creek, gives
another important tie to the lowlands of the
southeast.

Big Piney Creek heads up south of the
great divide separating the White River from
the Arkansas River to the south. Buffalo and

Kings are tributaries of the WhiteRiver, while
Mulberry, Big Piney and Illinois Bayou are
Arkansas contributors. Far to the east, the
White joins the Arkansas,just bef~re that great
stream merges into the Mississippi River. The
main tributary of Big Piney is a west prong,
Little Piney Cr~k. This begins near Ozone and
flows south to join Big Piney in what is now
called Piney Bay (backed up from Dardanelle
reservoir) south of OzNF. Ozark Highlands
Trail follows the north ridge along the upper
reaches of Little Piney. Big Piney begins at
Fallsville, runs down east through Walnut Val
ley past Limestone before turning south. Hur
ricane Creek Wilderness (OzNF) lies just to
the east and makes Hurricane the most signifi
cant branch of Big Piney. The river in this area
is full of holes, rapids and cabin-sized boul
ders. It continues south past Buzzard Roost,
looping and turning its green water through the
mountains as it leaves OzNF on its way to the
Arkansas.

The watercourses I've justdescribed, ex
cept the dammed White River, are the remain
ing free-flowing streams in the Arkansas
Ozarks. They all head up in the same area of
OzNF- the proposed SOHER.

SOHER MANAGEMENT
GUIDELINES

For the proposed reserve, there will be no
timber harvest or other manipulations and
especially no ~se of biocides. No roads will
be constructed or reconstructed ~ some will be
closed. Wildfires, when human caused, will
have to be controlled when buildings, or homes
are threatened~ but a non-intervention policy
will be the general rule· so that natural pro
cesses may resume. Large natural fires are not
common in the Boston Mountains. Basically
management of the reserve should be by "be
nign neglect." Rules and guidelines for moni
toring and protecting reserves will evolve as
our experience does. Off-Road Vehicles
(ORVs) will be prohibited everywhere on pub
lic lands in the SOBER, except where legal
on established roads.

Within the reserve will be areas that re
quire special management: Wilderness, sensi
tive plant or animal habitat, tourist impacted
areas, etc. For example in the proposed Bean
Mountain Research Natural Area, harvesting
of plants will have to be monitored and regu
lated or prohibited. In some places hunting and
fishing may need to be restricted. Indeed in
some areas, hopefully not many, human use

may have to be excluded to allow recovery of
the land. An example here is the trails people
have beaten across private land and then
through Upper BuffaloWilderness to a breath
taking lookout bluff called the "Hawk's bilL"
The wilderness is being adversely impacted by
too many people, and private landowners are
unhappy about parking and litter. FS re
sponded to this by constructing a parking lot
and erecting signs guiding tourists through the
wilderness to the bluff! Any human uses of
land within the SOHER will have to take a
backseat to habitat preservation.

Lately several people have attempted to
map biological habitat corridors between large
areas already exempt from the timber base in
OzNF (Wildernesses, SIAs, riparian zones).
These attempts are motivated by the realiza
tion that historic and present management
techniques are leaving only small islands of
natural habitat which are not adequate to main
tain sensitive and endangered species. Federal
laws, not yet enforced, require efforts by pub
lic lands managers to truly enhance habitat for
those species. Recent federal court precedents
require habitat corridors in National Forest
management. When we attempt to give ani
mals .such as Red Wolves, Mountain Lions and
Golden Eagles enough space not only to exist
but to potentially increase, we soon See that
adequate migration corridors large and secure
enough for such wide-ranging native species
will cover the entire Buffalo Ranger District,
with arms following the major streams to the
north, east, south and west. .

NoOOdy really knows how wide a biologi
cal habitat corridor needs to be. We do know
Panthers need seclusion from human distur
bance and may range more than fifty miles in
one day. Most endangered large animals shun
humans and avoid roads. It seems reasonable
to assume that corridors between major reserve
blocks should be at least 2 miles wide. Noise
and scent of human activity can carry that far.
The crowding that could result from habitat
belts too narrow should be considered.

In this area at present any wildlife corri
dors following major streams would contain
roads and private lands. It is not yet clear how
best to deal with this situation. Most of the
encroaching roads are lightly traveled dirt. We
don't know how they would affect Red Wolves
and Mountain Lions. Black Bears seem to tol
erate and even use backroads to some extent.
[So do poachers.-ed.]

Within the Buffalo Ranger District no
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buffer zones are proposed here, as it is all to
be in the reserve. The proposed 2-mile-wide
corridors outside Buffalo Dis'trict may need
buffer zones in some areas. These buffer zones,
of variable width, could be established in ar
eas where restoration work would be under
taken. Buffer zones may also be needed around
East Fork Wilderness and the Special Interest
Areas outside Buffalo District.

As you read this, even-aged management,
high timber quotas and bureaucracy are dev
astating OzNF The Forest Service uses only
even-aged timber exploitation, as even the
highly touted group selections are merely
smaller patch clearcuts.

Large public (and private) land reserves
are needed because we have shown an inabil
ity to manage without eliminating many of the
more intangible resources and benefits of the
land. By now almost everything has been com
promised away to the point where only islands
of habi tat are Ieft here and there.

One solution to this dilemma might be to
elimin~te all present public land agencies and
replace them with a Department of the Land.
Totally remove exploitive mandates~ allow no
timber harvest, no roads, no biocides, no graz
ing, no dams, no development of commercial
enterprises. Replace with ecotourism, educa
tion and nonexploitive research, and restora
tion.

These Boston Mountains still contain vir
gin old growth. FS doesn't want the public to
know about the old growth because they plan
to eliminate it and they know the public would
oppose the destruction. In some cases propa
ganda is employed to delude the American
people, as when a FS official claims the entire
Ozark Forest is second or third growth.

A remarkable feature of OzNF is the
Ozark Highlands Trail (OlIT), a footpath that
traverses the Forest from near the Oklahoma
line east to Richland Creek Wilderness (OzNF)
in Newton County, Arkansas. This provides a
habitat corridor for an increasingly sensitive
and endangered group, people with the desire
to walk in natural places. OlIT was constructed
and is maintained mostly with volunteer labor
and funds, and runs almost entirely on public
land. Unfortunately, the FS has clearcut along
the trail. Because the east-west path through
the Forest could also act as a large mammal,
raptor and plant migration route from near the
Buffalo River 31most to Oklahoma, a 1-2 mile
wide zone is shown along OHf where it is not
otherwise in the reserve.
/

I
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BEAN MOUNTAIN RNA

A key feature of this proposal is the des
ignation of the Bean Mountain/Dismal Hol
low Research Natural Area. This management
category will remove from the timber base the
incredibly diverse ecosystem found on Bean
Mountain and its hollows. The moisture re
gime and macro-climate fostered by the un
broken native forest are necessary for the
survival of many sensitive and rare plants.
Here live Yellow Mandarin, Blue Cohosh,
Ginseng, French's Shooting Star, and Cranefly
Orchid among others. Even if the SOHER is
not accepted, it is vital that at least the Bean
MountainlDismai Hollow RNA be established.

WHAT YOU CAN DO

Many officials and politicians need to be
written and contacted (addresses below). Give
your view of the Southern Ozark Headwaters
Ecosystem Reserve and Bean Mountain/Dis
mal Hollow RNA proposals. Question any
timber, road or game management on Buffalo
District, especially Buffalo and Little Buffalo
headwaters. Write about the proposed Sandy
Springs Timber Sale for Bean Mountain. Re
member the Chief of the Forest Service must
declare a Research Natural Area.

Newton County Wildlife Association
(NCWA) has for more than· seventeen years
fought for OzNF reform and was successful
in forcing FS to stop aeriaI application of her
bicides on the Forest. They monitor manage
ment practices and comment on plans, network
wi th other groups outside the area, and some
times lobby in DC. They need donations as
they are run by very low income folks who live
in an area relatively remote from services.
NCWA supports and would help implement
the SOHER. (For NCWA one year member
ship, including Wolfeyes T-shirt, send $22 to
NCWA, POB 189, Jasper, AR 72641. State
shirt size.)

The writer of this proposal, who lives in
the SOHER, has undertaken to draft a reason
able reserve plan that has some chance of ac
ceptance and to promote it regionally and
nationally. I hope the publication of this pro
posal in WIW EARTH will bring recognition
to the priceless natural heritage of this area. I
would like to begin a newsletter concentrat
ing on this southern Ozark land, but my in
come ranges right above zero as I try to
homestead an old mountain-top farm. Several
other people help me, and if we can get some

support we'll continue. We need conservation
biologists and naturalists to assist in assessing
the forest associations, identifying rare plants,
possibly testifying in lawsuits, and aiding other
efforts vital to establishing the Southern
Ozarks Headwaters Ecosystem Reserve.

Officials and addresses are: Arkansas
Senators David Pryor and Dale Bumpers,
United States Senate, Washington, DC 20510; .
Lynn Neff, Supervisor, OzNF, POB 1008,
Russellville, AR 72801 ~ Southern Regional
Forester, USFS,1720 Peachtree Rd.NW,At
lanta, GA 30367~ Dale Robertson,
Chief,USFS, USDA 20114th St. SW, Wash
ington, DC 20250~ Bill Clinton, President,
1600PennsylvaniaAve. NW, Washington, DC
20500.

Write your own congresspeople too.

Doug Alexander(HCR 62; Box 664, Deer,
AR 72628) is an Ozark naturalist and home
steader.
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Wilderness Proposals

A Preliminary Biodiversity Plan for tlie Oregon
Coast Range

A Report to the Coast Range Association

by Reed F. Noss, Ph.D.

Wild Earth Editorsnote: The following is the abstractfrom a new study done by WE Science Editor Reed Nossfor the Coast Range Association,
a regional wilderness advocacy group (POB 148, Newport, OR 97356). As the North American Wilderness Recovery Strategy (The Wildlands
Project) progresses, Wild Earth will run more and more abstracts and summaries ofregional proposals, as well as some proposals infull. (Most
will be too long to fit in our pages, so running summaries plus pointing to the full reports will be common. The Coast Range report is 40 pages
long and is availablefrom the Coast Range Associationfor $10.) Wildland proponents working on such proposals should consider submitting
pieces to Natural Areas Journal, Conservation Biology, and other peer-reviewedperiodicals as well as to Wild Earth.:andsJwuldparticipatewith
The Wildlands Project in disseminating the'propOsals in various ways (1WP clearingJwuse, POB 5356, Tucson, AZ85703).

CONSERVING OREGON'S COAST RANGE
BIODIVERSITY

This report presents a case study of bicxliversity conservation at
the scale of a bioregion: the Oregon Coast Range. Goals for conserva
tion at a regional scale include representation of all ecosystems across
their natural range of variation~ maintenance of viable populations of
all native species, well distributed across their natural ranges~ mainte
nance of ecological and evolutionary processes~ and adaptability to
change, both natural and human-induced. These goals have been enun
ciated for a long-term conservation strategy for North America-The
Wildlands Project- and are exemplified here.

The Oregon Coast Range Bioregion is defined here as the Physi
ographic Province extending from the Coquille River in the south, north
to the Columbia River, east to the Willamette Valley, and west to the
Pacific Ocean. This region is characterized by a mild climate with
mcxlerately high rainfall, and contains the largest remaining tracts of
temperate rainforest in North America, south ofCanada~ coastal head
lands, estuaries, dunes, and heaches~ grassy montane balds~ diverse
wetlands~ and other communities. Rare species include endemic plants,
the fisher and wolverine (both possibly extirpated within the last de
cade), Oregon silverspot butterfly, northern sea lion, peregrine falcon,
bald eagle, native salmonid stocks, and the northern spotted owl and
marbled murrelet.

The conservation evaluation employed in this study was pluralis
tic and utilized several sources of data: (1) 1: 126,720 (1/2 inch = 1mile)
scale base maps with geographic features, including roads and land
ownership~ (2) element occurrences of species and natural communi
ties that are very rare at global (G3 or T3 and higher) or state (S2 and
higher) levels, from the Oregon Natural Heritage Program~ (3) recent
spotted owl and marbled murrelet data from the Oregon Department
ofFish and Wildlife~ (4) rnapsoflate successional and old-growth for
ests from the congressionally appointed Scientific Panel on Late-Suc
cessional Ecosystems (the "Gang of Four') ~ (5) maps ofdraft watershed .
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reserves for aquatic biodiversity from the Ameri
can Fisheries Society, Oregon chapter~ (6) wild
life corridor maps produced from data on road
kills and other observations~ and (7) location of
remaining roadless areas, landscapes with low
road density, and other relatively undeveloped 
areas. These data were mapped on mylar over
lays on each of the nine base maps.

Proposed reserve boundaries were indicated
on separate mylar overlays on each 1: 126,720
scale map. Reserve locations were determined
from cIusters or constellations of rare species and
communi ty occurrences, presence of significant
patches of late successional/old-growth forest,
important watersheds, and other significant un
developed areas. Three categories of protected
and semi-protected lands were recognized: Class
I Reserves (areas of high priority for immediate
and strict protection due to overlap of many im
portant criteria), Class II Reserves (areas that can
accommodate a greater range of human uses and
where protection can be pha~ed in more gradu
ally), and Multiple-Use Buffer Zones. The 31
proposed Class I Reserves were ranked quanti
tativCIy on the basis of five criteria: element oc
currences, spotted owl locations, amount and
density of old forest, connectivity (assessed in a
region3J context), and watershed values. Pro
posed Class I Reserves total 1.25 million acres
(23.4% of the 5.34 million acre region)~ Class
II Reserves total about 1.4 million acres (an ad
di~onal26.2%)~ and multiple-use Zones another
25% of the region.

High priorities for protection include the
Cummins Creek/Rock Creek complex, Drift
Creek, Mt. Hebo/Nestucca River, Marys Peak!
Grass Mountain, East Fork Coquille River/
Cherry Creek, Cascade Head, Elliot State For
est. and many others. Further research is needed
to specify protection and management'needs, as
well as detailed boundaries, for all areas. The
greatest need is for short-term and long-term
restoration to reverse the trends that have re
sulted in loss of biodiversity and ecological in
tegrity from the region. Although the ambitious
plan proposed here is meant to be long-range and
implemented over many decades, immediate
protection priorities include an end to logging
of old growth and other natural (virgin) forests,
no more road construction, closures of unnec
essary roads, a moratorium on development in
natural habitats of every kind, initiation of res
toration proj~cts, and public education about
what it takes to fully restore the richness of life
in this remarkabie region. '

© Copyright 1992 Coast RangeAssociation
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The Breadth and the Limits
of the Deep Ecology Movement

by Arne Naess

The gist oj what is said in the jollowing may be expressed in 3 sentences: To be Joyfully
active in the deep ecology movement is aserious affair. It is ethically unobjectionable not to
combine it with being active in the peacemovement andsocialjustice movement. We respect
ourpartners in the Green movement, but have "more than enough!" to do where we stand.,

I t is a never ending joy to think of the eXistence of a broad movement'to protect the wild
and free from thoughtless interference by humans. It is a special joy to see how many

people in countries where they are primarily occupied with mere survival, nevertheless try
to protect locally what is left of free nature. Defenders of free nature are, of course, always
in a minority, but to be aware of comrades in arms locally and in so many countries helps to
reduce the feelings of sorrow that so easily take i!old when contemplating the reigning pas-
sivity in the face of the ecological crisis. '

I shall never forget traveling in 1949 through India and Pakistan to a mountain border
ing Afghanistan. Because of our lack of money and the 500 pounds of equipment and food,
we inevitably carne in close contact with people who were very poor from the point of view

. of the West. They were eager to hear what made us leave our country on a kind of pilgrim
age. Again and again it astonished us to see how well they understood our longings and it
was touching to hear them often say "How I would like to be with you."Through more than
2500 years their culture had embraced a respect for the dignity and wisdom of mountains
and of-the living beings roarning the (at that time) enormous Himalayan forests. Of course,
all they could do was, together with other activists, protect the patches of free nature in their
own neighborhood.

How do people in materially poor countries react when we talk about deep ecology?
Using words common in their own cultures, many say "But this is what I always have felt!"
This is not a majority reaction, but a minority that I guess is not smaller than in the so-called
rich countries. Some are glad to get words for what they feel.

People who never have heard the term are supporting the deep ecology movement.
Most supporters would feel bored if I, as a theoretician, started conceptual clarification of
details. Yet, their efforts are consistent with deep ecology and often restrain the galloping
destruction in their neighborhoods. It IS a strange belief that people who work hard to sur
vive are unable to feel the majesty of mountains, the inherent value of forests and wild life,
and to believe that they are more "anthropocentric" than we are in the technocratic West.

In short, it is encour~ging to experience the vast, intercultural roots of deep ecology
attitudes, and to see that they are alive among people who focus on procuring life necessi
ties. The deep ecology movement is broader than sometimes suggested. The broadness shows
itself in the variety of scenarios for a~better future, envisioned by the supporters. Human
cultural diversity is part of the richness of life forms on Earth. Many supporters do not seem
worried about the prospect of fairly uniform green societies allover the globe, but as I see it,
ecological sustainability as an absolute requirement does not limit social-political structure
to one single culture. '



Land Ethics

The peace movement, the social justice move
ment, and the radical environmental movement are the
three movements in which work on the grassroots level
by hundreds of thousands of people is indispensable
and has considerable influence in world affairs. Within
the radical environmental movement, I include not
only the deep ecology movement, but also highly
engaged "radical" supporters of more anthropo
centric views who have the same seri-ous view of
the ecological crisis as the supporters of the deep
ecology movement. Each of the movements introduces
limitations on the range of cultures. The requirements of
the three overlap but are not identical.

The tremendous upsurge of environmental concem since
the 60s has caused many supporters of the peace and social jus-
tice movements to ·Jump on the environmental band wagon." But all
three movements constantly need reinforcements. As dynamic social
movements, exact delimitation of the three is, of course, out of the ques
tion~ but historically much can be said about what has happened since
World War II in terms of those three.

In the 50s, when Third World problematics gained force (with,
for instance, ·lrade, not aid" as a slogan), there was considerable pres
sure to combine the peace and social justice movements into one. Some
activists supporting this combination saw social injustice as a sort of
violence, structural violence. The non-violent battle against large-scale
violence then comprised both the "classical" peace movement and a
large part of the social justice movement. (Johan Galtung's works are
central to this trend.) It has turned out, however, that people inspired
by the vision of a world without wars had more than enough work to
do without direct participation in the complexities of how to fight so
cial injustice, including maldistribution and imperialism. Pax Britanica
and pax Soyietica have shown how imPerialism and other forms of
obstructing self-realization potential over vast areas can be compatible
with keeping peace. On the other hand, activeness in typical social jus
tice conflicts may require one's energy and leave no time for activism
in matters of peace. The division of labor does result in underestima
tion of the work of our friends in the other movements.

In recent decades millions of very poor people in Southeast Asia"
have seen their standard of living significantly bettered. How can we
but rejoice? Yet, interference with ecosystems has concurrently in
creased. The prospect of a billion or more people being rescued from
severe need does not necessarily mean a gain in overcoming the eco
logical crisis. Leaders of the social democratic regime often talk as if
development were part of the (smooth) way of overcoming the crisis.
This talk is politically convenient but utterly misleading.

Murex (Chicoreus damnicornis) by Douglas W Moore

The empowerment of people in the West living in a most de
grading way in the midst of a level of opulence never equaled in

world history (read "in human recorded history of human societies")
is an imperative and more people are needed to try to change the sharrte
ful conditions. Some supporters of the deep ecology movement may
feel they ought to join, and that may be the right thing for them to do.
They know, though, that the fight against the ecological crisis will still
need as many activists even if the shameful conditions are eliminated.

The very ambitious goal of the Green movement as conceived in
Europe in the late 60s is to reach the goals of all thr~e great grassroots
movements: no wars, social justice, and full ecological sustainability.
When students voted overwhelmingly in the first green wave, they were
led by former anarchists, Marxists and peace activists. The Green move
ment is supposed to avoid one-sidedness and sectarianism, letting the
three movements blossom in constant close collaboration.

Collaboration does not imply extensive reading of all pertinent
literature and keeping infomed about details of what is going on in the
two other movements. That tends to feed depression and despair. Read
ing is passive and the information from all over the world is mostly
discouraging. Perhaps I say this due to my experience of being occu
pied by the Nazis from 1941-45, but a persistent question is: ·Bow
about morale? Can anything be done to keep it (the fighting spirit) at
its highest levelT -

In sum, let us do our job as well as we can and n!joice that others
do theirs, keeping in touch and sometimes acting together. This is the
surest way to keep the spirit. "

Arne Naess (University ofOslo, Divisionfor Environmental Stud
ies, POB 1116, BUndem, N-0317 Oslo, NORWAY) is the author ofnu
merous articles and books on the philosophy he namedfor the world in
the 1970s: Deep Ecology. Arne is also legendaryfor his hiking stamina
and his defense offree Nature in Norway.
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Eco-Porn
and the Manipulation of Desire

by Jose Knighton

~
ong the eastern horizon, the swollen orange edge of the sun finally burns into view after
staining the December morning for an hour with a wash of mauve, maroon and crimson.
I howl to my distant companion, out of sight, along the rim of a ghostly world just being

unveiled by highlights. He, I'm sure, is well aware of our world's enlightenment, peering through
the window of his 4 x 5 camera, adjusting the bellows above its cumbersome tripod. But I howl
anyway for the pure joy of it.

The towering Wingate cliffs are first to be splashed with frost-dispelling fire-Island in the
Sky above us, Ekker and Elaterite Buttes to the west and the ribbon of the Orange Cliffs ~yond.
Bands of mist with echoing shadows condense across their faces, rising from the bewildering
ridges of the Maze. The meandering tangle of canyons beyond and below my perch on the under
cut White Rim is as convoluted as the surface of the brain, and their depths as ineffable. An inter
locking sandstone sprawl fills the arc of horizon beyond the Green River down to its confluence
with the Colorado, to Cataract Canyon, the Needles' distant prongs of light, Horse Mountain, the
Seven Sisters, Cathedral Butte, the blue bulk of the Abajo Mountains. Backlit luminescent mist
rises from frosted meadows beyond the Colorado. The other Wingate rim of the world, Hart's
Point to Hatch Point and the Needles Overlook, drapes long shadows below the now-full disk of sun.

A picture is worth a thousand words. From my preci pi tous peninsula I canjust discern a dark
fleck along the bay of overhanging cliffs where Todd is stationed to catch a fragment of fantastic
morning fusion. He frames the glowing monument of Ekker Butte wi th its hoop of uncanny mist.
In his foreground a shadowed, absurdly overbalanced hulk of White Rim looms on a tapering
pedestal flake that could peel and collapse under the weight ofa chitteringjunco. One picture will
capture a minor fraction of an immense, yet intimate, moment of magical Canyonlands sunrise, a
meager instant of the shifting tide at the warm end of the spectrum across a thousand canyons,
cliffs, spires, buttes and indescribable sculpted forms. But captured it will be.

One picture ... and I could babble a million words in feeble approximation. In an hour, full
daylight will again cast normality across Canyonlands. The odd mist will bum off. Hard white
light will fill the deep shadows. A miraculous dawn will become a savored memory. But Todd's
camera, barring any major lapses in technology and technique, will have trapped a sacreq mo
ment like a rabbit in a snare. And its reproductions will be as permanent as a taxidermiedjackalope.

My petty resentment is showing, my mean-spirited stinginess. I want to embrace this mo
ment that we struggled for, rose before a frozen dawn for, thawed an ice-filled coffeepot for, slept
through a too-long, frost-rimed December night for. I want to hoard the immeasurable, transitory
glory that we share with no other visible humans.. Someday, potentially, Todd's fragment of this
brilliant dawn could be re-experienced by someone warm and comfortable in an easy chair, leaf
ing through a magazine or glancing at a calendar. But there is more to my concern than. petty
resentment, s<;>mething that has stirred a disconcerting apprehension.

My friend Bruce, a photographer of significant discipline and taste, and I stood around a
table of this year's barrage of nature calendars criticizing the undeniable allure of their contents. I
made a flippant and spontaneous comment about this year's crop of ueco-pom." Bruce, although
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We...devalue homely, flat
chested, avenveight land
scapes. The empty plains, the
avergrown woods, the
mosquito-ridden sloughs are
more productive habitats than
most scenic viewpoints in
national parks, but few people
care about, orfor, them.



Land Ethics

he had been critical of nearly every posed bit of landscape, gave me a
sudden look of what was at once dumbfoundment, horror and recogni
tion. Our shared laughter dissolved the tension and irony of my statement.

Unfortunately, once coined, metaphors, portentous or vacuous, tend
to circulate. I found myself compelled to analyze this one mainly to
dispel what! felt was a superficial illusion that pertinence arose merely
from the pin-up style of calendars.

Pornography, even in a liberal atmosphere, is a heavy accusation.
Even the tame Hefneresque version is insidious because it manipulates
desire, taints it with consumerism, and misdirects passion away from
reality toward an inanimate object. Worst of all, it mutates a living,
breathing human being into an inanimate object in the eye of the beholder.

The model, chosen for her (or his) approximation of a stereotyped
ideal, is posed in the intimate setting of a bedroom or shower. Selec
tively provocative lighting simulates dawn or evening glow through a
shuttered window. A suggestive atmosphere manipulated by rose-col
ored filters ot special lens reveals those physical attributes most allur
ing to the viewer, attributes otherwise available only after achieving an
intimate relationship. The vital, animate sexual persona becomes an
object of desire- cheesecake. Even if no response or passion is aroused

Canyonl~nds, by Lia Kass

~.

~LL·

in the viewer (a frequent, but questionable claim), a physical persona
of surpassing beauty has been grotesquely trivialized by being removed
from essence and context.

After drawing parallels to the preceding analysis of pornographic
imagery, I have to include much of the photography of landscape as
effectively pornographic. Landscape photographers resort to the meth
odology of creating a pornographic image, and the result is equally
manipulative and exploiting.

The stereotyped ideal, the towering peak or other monwnentalland
form, is posed in a setting of intimacy from the scenic viewpoint. Per
spective and foreground further reveal familiarity. Selectively
provocative lighting-dawn, alpenglow and stormlight-is preferred.
A suggestive atmosphere manipulated by rose-colored, diffusing or
polarizing filters reveals those physical attributes most alluring to the
viewer, attributes otherwise available only after achieving an intimate
relationship. All the same techniques are used to enhance the captured
reality, to beef up the bosom of the Grand Tetons.

This could all be perceived as a coincidence of photographic
method were it not that, as with cheesecake and beefcake, the intention
of most landscape photography is to appeal to, even seduce, the be-
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holder with an image removed from its physical context, amplified into
a commodity by technique. Neutral reality is objectified to evoke a
subjective response for commercial gain, to sell calendars and maga
zine subscriptions or to connive contributions.

This accusation does not deny the artistry of landscape photogra
phers. Nor does it necessarily invoke an Islamic edict against
representationism. In fact, the manipulation of the viewer's (or
participant's) response is an intrinsic aspect of art. It does, however,
reveal a certain kinship between David Muench and David Hamilton,
betweenAnsel Adams and Helmut Newton. The commercialization of
art may be an unavoidable consequence of capitalism. This flaw, how
ever, is not the sin in the heart of greater and lesser landscape photog
raphers. Nor is its counterpart the focus of outrage from the women's
rights movement toward pornographic imagery.

That outrage is aimed squarely at the exploitation of the female
body, and the psychic damage to individuals (both model and voyeur)
and society caused by the pervasion of pornography. In this context,
the parallels of cheesecake and landscape are most incriminating. The
catchword for the women's rights movement's counterassault against
pornography is uexploitation."The dehumanization of women (image
as object) is the most evident and undeniable negative aspect of por
nography.

The psychic damage, however, is more subtle and pervasive.
Cheesecake images generate a cumulative, aesthetic ideal of the female
body in the cultural unconsCious. All women are then evaluated by an
unrealistic standard, one that even the models would fall short of with
out being carefully posed and augmented by technique. Women who
fail to match this prejudicial standard are then devalued as homely, flat
chested, or overweight, even though they may in fact be more produc
tive or creative individuals than those who might pass as centerfolds.
One need not subscribe to Playboy magazine to be influenced by the
Playboy standard. It pervades our commercial culture. Especially in
advertising, we are continually assailed by the same female (and male)
contrived ideal. Our social fabric is warped by distorted perception.

It can be argued that since the primary complaint against pornog.
raphy is the trivialization of women as sex objects, then landscape pho
tography is not pornographic because landforms are objects and the
content of these images is not sexual. What this argument truly reveals,
however, is the depth of our cui tural malaise.

The Grand Tetons and the Grand Canyon, both stereotyped ob
jects of idealized, romanticized desire in our cultural psyche, are in fact
Iiving environments more vital than any single human being. The glam
orization of these particular protrusions and cleavages, primarily by
landscape photographers, into erogenous zones ofourcollective imagi
nation has damaged both them and us. They have been damaged by
our cumulative attention. We make pilgrimage to the objects we have
admired on calendars and trample the habitats of other species or ex
terminate them for their inconvenience to our viewing pleasure. In the
process, our perceptions have been blunted and perverted, just like the
readers of Playboy.

We also devalue homely, flat-chested, overweight landscapes. The
empty plains, the overgrown wocx:ls, the mosquito-ridden sloughs are
more productive habitats than most scenic viewpoints in national parks,
but few people care about, or for, them. We are collectively seduced by
the rectangular stormlight portrait of the bosom of the Grand Tetons,
with its crafted illusion of intimacy totally detached from the context
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of the high plains where herds of antelope trapped by grazing allot
ment fences on public lands starve to death in windrows to be buried
by drifting snow.

Although a general aesthetic response may be innate, the specif
ics of beauty are not facts. Our attention has been captured and co
erced by a conspiracy of consumerism. It would be unfair to attack
landscape photographers for catering to our tastes. We are all guilty of
not being aware of manipulation and its effects.

It is not guilt, however, that I wish to solicit with this cultural in
trospection. I do not mean to add yet another brick to our collective
burden of environmental remorse. It is already more than we can heft.
Neither do I wish to disparage the dedicated professionals in this field
who are sincerely concerned about our greater home. What I intend
with this examination is to invoke awareness, to reveal how easily our
passions are manipulated to our detriment. Without the intervention of
conscious perception, our passive attention is little more than a gull
ible victim of petty consumer tyranny. Without vigilant and discerning
senses, artist and observer are both equally abused.

We need to see the kinship between the image of Antelope
Canyon's convoluted narrows bathed in reflected light being used to
pimp Kodak film and the image of lathered curves orambiguous flesh
being used in a Zest commercial. We also need to recognize less evi
dent implications of this same aesthetic hydra.

Elliot Porter's landscape photography directs the intimate and in
herently manipulative techniques away from glamorous vistas to re
veal the magnificence of the mundane. His detailed portraits of nature's
glorious chaos cater less to our naturalistic prurience. Because of his

. stature as an artist, he is a significant influence on younger photogra
phers. But his stylistic connections to contemporary eco-porn are still
quite evident.

The book Secretsfrom the Center ofthe World exhibits an eye for
a startlingly altered and refreshing perception. Steven Strom's photo
graphs reveal secrets of the obvious that have been concealed by t~e

prevalent, dissembling intimacy ofeco-porn. Textures of undulant land
forms are painted with sparse desert plant communities. Relationships
are exposed. Landscape icons are shunned. It wasn't until I began strug
gling with the issue of eco-porn that the exceptional nature of these
photographs was manifest. They are taken, for the most part, at mid
day! No blush of alpenglow here.

Now the appeal of the~ homely southwestern landscapes seems
to presage my own delinquent concern. There is no seductive illusion
of intimacy or accessibility. They are images of a stark and harsh land
where the inhabitants have struggled for accommodation. The mind
readily extends these images beyond their limiting formats. They are
not captured, trapped images removed from context. They are context.

I find hope in these brazen noon-day' impressions, hope that is
stifled in the seductive shadows of more glamorous landscape images.
I find hope that such unself-conscious images could find a niche in our
marketplace. I find hope that men and women might recognize each .
other beyond phoney cheesecake and beefcake stereotypes. rfind hope
that we may recognize the living Earth beyond postcard modernism. I
find hope for attentiveness and discernment. I find hope that I may not
always resent sharing a hard-won and spectacular dawn with someone
casually leafing through a magazine or glancing at a calendar.

Jose Knighton is apoet and wilderness explorer in Utah.



Population Problems

Malthus Was Right

by Mary de La Valette

O
na planet where ecological collapse appears imminent, if not ongoing, proposals for

. creating a sustainable society do not qualify for serious consideration unless they
take into account the population factor. Excellent concepts for living within our limits,

such as Beyond Beefand Rocky Mountain Institute's Negawatt and Feebate plans, fall short
in practical application as benefits gained are eaten up by additional population. ~'s pro
grams are intended to reduce energy consumption.]

Most of us seem to be in deniai on this subject. We choose, at best, to focus on Third
World numbers, despite the fact that each newborn American will consume at least twenty
times the resources of aThird World child and that the Industrialized World's consumption
patterns are based on the exploitation of the remaining resources of the Third World which
GATT (General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade) and NAFfA(North American Free Trade
Agreement) aim to make globally accessible. We have created an economy in which full
employment for our exploding populations depends on overconsumption of fini te resources~

an impossible equation, with no possible end result but a lifeless planet.
In our relatively brief sojourn on Earth, we humans have conducted an unbelievably

wasteful slash-and-burn, Uno tomorrow" rapacious attack on all living systems, including
the animal and plant residents of Earth. The party is almost over. We are now killil)g off the
last great populations ofanimals-seals, kangaroos, wildebeest, among others-simply be
cause they compete with us for dwindling food, land and water. Weyerhaeuser and Hyundai
have begun the last great logging operations on the boreal forests that belt the Earth. The
destruction has accelerated in direct proportion to our numbers. We can no longer avoid the
issue of human overpopulation. The problem of human overpopulation has been avoided
because it is the most unpopular to confront and the most difficult (if even possible) to solve.
Confronting overpopulation is not. however, akin to attacking motherhood. On the contrary,
it is absolutely essential to admit the folly of our multiplying numbers, if we are to offer any
future for the Earth's children. To maintain the present "comfort" level in our society is not
possible if we have to share the bountifulness of the Earth with a doubled human popula
tion. There are now close to six billion people on this planet. With that number, the oceans
are dying from our pollution and our landfills are leaching poison into the remaining ground
water. At the present rate of population growth, there will be fourteen billion people by the
middle of the next century. Avision of stinking, lifeless oceans, dead from our waste, is not
a vision any mother has for her child.

The Beyond BeefCoalition's documentation ofenvironmental damage, disastrous health
effects and overwhelming cruelty to animals is a mandate for change. However, without a
corresponding reduction in human population, the shift to vegetarianism would not alleviate
our impact on the planet. We would, in theory, feed more people, thus in effect. exacerbating
the problem. Meat-eating obviously has to go. Agribusiness has exploited the animal king
dom to its limits and with the failure of intensive farming of animals in factories, the entre
preneurs are moving on to exploit the plant kingdom. When shrinking space makes that
unprofitable, the multinationals may move Beyond Vegetables to the microbial kingdoms.
The pundits of industry- Julian Simon et aI. - are not at all unhappy at the prospect of bur
geoning numbers ofconsumers.

There are now close to six billion
people on this planet. With that
number, the oceans are dyingfrom
ourpollution and our landfills are
leaching poison into the remaining
groundwater. At the present rate of
population grawth, there will be
fourteen billion people by the middle
ofthe next century.
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Many Americans seem to think they can con
tinue in their wasteful, averconsumptive
lifestyles, somehow isolated from the ongoing
iwlocaust. Theirs will be arude awakening.

From any ecological viewpoint, more people is a nightmare. The
tragedy of the Amazonian rainforest is directly attributable to explod
ing populations. The Brazilian government solved their problem of un
manageable urban slum growth by building a World Bank funded road
into the rainforest, starting the slash-and-burn invasion. A subsidized
cattle industry followed the masses of desperate peasants.

Nature's cures for human overpopulation- war, disease and fam
ine-are already at work. We have a preview in Somalia, intheAIDS
epidemic, in the almost fifty civil wars raging around the planet and in
the violent crime endemic in our major cities. If we do not control our
populations now, while we still have a semblance of order, we will reach
a point of total anarchy. This breakdown of social structure is evident
in the Balkans and looming in the former USSR.

Many Americans seem to think they can continue in their waste
ful, overconsumptive lifestyles, somehow isolated from the ongoing
holocaust. Theirs will be a rude awakening. We are all subject to the
laws of the Earth. The vast changes caused by our huge numbers affect
the entire planet. Rainfall in our Midwestern crop-producing states de
pends on the transpiration of forests in Amazonia, which are being rap
idly cut and burned. Heavy metals dumped off the coast of New Jersey
have turned up in the tissue of marine mammals in the Arctic...and in
the fish we eat. And, even as our former "environmental" President
Bush was sabotaging the Earth Summit Treaty that would have glo
bally phased out ozone destroying chemicals, scientists were reporting
an alarming thinning of the ozone layer over the Northeastern U.S. and
populations of blinded rabbits were discovered in southern South
America and Australia.

Unless we have the courage and vision to face the population cri
sis and to discuss solutions, the future is grim indeed. China and India
have recognized their population problems. India tried mandatory ster
ilization~ China implemented a one child policy. Neither policy was
acceptable in the long term. The best approach to population reduction
is a public that understands the unthinkable alternative.

That said, an approach with potential is the tax route. Taxing fami
lies for having more than one child is a possibility. Tax incentives for
remaining childless is another. Some couples would substitute"stuff'
overconsumption, the other part of this two-headed monster. Unless we
can reinstill in the masses a raison d'etre other than shopping and con
suming, we gain nothing. Industry, by definition, will continue to over
produce and destroy to the end. Only a public that rejects that system
tan stop us from going like lemmings over the cliff.
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Intentional simplicity, frugality, vegetarianism, energy conserva
tion and efficiency, Planet Drum's Green City program and the grow
ing international interest in Deep Ecology and ecosophy all hold promise
for a new ecological world order. The ClintoniGoreAdministrationcan
create vital change. Gore's positions on population, spelled out in his
book Earth In the Balance, include education and empowerment of
Third World women and global access to family planning...

Addressing the population problem necessitates addressing the im
migration issue. It is becoming obvious that continuing immigration
into the U.S. merely relieves the source countries from confronting their
own population problems by exporting their surplus to the U.S.

To conclude, it would be good indeed to evolve into a vegetarian
culture that lived lightly on the planet. There would be a dramatic re
duction in heart disease and cancer~ the horror of slaughterhouses and
factory farming would end~ and ~limination of livestock production
would allow the land to restore itself. However, unless this is done in
conjunction with human population reduction, we will be no closer to
creating a sustainable society. Vegetarianism and conservation are tran
sitional answers only to the core challenge of designing a Beyond
Growth Society. The alternative is to watch the misery index world
wide continue to climb.

Mary de La Valette is a writer and environmental leader working
with Gaia Institute (POB 582, South Lynnfield, MA 01940.) Beyond
Beefcan be contacted at 1130 17th Street, N.W, Suite 300, Washing
ton, DC 20036.
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Book Reviews
BOOK REVIEW: THE QUETZAL
AND THE MACAW: THE STORY OF
COSTA RICA'S NATIONAL PARKS

by David Rains Wallace; 1992; Sierra Club
Books: 222 p., $25.

Serious North American environmental
ists seldom seek National Park designation to
protect land and wildlife~ rather, we think in
terms of wilderness (the more the better). Costa
Rica, however, has used a national park sys
tem to protect extensive tracts of wild lands
throughout the nation. Modeled after the
United States National Park system, the Costa
Rican park system has surpassed ours in two
significant ways: it encompasses about ten
percent of the country's land area and incl udes
examples of each of the country's major eco
system types. Our national park system, in
comparison, encompasses approximately three
and a half percent of the United States' land
area.

David Rains Wallace's The Quetzal and
the Macaw is an anecdotal history of Costa
Rica's national parks. Wallace, whose several
fiction and non-fiction works include The Kla
math Knot and Bulow Hammock, has a con
versational writing style well suited to tying
together the many threads that make up this
story. As Wallace tells the story, it contains el
ements of history, suspense, and heroism~ at
stake is a portion of the Earth's biological di
versity entirely out ofproportion to the amount
ofland affected.

The Resplendent Quetzal and the Scarlet
Macaw-after which Wallace entitles his
book-are extraordinarily beautiful birds. In
ternational tourists-who were the original
economic incentive for preservation of Costa
Rican national parks-eagerly seek to see
these two animals. To Wallace, the quetzal and
macaw are symbolic of the Costa Rican park
experience, not just of tourism. They represent
the different types of habitat needs that were
met with the nation's first parks, Poas and
Santa Rosa. Poas, a volcanic crater high on
CostaRica's continental divide, provides ideal
cloud-forest habitat for the quetzal. Santa
Rosa, in lowland tropical deciduous forest,

'/

provides habitat for the macaw.
The quetzal and the macaw are also suit

able symbols for two individuals to whom
Wallace attributes much of the success of
Costa Rica's parks: Alvaro Ugalde is highly
gregarious, not unlike the macaw, whereas
Mario Boza is self-efTacing and reticent, more
like the reclusive quetzal. As students, Ugalde
and Boza became the entire national park ser
vice when it was created at the end of the six
ties. In the last two and a half decades, these
two individuals have played various roles in
the national park system but have never
stopped their consistently successful advocacy
of more and better parks.

The Quetzal and the Macaw is a person
able look at the individuals and events that
have shaped the growth of Costa Rica's na
tional park system. More than just a story of
the evolution of successful policy and land
management, the book depicts the sometimes
dramatic confrontations that preceded success.
These include the firing of one of the nation's
first preserve wardens, who killed and sold all
of an endemic subspecies of monkey in the
preserve he patrolled~ the mysterious murder
of a conservationist~ and the establishment of
a spectacular park after angry community
members bombed a gate separating them from
the lush rainforest and beaches a developer
threatened to bulldoze and cover with hotels
and restaurants.

Wallace does not hesitate to show us that
success in promoting conservation biology
while meeting the economic needs of a third
world country is not complete. The preserva
tion and maintenance of the national park sys
tem is subject to the whims of popular opinion
and public policy. Populations of the quetzal
and macaw are declining: the quetzal because
establishment of montane preserves has not
met the bird's biological need for lower eleva
tion habitat during certain parts of the year, and
the macaw because its brilliant plumage has
made it a favorite in the exotic pet trade.

Alvardo Ugalde, now Director of Costa
Rica's Park Service, is not content with hav
ing ten percent of the country's land in parks
while wildlife populations dwindle. Ugalde's
goal is twenty-five percent of the nation in in-

terconnected parks, wi th some management
control over another teo to fifteen percent of
the country's land area.

I would encourage anyone with an inter
est in public lands policy and biological con
servation to read The Quetzal and the Macaw.
Themes developed in the book are relevant to
land preservation efforts in any country. Fore
most is the idea that a truly committed indi
vidual can have a profound influence on land
preservation. As important to the US reader
is that we have no right to be complacent wi th
our park system. Although the US likes to think
of itself as a world leader in environmental
protection, we have no official comprehensive
plan to either enlarge our natural preservation
areas or to create linkage corridors between
eXisting areas. By contrast, Costa Rica, al
though dwarfed by the U.S. economically, al
ready has a larger percentage of its land
protected and is seeking to double that!

[?eviewed by Mick Klasson, 222 Dover
Drive, Gals, CA 95632

THE GREATER YELLOWSTONE
ECOSYSTEM: Redefining America's
Wilderness Heritage

Edited by Robert B. Keiter and Mark S.
Boyce, Foreword by Luna B. Leopold, Yale
University Press, New Haven, cr 06520, 442
p.,$45

Mark Boyce and Robert Keiter, both pro
fessors at the University of Wyoming, have
done an excellent job of selecting papers pre
sented at the 1989 symposium on the Greater
Yellowstone Eca;ystem held in Laramie, Wyo
ming.,Each chapter in one way or another at
tempts to clarify wildlands management
issues. Together they forecast the coming
change from management based on human
utilitarian interests-attempting to manipulate
and direct natural ecological processes for di
rect human advantage- to ecosystem manage
ment which avoids undue manipulation of
ecosystems and instead controls incompatible
human uses.

Although the focus of the book is on the
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GreaterYellowstone Ecosystem, its value goes
well beyond the bounds of Yellowstone~ for
the issues here are being faced by conserva
tionists and land managers throughout the
world. How do we, for example, manage for
biodiversity? Or should we manage at all
for biodiversity or anything else? What is natu
ral and what is manipulation? Are humans a
part of the wildlands environment and to what
extent? In essence the authors are attempting
to answer a fundamental question of how a
diverse array of human wants, needs, and de
sires can be integrated into a natural setting
while still maintaining ecosystem integrity.

Theseand other reievant questionsare posed
and answered from a variety ofperspectives. The
authors of the 24 chapters include outspoken
critics of such federal government policies as
Endangered species protection, private prop
erty rights advocates, and ecosystem protec
tion proponents. Most of the chapters are by
scientists doing research in the Ecosystem on
·topics ranging from stream ecology to public
attitudes about wolf restoration. As with any
compendium, the writing and quaIi ty of thought
varies from author to author, but the lxlok has
some very good and thought provoking ideas.

The book's five parts focus on current
controversial natural resource issues- pro
posed wolf reintroduction, wildfire manage
ment, ecosystem management, and wildlife
issues related to Elk and range condition. Some
of the recent research highlighted challenges
popular perception and mythology. Several
researchers conclude that Yellowstone's win
ter range is not being "overgrazed" by ungu
lates, as many have suggested in the past~ fire
ecologists argue that large wildfires are the
norm in the Yellowstone Ecosystem and can
not be precluded by prescribed burns~ a soci
ologist presents study results showing strong
support for wolf reintroduction across the
country, even within Wyoming. Opposing

. views are also presented.
The Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem

would serve as an excellent textbook for a
course in wildlands management, public lands
policy, or environmental ethics, as well as rich
reading for anyone interested in the ongoing
debate about how to manage or not manage
the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem, and by in
ference, the world. I highly recommend the book.

Reviewed by George Wuerthner (Box
273, Livingston,' MT 59047), author ofThe
Fires of Yellowstone and many other natural
history books
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The Olympic Rain Forest
by Ruth Kirk with Jerry Franklin, 1992, Uni
versity of Washington Press. 127 p.
No Room For Bears
by Frank Dufresne, 1991, Alaska Northwest
Books, Anchorage, Seattle. 252 p.
The Living
by Annie Dillard, 1992, Harper Collins. 397 p.

E.F. Schumacher in his famous book
Small is Beautiful said our society has a meta
physical illness, and therefore needs a meta
physical cure. I think there is a great deal of
truth in that observation. We lack a sense of
responsibility to our community because we
have failed to define what our community is
and who it includes. We face so many critical
problems these days that it seems impossible
to solve any of them. Some people have
learned much about what certain species re
quire for survival and what our wastefulness
and greed are doing to their chances of sur
vival, indeed, the planet's survival. These
knowledgeable people have written books to
share what they've leamed, with the ostensible
goal of facilitating change. Why then have we
not experienced a revolution? Perhaps it is
because too few of those people are question
ing the foundations of our society...or better,
bringing their readers to these questions on
their own. In my opinion, the best way to bring
a reader to these ideas is through a good story.

In the Summer 92 issue of Wild Earth,
Daniel Connerreviewed three books with "na
ture messages" and made the important point
that a good story is the best vehicle by which
to transport an important message. The mes
sage that we are losing, and may well have lost,
most of the Earth's superlatives... the biggest
and oldest bears, trees, whales, and fungi,for
example.. .is dire. The three books reviewed
here have these points in common: They are
about superlatives~ they pertain to some of the
last wild places in the United States~ and they
are written by highly qualified authors. If the
purpose of their writing is to inspire the awe
they feel for their subjects, all three have suc
ceeded. If the purpose is also to facilitate
change, onlyAnnie Dillard has succeeded. The
reason? She wrote a good story. A good story
doesn't merely transfer information from au
thor to reader~ it actually gives the reader an
experience, and allows the reader to partici
pate through imagination which creates a sense
of "ownership." When I read a book full of
facts and information, I feel like I have to

memorize what I'm being told. When I read a
good story, fact or fiction, the events stick with
me as though I actually experienced them.
Maybe Native American cultures lasted so
many thousands of years because they were
good story-tellers!

Ruth Kirk does well by the grand and
Middle-Earthen nature of Washington's
coastal temperate rainforest. She has compiled
a picturesque, informative and easy to read in
troduction to the Olympic Rainforest. The
photographs alone make this book worth own
ing. Kirk's passion for and spiritual connec
tion with the place is evident. Together with
renowned old-growth forest ecologist Jerry
Franklin, she describes the landscape, human
culture, and Olympic Rainforest biota. Alas,
neither writer is able to capture the spirit of
the place, and a good, lasting story it is not.

If you like to read about bear encounters,
No Room For Bears is your book. It is full of
stories, many good ones, though some feel tri te
perhaps because the book was originally pub
lished in 1965. Nonetheless, Dufresne's mes
sage is as timely today as it was nearly thirty
years ago: we are squeezing these beings out
of existence. Bear habitat is shrinking daily.
Geneticist Fred Allendorf, in a presentation at
the 1992 meeting of the Society for Conser
vation Biology, said that if we are to help save
Grizzlies we may be reduced to transporting
them around by airplane (truly a rude thing to
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do to such dignified individuals) for mating.
to retain the genetic diversity of the species.

Dufresne knows bears. and through his
story telling he presents the biology. psychol
ogy and idiosyncrasies of the bears he encoun
tered. This book is well worth reading, even·
moving at times. but also falls short of the
long-lasting impact of a well told story.

Annie Dillard has written her first novel,
and it is the rarest orchid in an endless forest
of bracken fern and sorrel. Through an histori
cally accurate fictional account. she follows
three generations of early settlers to
Bellingham Bay in northwestern Washington
starting in 1855 and ending in 1897.

Dillard not only conveys the feeling of
what it must have been like for first and sec
ond generation European immigrants settling
such a wild place, but also describes the per
sonalities of the landscape features that set
Bellingham Bay apart from every other place
on Earth. She captured the personality of the
Nooksack River in a most eloquent description:

The Nooksack River was born ofa drip
in a cirque at the tongue ofa glacier hung on
a western rampart ofMount Shuksan. The drip
froze into an icicle, which dropped into asmall
pool; a runnel from the pool threaded a high
valley out ofthe cirque and through the moun
tains adding seep to melt and swelling so fast
that a milefrom its source a man needed one
piece rubber waders to cross it. This was the
Nooksack River. It ducked into the forest,
chutedbetweenfoothills, andfell asleep on the
Nooksack plain.

In a short chapter concerning one of the
true to fact episodes. she describes a meeting
between Jim Hill, owner of the great North
ern Railway, and Frederick Weyerhaeuser,
owner of the largest timber enterprise in the
world, which at the time was shipping Wis
consin and Michigan lumber east. Mr. Hill was
trying to convince a wary Mr. Weyerhaeuser
to invest in Pacific Northwest Iumbering. This
meeting sealed the fate of the ancient forests.
When the deal was done. Hill was left reflecting:

Jim Hill remained by the fire, calculat
ing with apen. Since a timbered acre in Wash
ington yielded 40,000 feet of lumber, then it
compared rightfavorably with an acre ofDa
kota wheat. Infact, one timbered Washington
acre wouldproducefreight wealthfor his rail
road equal to 367 years'freight wealth from
an acre ofwheat. He lnokedat thefigure with
satisfaction. It crossedhis mind that one could
harvest such heavy timber but once, while the

acre of wheat produced forever. He had
learned at his mothersknee, however, that this
is an imperfect world.

The last paragraph of the book is the most
breathtaking and glorious ending I've ever ex
perienced.

If you want to learn about the landscape
of the Pacific Northwest. if you want to un
derstand why we are so hell-bent on chopping
it all down. if you want to learn what effects
the land has on its people. both natives and
newcomers. and if you want the first-hand
experience of a woman who describes the very
heart and soul of the Pacific Northwest, read
The Living.

Reviewed by Sandra Coveny, POB 724,
Durham, NH 03824

VISIONS UPON THE LAND: Man And
Nature On The Western Range

by Karl Hess Jr; 1992; Island Press, Washing
ton DC.; 278 p., $22 hardback

Ahhh. if only reality were as pleasant and
pretty as the calculated substitutes offered up
for our approval! Desert Slaughter would be
Desert Storm. McDonald's would be our kinda
place. and Vlsions upon the Land would be a
sincere attempt to reform public lands ranch
ing policy for the good of the environment and
all people. Alas. dear friends. how often we
are misled by those who stand to gain. Here
several factors should forewarn us.

First. as a former range specialist. range
ecologist, range instructor. and current range
policy analyst. Karl Hess Jr. has a long-stand
ing involvement with- if not vested interest
in- the Western ranching establishment.

Second, Hess exemplifies the "we know
what's best for nature" mindset shared byAllan
(HRM) Savory, Alston Chase, and other self
described "progressive ecologists." Their be
lief system maintains that humans have so
altered Nature that. as written byAllan Savory.
'There is no longer any such thing as natural."
The environment will continue to deteriorate
unless we exert ever wiser and more effective
influence on it. And since Nature is no longer
boss, we are free to create landscapes of "un
limited possibilities." While this may be in
sufficient reason to dismiss Hess's book, it is
good reason to question his motives.

Third, Hess's book is sponsored by the

Cato Institute. Redd Foundation. and Founda
tion for Research on Economics and the En
vironment (FREE). all of. which promote
privitization of public lands.

Fourth, is the book itself. Take a moment
to contemplate the title: Vtsions upon the Land:
Man [sic?] and Nature on the Western Range.
Its main theme is that narrow-minded concepts
of public lands management as expressed via
government interference have caused the en
vironmental and economic disaster we now
caB welfare ranching: "Intolerant visions
swept across arid landscapes independentlyof
the ethics of individual ranchers. transforming
the land and affecting its people for the worst."
'1ntolerant visions." Hess explains. are basi
cally those "sweeping ideologies" adopted
(and distorted) by the BLM and Forest Ser
vice over the years as actual policy that pre
vents ranchers from practicing the beneficial,
innovative, and diverse stewardship they
would if not "disempowered" by this bureau
cratic intrusion. Public lands ranchers have
neither the ability nor incentive to practice wise
management because "outside influences" not
orily thwart theirefTorts. but prevent them from
realizing the fruits of their labors. Thus. stock
men need MORE CONfROL over the public
land they use if they are to manage it proper!y.

Hess spends the first 10 of his 12 chap
ters reinterpreting public lands ranching's past
and present to promote this contention. We
learn that the BLM and Forest Service have
always excluded stockmen from the manage
ment process. that stocking rates have fallen
by more than 50% over the past 50 years ('the
passing of the livestock industry"). that the
conservation ethic that traditionally dictated
public lands ranching management has since
World War II given way to 'lhe regulatory
grasp of the environmental welfare state," and
that the visions ofJohn Muir and other radical
environmentalists are "so prevalent in the land
scape visions that have dominated law and
policy on public lands."

While Hess acknowledges many of the
negative impacts of public lands ranching. he
is careful to absolve stockmen from responsi
bility. While maintaining that intolerant visions
and bureaucratic control are the real culprits.
he cultivates many of the traditional myths
stockmen use to preserve public and political
favor: environmental degradation is mostly a
thing of the past, ranching is the backbone of
the rural West, cattle utilize otherwise wasted
vegetation, and so on.
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And as usual, sympathy for the poor 01'

dusty cowpoke runs thick and heavy. Public
lands ranchers are "victims" in "a world that
is largely indifferent to their fate" (rather than
the rural West's wealthiest, most powerful and
idolized group). In one short story, Hess claims
a certain permittee (whom I know as a mil
lionaire) might have to sell "his" public-land
ranch and subdivide his private inholdings for
development if the Forest Service doesn't ad
dress the excessive number of Elk competing
with his cattle (the Elk actually get less than
10% of the allotment's forage).

As an introduction to each chapter, Hess
provides a 2-:3 page narrative of some
rancher's attempt to "improve" the range. In
each case, the grazier's good intent and hard
work are dashed against a wall of government
indifferences or restrictions. Hess writes in the
Preface, '1 have selected ... stories of excep
tional ranchers- unrepresentative ranchers,
perhaps... " Absolutely. And while I cannot
deny that some of these ranchers do want to
"improve" the range (whether for livestock,
people, or Nature is another question), I do
know that these situations have been distorted
for effect. Indeed, the real lesson of most of
these stories is that reducing or eliminating
ranching is good for the range, not that ranch
ers know best how to manage the land.
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The last 2 chapters take a final swipe at
environmentalism and then propose "the most
sweeping land reform in American history":
"Over a 20-year period ... the federal gov
ernment would be required to divest itself of
the surface rights to all lands managed by the
Forest Service and BLM.... Every American
holding a social security number at the time
the proposal is implemented would receive one
hundred shares of America's public lands."

Hess goes on to describe this glorious
"market of landscape ·visions" proposal, its
blessings and possibilities, and how it would
transfer power to "those closest to the land."
One line in particular caught my eye: "Stock
men would have the option to purchase [shares
to, I assume] their [public land, I assume]
ranches ..." Wouldn't such an arrangement
amount to de facto ownership? Stockmen al
ready own 25% of the West outright. How
much more would they end up with, consid
ering that they currently graze an additional
35% of the West as BLM and Forest Service
land and that as a whole they are one of the
richest little groups on Earth?

As slanted as this book may be, it does
have its merits. It is at times insightful and in
formative. The discussion of environmental
ism and deep ecology is interesting, if
ultimately misinterpreted. Visions is well-writ-

ten, carefully crafted, attractively presented,
and published by Island Press. Of course these
qualities also make its special agenda that
much more palatable to the reader.

Beyond these perhaps dubious qualities,
I find little to recommend in this book. Its
pages drip with impossible altruism. It is
stuffed with misrepresentations, calculated
rhetoric, and philosophical fluff. Broad gen
eralities and unsubstantiated claims substitute
for substance, while many important issues are
neglected. Circular logic abounds, and Hess
tries to prove his point so often in so many .
similar ways that the book is a study in redun
dancy. His attempt to recreate ranching real
ity to conform to his contentions underscores
the weakness of his position.

Further, the most important test of Hess's
give-ranchers-MORE-CONTROL proposal is
ignored. That is, if CONTROL by ranchers of
the land they use is the key to good manage
ment, then why (according to professional re
ports, cornnlon knowledge, and my eyes) are
the West's private rangelands in as bad or
worse condition than public rangelands?

Visions is sweet dreams, especially to
public lands ranchers. But a pretty panacea
cannot change rangeland reality.

Reviewed by Lynn Jacobs, author of
Waste of the West

illustration by Peggy Sue McRae
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Other Recommended Titles

Learning To Listen ToThe Land, by Bill Willers ~ $24.95/$14.95
paper~ 1991 ~ Island Press, 1718 Connecticut Ave, NW Suite 300, Wash
ington, DC 20009.

David Brower, who wrote the Foreword for this anthology, sees it .
as a handbook of guidelines for restoring the Earth. It is indeed a no
table and eclectic work. Editor Bill Willers has gathered excellent es
says from EO Wilson, Reed Noss, James Lovelock, Norman
Myers, Carolyn Merchant, Herman Daly, Dave Foreman,
and many other new paradigm thinkers. -JD

Conservation ForThe 21st Century, edited by David
Western & Mary Pearl ~ 1989~ 365p~ Oxford U Press, 200
Madison Ave, NYC 10016.

This collection of papers goes far toward charting a
conservative course for conservation next century. Various
biologists, land managers, politicians, and others contrib
ute articles on conservation biology, management, and poli
tics. The conservation biology section includes outstanding
pieces by Jared Diamond (Overview ofRecent Extinctions),
Norman Myers (A Major Extinction Spasm: Predictable or
Inevitable?), Storrs Olson (Extinction on Islands: Man as a
Catastrophe), and John Eisenberg & Larry Harris (Conser
vation: AConsideration of Evolution, Population, and Life
History). Part V,AnAgenda for the Future, has an provoca
tive piece by Michael Soule (Conservation in the 21st Cen
tury: Summary &Outlook). -JD

Butterfly Conservation, by TR New~1991~ 225p~

Oxford U Press, 253 Normansby Rd, South Melbourne,
AUSTRALIA.

Australian zoologistTRNew has written an excellent
overview ofbuttertly conservation for the scientist and lay
person alike. As New emphasizes, butterflies serve as ex
cellent flagship species: they belong to Earth's most
abundant and diverse class of organisms (Insecta), but un
like most of their classmates, they are popular and well stud
ied (comparatively). Conservation efforts for butterflies,
however, could be a mixed bag, for many species depend
on open areas- such as prairies, glades, marshes and other
sunny areas-and land managers like to use livestock graz
ing, timber cutting, and even mowing as surrogates for natu
ral disturbances or to replace lost grasslands. New cites
many examples of butterflies that have lost so much of their
natural habitat that artificial maintenance of open areas or
butterfly ranching may be deemed necessary to prevent their
extinction. -JD

Preserving FamDy Lands, A Landowner's Intro
duction to Tax Issues and Other Considerations, by
Stephen 1. Small~ 1990~ Stephen 1. Small, Esq., Boston, MA
02107~46p~ $6.

Stephen Small's book is an introduction to the numer
ous land-saving options available to landowners and their
families. Small covers conservation easements, remainder

interest, testamentary gifts, cash sales and gifts by will. He compares.
donatingJand to charities or conservations groups with passing it on to
family members. All these options are complex, yet explained in a com
prehensible manner. Small also provides names and addresses of pro
fessional planners and consultants who can help. The average landowner
is unaware of the ways to protect family finances and land. I highly

recommend Preserving Family Lands to all landowners and
environmentalists. - KHF

One Square Mile, An Artist's Journal ofAmerica's
Heartland, by Cathy Johnson, 1993, Walker and Co., 720
Fifth Avenue, NewYork,NY 10091. 21Op~ $17.95.

One Square Mile is the journal of an artist and natu
ralist who studies, in great depth, one square mile in Mis
souri. Cathy Johnson explores the various communities in
her local region: woods, meadow, pond and creek. In her
microcosm Johnson views deer mouse, fossils, Gray Dog
wood, spring flowers, fawn... and records her sightings and
thoughts through words and sketches. She provides basic
infomation about the wildlife she sees, pinpointing aspects
readers can recognize on their own. Herartwork inspires the
reader with vivid pictures of her subjects.

Johnson illustrates the various roles each species plays
in the web of life. She shows readers how simple and im
portant it is to become familiar with one's surrounding en
vironment, thus encouraging bioregionalism. Johnson
reveals that one need only use the naked eye to become
knowledgeable of the natural world.

This book is one of a four-volume series. The other
volumes focus on areas in Massachusetts, New Jersey, and
California. -KHF

Nature Watch: A Resource for Enhancing Wild
life Viewing Areas, Wendy E. Hudson ed., Falcon Press
Publishing Co., Helena, Montana. 199p~ $19.95.

Nature Watch, a Defenders of Wildlife publication, is
a guide for the establishment of wildlife viewing areas. The
report is a response to the growing interest in wildlife view
ing in this country. It stresses the importance of viewing
sites being sensitive to natural surroundings while provid
ing aesthetic and educational wildlife viewing. Nature
Watch discusses how to provide a sound wildlife viewing
site which will inspire viewers to enjoy, appreciate and thus
protect wildlife~ educate viewers on biodiversity~ and en
courage bioregionalism while showing the connections
between regional and global ecosystems. Nature Watch
covers subjects varying from the selection of proper mate
rial for signs to fundraising.

Nature Watch includes pieces from di verse authors
such as conservation biologist Reed Noss, Northwest De
fenders of Wildlife Director Sara Vickerman, and Techni
cal Services of Interpretive Exhibits Vice President Ed
Austin. Natwe Watch isan important resource for any groups
or persons interested in educating Nature watchers. - KHF

Equisetum by Cathy Johnson,from One Square Mile; Walker & Company, 1993. SPRING 1993 WILD EARTH 85



Noteworthy Articles
A Look at Conservation Literature

by John Davis

"Sharp-shinned Hawk Populations in a
Free-Fall," by Paul Kerlinger~ Peregrine Ob
server, vol. 15 #1&2 (1992). A raptor expert'
describes the alarming decline of the once
common Sharp-shinned Hawk, as documented
by counts at Cape May, New Jersey, and else
where. Kerlinger hypothesizes that declines
are partly attributable to acid rain and insecti
cide spraying in the birds' breeding forests.

''Preservation Is Not Enough: The Need
for Courage in Wilderness Management," by
Thomas F1eischner~ p.236-253 in Wilderness
Tapestry: An Eclectic Approach to Preser
vation, U of NV Press, 1992. Fleischner's
timely inquiry into problems besetting wilder
ness in this country-resource extraction in
undesignated wilderness, over-use by
recreationists in designated Wilderness-leads
him to call for road closures, enlargement of
Wilderness Areas, and biocentric education
programs by the land management agencies
for recreationists.

'Thinking About Population," by Craig
Comstock, Ernest Callenbach, Fri~of Capra,
and others~ Elmwood Quarterly, summer
1992. The Elmwood Institute (POB 5765,
Berkeley, CA 94705) is a new paradigm think
tank that has enrolled an exceptionally diverse.
and innovative bunch of thinkers. Recently,
Elmwood convened a session of such to be
gin "envisioning a sustainable world popula
tion."The resulting Green Gulch Declaration
offers a "systemic" approach to the population
crisis-addressing such underlying factors as
unequal levels ofconsumption, harmful tech
nologies, economic and social conditions un
fair to women, and obsessive economic
growth.

Keeping the GrirLly Bear in the Ameri
can West: AStrategy for Real Recovery, by
Mark Shaffer of The Wilderness Society, on
behalf of TWS, Sierra Club, Greater
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Yellowstone Coalition, Environmental De
fense Fund, and National Audubon Society~

10-92. This may be the best Grizzly paper yet
by mainstream conservation groups. Declar
ing the US Fish & Wildlife Service's Grizzly
Bear recovery plan, "a formula for extinction,"
the report calls for expanding the proposed
recovery zones, connecting them with habitat
linkages, restoring the Grizzly to portions of
its former range, reaching an agreement with
Canada for joint management of shared bear
populations, and "careful management" of
roads and of resource utilization in Grizzly
habitat on public lands. This last is where the
report falls short~ "careful management"
should have been "elimination."

'The Conservation of Bats in Europe" by
Paul Racey, and "Saving Old Mines for Bats"
by Elizabeth Pierson & Patricia Brown; Bats,
winter 1992 (published by Bat Conservation
International, POB 162603, Austin, TX
78716). Wildlife advocates in Britain and other
European countries are ahead of their US
counterparts in efforts to save bats. In this
country, public land managers in the West face
a dilemma: Robbed of their native caves and
other hibernacula, many bat species now de
pend on abandoned mines for homes; yet the
Forest Service and other land management
agencies want (out of fear of liability suits and
for other better reasons) to close the mine
shafts. These authors are now working with
the agencies to gate the mines in such ways as
to allow access to bats but not clumsy humans.

"Captive Breeding and Conservation of
Lion-Tailed Macaques," by Donald Lindburg
& Laurence Gledhill; Endangered Species
Update, 11-92. In addition to publishing, as
usual, the US Fish & Wildlife Service's (sin
gularly depressing) Endangered SpeciesTech
nical Bulletin (a veritable obituary), this issue
of the ESU has an article that well addresses
many of the dilemmas faced by managers of

captive populations. The Lion-tailed Macaque,
native to India, is now more abundant in zoos
than in the wild, due to successful captive
breeding~ and reintroduction potential is lim
ited by the lack of remaining wild habitat.

"Insects: The Master Chemists" by Tho
mas Eisner, "Moths That Go Click in the
Night" by Melinda & William Conner, and
'The Importance of Stinging Insects" by Beth
Norton~ Wings, winter .1992. The Xerces
Society's thrice yearly picturesque periodical
is well worth the Society's $25 membership
fee. Among the fascinating facts from this
issue's three feature articles are these: Some
bombardier beetles can mix defensive chemi
cals in their glands to spray enemies with a liq
uid at 100 degrees Celsius-the temperature
of boiling water. Some moths have evolved the
ability to detect bats' echolocation signals.
'Without the assistance of aculeate wasps in
regulating populations of plant-feeding insects,
humans probably could not produce enough
food to survive." (Never forget to give thanks
to aculeate wasps before commencing dinner.)

'The Wolf Test," by Jeff Fair~ Appalo
chiD, 12-92, p.9-23. Jeff Fair discusses here
prospects for Gray Wolf reintroduction in the
Northeast. He believes that most hunters
commonly considered primary opponents to
predator reintroduction-actually would sup
port recovery of wolves in northern New En
gland and New York. Appalachia
(Appalachian Mountain Club, 5 Joy St, Bos
ton, MA 02108), moving toward completion
of its second century, is "America's Oldest
Journal ofMountaineering and Conservation"~

and it is encouraging to see such a venerable
periodical run an article that essentially en
dorses reintroduction of large carnivores.

'The Impact ofHurricaneAndrew on the
Ecosystems of South Aorida" by John Ogden,
"Movement Corridors: Conservation Bargains



Readings

or Poor Investments?" by (you guessed it)
Daniel Simberloff et al., "Dispersal Can Limit
Local Plant Distribution" by Richard Primack
& SLlvfiao, ·'Fragmentation of Phragmites [a
genus of reeds] Habitats: Minimum Viable.
Population Size, Habitat Suitability and Local
Extinction of Moths, lvfidges, Aies, Aphids,
and Birds" by Teja Tschamtke, uMechanized
Logging, Market Hunting, and a Bank Loan
in Congo" by David Wilkie et at, ·'Rejoinder
to Rohlf & O'Connell: Biodiversity as a Regu
latory Criterion" by Joseph Dudley, ·The Red
Wolf Is Not a Hybrid" by Ronald Nowak, ·To
ward a Science ofLetting Be" by Bill Willers~
Conservation Biology, 12-92 ($49 for Soci
ety for Conservation Biology membership:
Blackwell Scientific Publications, 238 Main
St, Cambridge, MA 02142). As usual, CB this
time includes too much important informati.on
to even begin to summarize. As you peruse it,
note the sub-themes- corridors,
metapopulations, and wolves-and the com
ments by Dudley and Willers in favor of a sci
entific community actively engaged in
defending wild Nature. Note also the common
feeling among thou'ghtful biologists that
notwithstanding the widely publicized findings
of Jenks & Wayne (which showed in Red
Wolves genetic similarities to Gray Wolves
and Coyotes not befitting a separate species)
Canis rufus is unique at least at the SUb-Spe
cific level and worthy of protection in any case.

Buy Land-They Don't Make It Any
more: The Northem Forest Forum, Winter
Solstice 1992. PAW founder and Wildlands
Project board memberJamie Sayenjust started
Northern Forest Forum last year, and already
it is receiving rave reviews from throughout
the Northern Forest region- northern Maine,
Vermont, New Hampshire, and New York. The
theme of this fine new journal (POB 6,
Lancaster, NH 03584~ $12 or more a year) is
·Working for Sustainable Natural & Human
Communities."The sub-theme of this second
issue is land acquisition. If state and federal
governments would show a modicum of eco
logical and economic sense, they could now
buy and preserve 10-15 million acres in north
ern New England and New York for less than
the US spent on four Stealth bombers.

The third Forwn, just out, includes uA
Talk with John Collins" (the new and pleas
antly prudent Chairman of Adirondack Park
Agency), and news on parcel purchase possi
bilities in theAdirondacks and other Northern

Forest areas. The tone is positive: With the
Northern Forest Lands Council and even in
dustry representati ves saying that the North
ern Forest needs a system of. ecological
reserves, the tide seems to be turning.

·Family Planning Amazon Style" by
Warren Hem, ··ACrossbill 's Twist of Fate" by
Craig Benkman, uConecuh Bogs, Alabama"
by Robert Mohlenbrock~ Natural History
(FOB 3030, Harlan, IA 51593~ $19), 12-92.
Hem (author of the brilliant paper ·Why Are
There So Many of Us?" which showed human
civilization to be analogous to cancer) here
describes overpopulation in Shipibo tribes of
the Peruvian Amazon. Shipibo numbers mul
tiplied as modem society's incursions under
mined traditional customs that held population
in check. Benkman describes how human in
troduction of the Red Squirrel to Newfound
land- to help restore the overtrapped Pine
Marten-is imperiling that island's unique
subspecies of Red Crossbill. This time in his
column, This Land, Mohlenbrock finally criti
cizes the Forest Service, for disrupting the fire
regime of and establishing plantations around
Alabama's pitcher plant bogs.

UOn Setting Goals: From Snapshots to
Movies and Beyond" by Peter Dunwiddie,
·"Biodiversity Conservation in Europe and
North America: Grasslands-A Common
Challenge" by David Wedin~ Restoration &
ManagemenJNotes, winter 92. The biannual,
thick, rich magazine of the Society for Eco
logical Restoration ($17/yr~ SER, 1207 Semi
nole Hwy, Madison, WI 53711) again presents
here scores of pages of information and ideas
important for habitat defenders and restorers.
See especially Peter Dunwiddie's warning not
to artificially maintain restored ecosystems in
a static state: allow natural flux. David Wedin's
comparison of restoration challenges in Europe
and North America shows that Europe still has
more native diversity and more opportunities
for recovery than we commonly assume.

U50 Simple Things Bill Clinton Can Do
to Save the Earth," by Gar Smith~ Earth Is
land Journal, winter 92/93. A sequel to his
u50 Difficul t Things You can Do to Save the
Earth," EIJ Editor Gar Smith here presents
some modest but good steps our new Presi
dent could take toward a healthy planet (such
as listing all OTES Appendix II species as
Threatened under the Endangered SpeciesAct~

and declaring a national moratorium on unsus
tainable logging). Encouragingly, Gar says.
Clinton has actually accompl ished a few of the
tasks. (please, though, Gar, reconsider #30.
The clearcut Pacific Northwest should be re
stored to its natural condition, not planted
··with fast-growing hemp to prevent soil ero
sion" and produce pulp.) EIJ is always packed
with information you'll not find elsewhere, on
imperiled species, ecosystems, and indigenous
cultures. Join Earth Island Institute to receive
the most diverse international environmental
news quarterly available (for $25: 300 Broad
way, Suite 28, San Francisco, CA 94133).

·Northern California Salmon, Steelhead
and Cutthroat," by Pat Higgins~ Wild Califor
nia, winter 93. Biodiversity Network (POB
397, Garberville, CA 95542), a project ofEPIC
(Environmental Protection & Information
Center) has started a newsletter covering
California's Uecosystems on the brink." This
article discusses the status- grim, of course
of northern California's stocks of sea-run
salmonids. Already, 49 stocks of these are-at
risk ofextinction. See also in ~ldCalifornia's
inaugural issue uSouthern Califomia's Coast3l
Sage 'Scrub," describing the plight of this
unique Udrought-deciduous community
adapted to a Mediterranean climate ..." rang
ing ·from Southern California to northern Baja
California [which] contains more than 60 en
demic species of plants and animals."

·'Biodiversity Conservation in Running
Waters," by David Alland & Alexander
Aecker: BioScience, 1-93. The authors sum
marize threats to lotic systems and how to ad
dress them. Freshwater fishes are probably the
last vertebrate group in which many of the
species are yet to be identified by science. See
also in this issue uSocial Foraging Classes in
Raptorial Birds (p.14-20)," which speculates
that highly developed cooperative hunting may
be important for many raptors, in particular
Harris's Hawk in the Southwest

·"Orchids on the Rock" by Todd Boland,
·Forest Habitats of Newfoundland" by Will
iam Meades, ·"Serpentine Barrens" by lvfichaeJ
Burzynski & Anne Marceau: Wildflower, win
ter 93. Wildflower ($30~ Canadian Wildflower
Society, 4981 Highway 7 East, Unit 12A,Suite
228, Markham, Ontario, Canada L3R IN1) has
begun a series of issues focusing on the flora
of particular regions. This first bioregional
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number highlights the plants of Newfound
land. Subscribe now to receive the issue (sum
mer 93) featuring flora of New York's
Adirondack Mountains.

"A Special Fondness for Beetles" by
Stephen Jay Gould, "Species in a Bucket" by
Edwin Pister~ Natural History, 1-93. Gould
waxes eloquent, as usual, in his column This
View of Life~ here using Haldane (a promi
nent British evolutionary biologist earlier this
century, not to be confused wi th an ozone-de
pleting chemical) and that biologist's famous
one-liner (about the Creator having "an inor
dinate fondness for beetles") to underscore the
incredible diversity of life: perhaps as many
as 150 million species, some biologists now
say, with about half of these being arthroJX)ds
(mostly insects) and perhaps 40% of these
arthropods beetles.

"Species in a Bucket" is a remarkable
story about how one man (Pister) Ii teral Iy held
the fate of an entire species- the Owens
Pupfish, one of several Death Valley area
pupfishes critically imperiled by human-intro
duced game fishes-in a bucket. Luckily, the
author did not stumble, and Cyprinodon
radiosus still survives.

See also in this issue the enthralling ar
ticles on mantises (and how they use ultrasonic
hearing to evade bats), SJX)tted Hyenas (which
live in matriarchal clans) and skuas-"the only
bird that breeds both in the Arctic and Antarc
tic." (Don't take this quote literally: Though
they may be more libidinous than many other
birds, an individual skua is content to breed in
a single hemisphere-perhaps even a single is
land, such as New Zealand's Enderby Island.)

"Gap Analysis: A Geographic Approach
to Protection of Biological Diversity," by
Michael Scott, Frank Davis, Blair Csuti, Reed
Noss, Bart Butterfield, Craig Groves, Hal
Anderson, Steve Caicco, Frank D'Erchia, Tho
mas Edwards Jr, Joe Ulliman, and Gerald
Wright~ Wildlife Monographs, #123 supple
ment to The Jou17Ul1 of Wildlife MallQ.ge
ment, 1-93. The Wildlife Society (5410
Grosvenor Lane, Bethesda, MD 20814) pub
lishes articles too lengthy for its Journal as
Monographs. Many pertain directl y to conser
vation efforts. After a prolonged bout of au
thor identification, this one summarizes the
strengths and weaknesses of Gap Analysis.
Outside the orthodontist's office, Gap Analy
sis is a method to find lacunae in protection
systems- areas or taxa not represented in pro
tected natural areas.
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PAWJournal Special Obliterate! Reveg
etate! Issue (vol 2#3) Featuring the New and
Improved Road Rippers Guide. PAW here re
prints, expands, and updates the Killing Roads
tabloid produced by Earth First! and Biodi
versity Legal Foundation three years ago. This
may now be the best single tool-of the liter
ary sort-for activists wanting to stop and
close roads. For a copy, send a hefty donation
($2.50 is the suggested donation, but PAW
deserves more) to Preserve Appalachian Wil
derness Network, 117 Main St, Brattleboro,
VT 05301 (802-257-4878).

·1cy Indicators of Global Warming" by
Derek Denniston, ·1ndia's Walled-In Wildlife"
by Howard Youth~ WorldWatch, 1-2/93 (POB
6991, Syracuse, NY 13217~ $15). Naysayers
of anthropogenic global warming should read
this alarming report of retreating glaciers
worldwide, especially high altitude glaciers in
the tropics, contrary to computer predictions.
Naysayers of human overJX)pulation should
read Youth's report on the JX)pulation-related
problems besetting India's many
parks:JX)3ching, isolation, fuelwood gathering...

·"Landowners tum the Fifth into a sharp
pointed sword," by Florence Williams~ High
Country News, 2-8-93. As Ray Vaughan
warned in our winter issue (The Brethren
Strike Back") and Florence Williams explains
in detail here, the property rights movement
(as manifested under various euphemistic
monikers such as Wise Use Movement, Ameri
cans for Free Enterprise, and Blue Ribbon
Coalition), is using the takings provision of the
Fifth Amendment to fight environmental pro
tection laws. Anyone wanting to keep abreast
of Westerl1 news should read HCN biweekly
(Box 1090, Paonia, CO 81428~ $28).

"Operation Conservation," by Eddie
Nickens~ Nature ConservalU:Y, 3-4/93. The
Department of Defense manages about 25
million acres in the US. TNC is now working
with the DoD to inventory and protect the rich
and seldom appreciated biodiversity on this
country's military lands, many of which have
been essentially off-limits to humans- but not
thei r bornbs- for decades.

Diko: The Alternative Environmental
Digest~ $20/yc POB 115, Greenwood,.VA
22943. This new quarterly abstracts articles
from "radical, grassroots [redundant?] envi
ronmental" periodicals- somewhat like Mld
Earth's NoteworthyArticles, but decidedly less

pedantic and sesquipedalian. Wild Earth is
among the publications Oi/w abstracts.

"Beyond the ·Reality Principle," by
Theodore Roszak~ Sierra 3-4/93. Notwith
standing its consistently lustrous appearance,
Sierra Club's magazine is running some im
JX)rtant articles these days (Sierra Club mem
bership $35~ Dept J-186, POB 7959, SF, CA
94120). Well-known authorTheodore Roszak
(Person/Planet, Beyond the Wasteland, etc.)
introduces here (as in his new book The Voice
ofthe Earth) "ecopsychology." Granted, new-

. age n~ologisms tend to tum the traditional
tummy, but Roszak argues convincingly for
an ecological conception of sanity which
could help mend the human/Nature split and
in so doing end our war on Earth. See also in
this issue Margaret Knox's article on how
Nati ve Americans are facing corporate threats
to their lands (Their Mother's Keepers"),
John Daniet's chronicle of the death ofPacific
salmon (Dance of Denial'), and Terry Tem
pest Williams's account of her search for Big
horn-and encounter with big bombs-in
Arizona's Cabeza Prieta National Wildlife
Refuge CAll That Is Hidden").

5jSKiro l.l JR.1S

illustration by Heather B. Mcdonald



Announcements

THE FUND FOR WILD NATURE,
SEEKS GRANT PROPOSALS

The Fund for Wild Nature (FWN) exists
to support no-compromise defense of wilder
ness and biodiversity with a focus on grass
roots activism and making the insights ofDeep
Ecology more widely accessible. FWN is re
structuring the Fund to become more effective
in generating funding and otherwise support
ing radical environmental projects. FWN
needs new Board members who want to work
directly on fundraising. FWN is forming an
Advisory Group to supplement the resources
of the Board and plans to resume direct fund
ing of projects in a few months. In the mean
time. we want to receive proposals that do not
require instant funding and work with activ
ists to develop project ideas into well-formu
lated proposals that we can help circulate. If
you have a proposal. project idea. or sugges
tions for Board or Advisory Group members.
please contact us (The Fund for Wild Nature.
POB 42496. Tucson. AZ 85733. or call David
Parks (415) 586-6831).

BIOMEDICAL SCIENTISTS URGED
TOSUPPORTENDANGERED
SPECIESACT

Reauthorization of a strong and well
funded Endangered Species Act is a must for
the health and survival of many wild things.
In an attempt to use the "nature as warehouse"
(Norton) approach in convincing legislators to
support a stronger act. the American Institute
of Biological Sciences (AlBS) is encouraging
biomedical researchers to contact the AlBS's
Public Policy Department. AlBS is attempt
ing to establish a broad coalition representing
the interests of the biomedical and research
communities in the reauthorization process.

. Without the products of the planet's biologi
cal diversity. the disciplines of medicine and
pharmacology would be severely restricted.
Future advances in biochemistry and medici
nal chemistry, for instance, depend upon ac-

I cess to the Earth's species richness. Scientists
need to make this point to their Congressional
Representatives in a concerted and organized

~ effort. Please broodcast this appeal among your
) colleagues and friends. For more information.

please contact Jennie Moehlmann. Public
Policy Manager, AIBS, 730 11th St NW.
Washington, DC 20001.

NATIONAL FOREST REFORM POW
WOW

Heartwood will host the 7th annual Na
tional Forest Reform Pow Wow, Memorial
Weekend, May 28-31. 1993 at Cathedral Do
main, a camp within the Daniel Boone Na
tional Forest. This event is the largest gathering
of North American forest activists: grassroots
groups, political leaders, and woods lovers.
The conference is being sponsored by the For
est Reform Network. Heartwood and other
forest protection groups.

The Pow Wow will focus on the connec
tion between forest health and community
heal th. and between wasteful consumption and
forest destruction. The conference includes
workshops. walking tours. and panel discus
sions. Topics will range from Endangered spe
cies to the Wise Use Movement. For more
information contact: Andy Mahler (812) 723
2430. Cathy Gutherie (606) 886-2034. or
Heartwood. POB 402. Paoli. IN 47454 (812)
723-2430.

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON
TORTOISES AND TURTLES

In 1989 an international consortium of
turtle specialists produced a global Conserva
tion Action Plan as a response to the rapid de
cline in turtle populations. The plan calls for
establishing sanctuaries and curbing the trade
in declining species. Conservation. Restora
tion. and Management of Tortoises and
Turtles-An International Conference. July
11-16. will provide educational forums aimed
at strengthening the ConservationAction Plan.
For more information contact Turtle Recov
ery Program-Conference Coordinator.
American Museum of Natural History. 79th
Street & Central Park West. New York. NY
10024-5192.

THE GREENDISK PAPERLESS
ENVIRONMENTAL JOURNAL

At last. for all you computer addicts who
cannot tear your eyes away from the glowing
screen-an Environmental Journal on disk.

The GreenDisk provides information on a vast
array of subjects: biodiversity news. environ
mental employment opportunities. book re
views, announcements. conferences.
contacts... GreenDisk is published in IBM and
Macintosh lormats on 3.5" and 5.25" disks.
The subscription is $35 (U.S.) for six issues a
year. For more information contact The
GreenDisk, POB 32224. Washington. DC
20007.

WILDLANDS PROJECT SPECIAL
ISSUE ON GREENDISK

A forthcoming issue of The GreenDisk
will focus on The Wildlands Project and its
vision for North American wilderness recov
ery. Additionally. the folks at GreenDisk have
arranged for a large portion of Wild Earth's
special issue on The Wildlands Project to be
available by FIP (file transfer protocol) over
the Internet. Contact: greendisk@igc.apc.org.
for details on how to access this information.

WORLD NO GOLF DAY

Currently there are approximately 24.000
golf courses worldwide. with thousands more
under construction. The United States has
13.000. The average area of one golf course is
250 acres. thus 3.4 million acres ofland in the
U.S. are used for golf courses. The prolifera
tion of golf courses has resulted in severe eco
logical problems: loss of forests and wildlife.
depletion of water resources. soil and water
contamination from silt and chemical run-{)ff.
and air pollution from sprayed chemicals.

The Global Network For Anti-Golf
Course Action (GNAGA), a group formed in
Japan. has declared April 29. 1993 'World No
Golf Day." This date marks GNAGA's first
anniversary. People around the world will ex
press opposition to golf course development
through rallies. demonstrations, symposiums.
etc.. Also the first international 'World No
Golf Day" conference will be held April 24
28. 1993 in Penang. Malaysia. Please send
your ideas and questions to : USGNAGA Li
aison. Donna Wong. 1525 Uluha'o Street.
Kailua. HI 96734: (808)261-8292.
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JOB ANNOUNCEMENT: STAFF
CONSERVATION BIOLOGIST

The Wildlands Project seeks a STAFF
CONSERVATION BIOLOGIST. Reporting to
the Science Director, the biologist will man
age the scientific program of this long-term
project to restore native biodiversity and wil
dernessconditions across North and Middle
America. The Wildlands Project is a nonprofit
corporation coordinating efforts of grassroots
conservation groups in cooperation with sci
entists and other professionals. The staff con
servation biologist will conduct workshops on
reserve design and other topics relevant to re
gional conservation planning~ initiate, conduct,
and supervise preparation of map-based con
servation plans~ and correspond with conser
vation groups, scientists, press, and the general
public about The Wildlands Project.

QUAUFlCATIONS: Ph.D. in ecology or
related field, with emphasis on conservation.
Excellent organizational and communication
skills. Peer-reviewed publication record re
quired. Experience in field biology, biological
inventory, reserve design, geographic informa
tion systems or other mapping, and conserva
tion politics. Strong personal commitment to
biocentric conservation. Salary commensurate
with qualifications. Send cover letter and c.V.
to Reed Noss, Science Director,The Wildlands
Project, 7310 NW Acorn Ridge, Corvallis, OR
97330.

EASTERN OLD-GROWTH FOREST
CONFERENCE

A two day conference on ancient forest
ecosystems in the eastern United States will
be held on August 26-27 at the University of
North Carolina at Asheville, accommodating
300 attendees. The theme of the conference is
the preservation ofancient ecosystems. Speak
ers include Don~ld Leopold and Robert
Zahner. For information contact Robert
Leverett, 52 Fairfield Ave., Holyoke, MA
01040 and see Wild Earth summer issue.

DANA LYONS NORTHWEST TOUR

Eco-troubadour Dana Lyons, along with
Lone Wolf Circles ~nd The Howling Gonzo
Orchestra, round out their tour of the North
western US in April and May. April 16: Port
land,OR~ 17: Olympia, WA~ 18: Lopez Island,
WA~ 20: ~ellingham WA~ 21&22: Tacoma,
WA~ 23-25: Randle, WA~ 30: Walla Walla,
WA. May dates are planned for Spokane, Ne
vada City, Chico, and Davis. Call Karen Lohr,
Tour Coordinator for details 919-877-4109.
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IDAHO'S WILDERNESS NEEDS
DEFENDERS

Your taxes are being used to fragment and
destroy the largest complex of wild, roadless
country in the lower 48 states. The Forest Ser
vice is building 145 miles of road and plans to
hack a 76,000 acre wound in the Nez Perce
National Forest in Idaho. The embattled area,
the Mallard/Cove Di-ainage, is situated on the
northern border of the Frank Church River of
No Return Wilderness and south and east of
the Gospel Hump Wilderness. Mallard/Cove
is a vital corridor between those two Wilder
ness Areas. Mallard/Cove is home to Gray
Wolves, Chinook Salmon, Moose, bear, sev
eral owl sJ?Ccies, Wolverine, Fisher, and count
less other forms of life. The drainage has large
pockets of old growth, with giant Ponderosa
Pine, Douglas-fir, and Grand Fir. The forest is
spotted with meadows, marshes, and bogs, .
each adding to the diversity and beauty of the
landscape. Will you stand by while this wil
derness is butchered? .

Look at a map ofIdaho. See that big green
area in the middle? You are looking at the last
area in the lower 48 states where we can set
aside enough land to perhaps preserve a func
tional, self-sustaining coniferous forest ecosys
tem.

Look at the Idaho map again. Draw a line
from your abode to Dixie, IDand get there this
summer. The Ancient Forest Bus Brigade is
providing two free meals a day and camping
is free.

For more information contact: Wild
Rockies EF!, FOB 9286, Mssoula, Mf 59806~
406-721-4255

Ancient Forest Bus Brigade, c/o Steve
Paulson, Rte 1, Box 14C, Lenore, ID 83541

BRITISH COLUMBIA SUMMER
EXPEDITION

Photographers, scientists and writers are
invited to a summer expedition along the coast
of British Columbia to study BC's remaining
temperate forests. The objective of the trip is
to inventory remnant tracts of native forest
along the coast. Upon completion of the trip,
an international campaign will be launched
through articles, slide presentations, documen
taries and lectures to educate the public on the
plight of BC's forests. Donations are needed,
as the expedition and campaign are expected
to cost $100,000. For information, contactJay
Zimmerman, Western Canada Wilderness
Committee, FOB 8596, Victoria, BC V8W
3S2 Ph/Fax: 604-388-9292~ or Peter
McAllister Ph: 604-477-9739 or 604-558
0043. See this and next issue of mid Earth for
information on BC wilderness.

NATIONAL CARRYING CAPACITY
ISSUES CONFERENCE

_Carrying Capacity Network will host a
conference on National Carrying Capacity Is
sues on June 4-6, 1993 at the Hyatt Regency
Crystal City in Arlington VA. The conferece
theme is US Carrying Capacity: Priorities for
the 90s.. ;environment, economy, population,
immigration, and resources. For details and
registration information, contactMama White
atCCN~ 1-800~or202-879-3044.

juvenile Broadwing Hawk, by Bob Ellis



Poetry

Seeing Bear

Walking Petersburg Creek
the Tlingit's Seektkah Heenuk'w,
across the Wrangel Narrows
from the mud-flat sloughs of Mitkof Island
I pass the last cabin
last sign
last mark on the map
& come upon brown steaming mounds of berry scat,
piles of gutted humpies, half-<:hewed, fins still twitching.

Through skunk cabbage rank with growth
& devil's club waiting in ambush
its honed thorns prickly with menace,
I skirt innocent gooseberries
expecting the worst,
prepared around each bend for some dark hulk
swatting fish
& the ultimate terror of Ursus horribilis.

Thick groves of old growth
soak up light
& squeeze out shapes
the stab of strange limbs
flicker of breeze.

No quick exit out this maze of Sitka spruce
tangled arctic bog
muskeg carniverous with quivering insects
caught in the sundew's last enlbrace.

Lost in this still untamed Alaskan bush
where two-Ieggeds have no more weight
than the meat they carryon their bones
puffing my tin whistle like a Webelos,
clapping hands
singing out of dread not joy,
I keep seeing the hundred hides of Death,
its snout hairy
fangs bristling
about to attack.

Shadows leap out at me from the brush,
startled
hungry
rearing up on hind legs
so near I can smell their panic
wild as fish breath
murder growling in their fierce gaze.

To run or play dead?

Bruin gone berserk & bounding towards me
slashed muscle
the snapped arm ripped from its socket
claws long as Bowie knives
eyes like smoking vo1calloes.
its bulk crushing me into the earth.

Seeing hot flash
my whole life engraved on a salmonberry
ground to pulp
in the molars of a steel-trap jaw.

Truth is
walking that trail
I meet no one
neither grizzly nor deer,
not even a mouse munching lichen.

The air is crisp
clouds huddled against nameless peaks.

Perhaps for the first time in my life
I am alone .
with the dark shape of myself.

-Lone Cone Free Poem

Old Grawth Sitka Spruce, by Peggy Sue McRae
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Mundane Matters

MOORE

413-659-3512

BOB ElliS
Watercolors

P.O. Box 91
Wendell, MA 01379

w.

436 W. Maplehtirst
Ferndale, MI 48220

(313) 398-2251

science illustration

wildlife art
biology

design

Woodcut Prints
& Other Works on Paper

7250 N. Meredith PI.
Tucson, AZ 85741 (602) 57~240

DOUGLAS
ABOUT SUBMISSIONS

Wild Earth welcomes submis-

sions. Poems should be sent directly Lia Kass, Artist
to our Poetry Editors, Art Goodtimes
(Box 1008, Telluride, CO 81435)
and Gary Lawless (Gulf of Maine
Books, 61 Maine St, Brunswick, ME
04011). Poets should realize that we
receive hundreds more poems each
quarter than we can publish.

Artwork, articles and letters
should be sent to the Art Director or
Editor at our main address (POB
492, Canton, NY 13617). Wild Earth
welcomes submissions of original il
lustrations or high-resolution fac
similes thereof. Botanical/zoological!
landscapes are eagerly sought, with
depictions of enigmatic micrcrflora
especially prized. Representational
drawings should include common
and scientific names.

Articles/letters should be typed
or neatly hand-written, double
spaced. Those who use a computer
(heaven forbid) should include a
copy on disk. We use Macintosh but
can convert from PCs ("personal
[like hell.] computers'). Writers who want their material returned should enclose a self
addressed stamped envelope.

Articles, if accepted, may be edited down for space or clarity, though if substan
tive changes are made, the author's approval will be sought. Articles with significant
scientific content (e.g., most biodiversity reports and wilderness proposals) will be re
viewed by our Science Editor for accuracy and clarity. Wilderness proposals will also
be reviewed by our Executive Editor, and controversial or complicated pieces may be
peer reviewed. Lengthy biologically-based articles generally should include literature
citations.

Wild Earth occasionally reprints articles; but due to the surfeit of submissions we
receive, reprints will usually be low priority. If an article is being submitted to other
publi~ations as well as Wild Earth, the writer should indicate so. We usually try to avoid
duplication. We generally welcome other periodicals to reprint articles from Wild Earth,
provided they properly credit the articles.

In matters of style, we follow the Chicago Manual ofStyle loosely and Strunk's
& White's Elements of Style religiously. Also, we suggest that authors remember sev
eral basic rules when writing for lWd earth, since we always have far more material than
we can print and we expect our writers to be lucid, perspicacious, and in~ffably winsome.

1. Eschew surplusage (Twain).
2. Thou shalt not verbalize nouns (Abbey 1988).
3. Do not affect a breezy manner (Strunk & White 1959).
4. Watch your antecedents (Davis 1988).

5. Include a goddam floppy (Butler 1992).

f(p6in !Peterson illustration servues

..~

MARK WAGNER
4401 SAN LEANDRO ST. #37, OAKLAND. CA 94601 • 510-536·2628
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Send orders & payment to:
Wild Earth

POB492
Canton, NY

13617

• ': .:'.:' h., 1;•• _; •• ; .•,::':: ;:;.

Back issues of Wild Earth
numbers 1-7 are available.

Price:

$8 members
$10 non-members and
institutions

QUANTITY Inquiries Invited.
Tel (904) 542-7904 FAX (904) 542-3447

P.O. Box 6 Old Town FL 32680
Up to 20% of proceeds to environmental causes

often Brash, some Beautiful,
even Brilliant,

certainly INTERESTING and
INFORMATIVE and dare we claim:

PROFOUND

ECO-T-SHIRTS
such as:

1. The IIIE R's - Reduce Reuse Return
Rethink Repair Replant Recharge

Recirculate RECYCLE
2. Ewrythi.. HIS Its ........ - Wonderf1j
silk-screen graphic shows American Alligator

havi,. i Cottonmouth Moccasin for 11llCh.
3. RCW - Rid Ctcbdld W....... -dealt a

I,uq1M""from astacked deck.
Inspired Wilclife Art by Joel Smith.

BUliper Stickers: 1. line R's (see above)

2. Too Many People. Too Few Trees 3. Just Sly NO To
Developers 4. Replant The Planet - Restore Native
Species 5. liwns Suck Precious Water - XERISCAPE
6.1 LOVE The Suwannee River.

Bumper Stickers - One - $2 ppd.
or five for $5 postpaid.

T-Shirts - lOOOAJ corrON
Hand Silk-Screened

S M L XL ... One· $12.90 Two· $22.08
Three - $29.84 Six - $54.44 Au. POSTPAID

AM for cem,,'''. utKIST.

FLORIDA MAIL PRESS

Poems For The Wild Earth
from the poetry editors of Wild Earth:

Slow Rising Smoke by Art Goodtimes $3
First Sight ofLand by Gary Lawless $7.50

Sitka Spring by Gary Lawless $5
Available.{rom:

Blackberry Books
RRI, Box228

Nobleboro, ME 04555

Support wildlife by wearing environmental t

shirts. 10% of profits go to environmental
groups. 45 designs. $12.95 ea. Great
fundraiser. 12 at $7.50 ea. & 48 at $7.00 ea
Add $3.00 per order for shipping. Heavy
weight, 100% cotton t-shirts in S, M, L, XL
in white, natural & black

FREE CATALOO
JIM MORRIS FOB 18270, Dept WFA3 Boul
der, CO 803~ Phone: 303-444-6430

Satisfaction guaranteed. Share the Earth.

Ask your Senators and Reps. to save old-growth
forests and their wildlife ... inc. salmon. Congres

sional switchboard: 202-224-3121.

A Survey

by Mary Bryd Davis

A descriptive inventory of old growth
forest tracts east of the Great Plains.
Featuring the essay, Old Growth-A
New Perspective by Robert Leverett.

OLD
GROWfH
In The East

~TRiECYCLE
RECYCLED MPER
~~htf~~7

P.O. Box 5086 Bozeman, MT 59717
(406) 586·5287

Pre-publicatioD offer:

$12 postpaid
frOID Wild Earth
P.O. Box 492
CantoD. NY 13617.

/" We don't simply sell the recycle logo,~
but offer quality recycled paper that's as

" environmentally benign as possible. ./

We feature papers high in post-conslD1ler content
lOO%pcw legal pads & toilet tissue, both unbleached.

50%pcw envelopes bleached wI peroxide.
50%pcw unbleached copy paper.

lOO%pcw non-deinked stationery & envelopes.

Why? Well, to use any paper is to have
some environmental impact. So if you
don't need to use it, don't. Write your

congressperson on the back or a piece or
junk mail. Avoid unnecessary copies.

Share magazines, newspapers and so on.
Bet you can think or ways to use less, too!

v ,
USE LESS PAPER!
(hell of a thing for a paper business to tell you.)
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Ken SanderalDream
Garden Pre..

POBox 27076
SLC UT84127

Dave Foreman's

Iffi CO) CO) Ik~ CO) ~ UlID~

IB3n~ (Q)lUl1t§ncdl~

TIE
MOIIEYIREICH

~ GAIG

. '~.•tL'

BY EDWARD ABBEY
ILLUSTRATED BY R. CRUMB
HARDBOUND BOOK $21.95
R. CRUMB T SHIRTS $15.00

• THE GANG • WRENCH· HAYDUKE •
• BONNE· DOC SARVIS· SELDOM SEEN·

SET OF SIX ~.$75.00

ADD $3.00 SHIPPING PER ORDER
Send for free catalog of rar~& first edition

books, including Edward Abbey
,\, ,\ '. .

~ '\. -.\','

-"-'

Free mail-order catalog of over 300 hard to find, important
conservation books selected and described by one ofAmerica's
leading conservationists. Categories include:

Fresh Roasted,
Certified Organic

Coffees

Also calendars, ecological music, maps, and more.

Books of the Big Outside: POB 5141 (Dept. WE)
Tucson, AZ 85703
(602) 628-9610

• Wilderness Preservation
• Wild Rivers & Dams
• Conservation Biology
• Overpopulation
• Eco-Philosophy
• Land Ethics
• Forest Issues

• Wildlife Protection
• Conservation & Ecological History
• Fiction
• Rainforests
• Natural History
• Sustainability & Bioregionalism
• Paleontology & Anthropology

Support sustainable agriculture while
enjoyinggreat coffee. 5% ofpretax

profits benefit grassroots
environmental groups in coffee

producingand consuming areas.
Call or writefor free catalog.

'l-BOO-75B-JAVA
12 Kendril:k Rd., Wareham, MA

02571

Taste the difference.
Make a difference.
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Wild Earth

The GreenDisK
Paperleaa Environmental ,",ournal

Box 32224, Washington, DC 20007
EcoN.t <gr.endiak> Internet <gr.endilk@lgc.org> CompuS.rv. <70780,2721 >

The GreenDisk is a comprehensive r..ource documenting the work of the professional
environmental" community. Each issue contains an Index to hundreds of different journals,
newsletters, magazines, books and other publications, plus the complete text of ~leeted
reports, press rele...., ..says and newsletters. There are also sections on employment,
upcoming conferences and events, computer networking, educational aid.., and more.
Hundreds of pag.. worth of timely information are delivered bimonthly on computer disk,
a format that uses a minimum.of resources, and allows you to use the enclosed keyword
program to compile an extensive in-house database. The GreenDisk Is an invaluable and
Inexpensive tool for activists, teachers, libraries, environmental professionals and others.

A one year (8 Issue) SUbscription Is $35 ($40 outside the US). Please indicate the type of
computer you use. Mac or IBM-compatible editions are available on 3.5- or 5.25- disks.

The nature writer's job is not to limit .or encompass nature, not
even necessarily to explain or Interpret it, but to show it to us
in all its scope: its beauty and its repulsiveness, its sociability
and its utter alienness, its nurturing and its destructive elements
... and in so doing to extend our own humanity.

-Robert Finch

New work by Barry Lopez, Louise Erdrich, Douglas Carlson,
Jane Brox, Robert Dana, Marianne Boruch, Alvin Greenberg,
Margaret Gibson, Sydney Lea, Charlene Stull, Brendan
Galvin, Judith Kitchen, Gary Gildner, Nancy Krusoe, Mark
Doty, Laura Fargas, Jerry McGahan, Pattiann Rogers, Ted
Kooser, Chase Twichell, Robert Wrigley, & others.

Subscriptions: $18 per year

The Spring 1993 issue

of

'The georgia ,%,iew
presents

a special focus

on

Single Copies: $7 each

BuyBack

The Dacks;vv"\.
Wild Earth magazine announces the
creation of a people's fund for the
Adirondacks. Only 42% of the six
million acreAdirondack State Park is
protectedby public ownership-and
ofthis amo~t, less than halfis desig-

. nated Wilderness. Recent legislative
initiativeshave failed andmuchofthe
pri:vately owned land for sale within
the park is threatened by develop
ment. Here'syouropportunitytohelp
keep theNortheast's crown jewelFor-
ever Wild. .

Buy Back The Dacks, a coop
erative effort of Wild Earth·and the
Adirondack Conservancy will iden
tifyand purchaseim~led landswith
a particular focus on sensitivehabitats
and private lands contiguous toexist
ing Wilderness. Your contributions
to 'Buy Back The Dacks go directly
toward land acquisition/preserva
tion-not to support the other im
portant work ofeither organization..

Buy BackThe Dacks...working
to protect wild habitat for all
Adirondack natives.

Send contributions to:
Buy Back Th~ Dacks Fund
Wild Earth
POB492
Canton, NY 13617

Available by writing or calling The Georgia R·eview, The University·ofGeorgia
Athens, Georgia 30602 (706) 542-3481

I

Keep it Wild. Buy it.
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Join the Cenozoic Society
and subscribe to

No gimmiCKS.* No gadgets.

Associate Members receive
an annual subscription (4
issues) toWild Earth and

discounts on back issues,
other publications and

merchandise.

o New Membership
o Renewal

$25 __ Associate Membership/annual
sUbscription.
$30__ Annual institution/group
subscription.
$30__ Associate Membership!
subscription in Canada or Mexico.
$35 __ Associate Membership!
subscription overseas. (surface mail)
$40__Associate Membership!
subscription overseas. (air mail)
$15 __Associate Membership/
subscription (Low Income)

$__ Here's adonation for gift
subscriptions. (Wild Earth staff may
choose recipienVs.)

$__ Here's my contribution
to the Wild Earth Research Fund.
o Send me asample issue.

(Please include $2 for postage.)

Name ----------

Street __---:- _

City _

State Zip _
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Send us your money.

Yes, we know you're deluged with pleas for money from wor
thy organizations. If you're like us, you may be waging a constant
battle to keep your mailbox free of appeals from the big, Washing
ton, D.C. environmental groups. Well, raising money is a tricky busi
ness and we're not very good at it. Wild Earth doesn't buy and sell
mailing lists, hawk green gadgetry, or print ads from caring corpo
rations like Dow and Exxon. Our focus is simple-Wild Earth acts
as an -independent, biocentric voice within the New Conservation
Movement, and publishes the finest, most visionary writing on wild
lands/conservation issues. And thai takes money.

THE RESEARCH FUND

No periodical like Wild Earth survives on sub
scriptions alone. We depend on contributions from
individuals and foundations. Your donation to
the Wild Earth Research Fund will make
it possible for us to continue to pub-
lish the kind of articles you see in
Wild Earth - bold vision backed
with sound science. All contribu
tions to the Research Fund are

used to pay contributors for their
work.

We don't claim that your $5,
$10, or $.500 contribution to the
Wild Earth Research
Fund is going to
save the planet. We
can guarantee,
though, that it will
help us continue to
be- a loud, uncom
promising voice
championing the cause of
biodiversity, wilderness
and life!

* O.K. Here's our gimmick. For a limited time, all donors sending $75 or more will receive a +
signed, limited edition print of the Northern Spotted Owl by artist Peggy Sue McRae. This

is the same, stunning image that appeared on the cover of l*ld Earth's premiere issue.

St'lHI t.l\-dedu('tihlt, donation" to: Tlu.' \Villl Earth Re"t'.lITh Fund
POB -191. Canton, ~y 1J617 ,..,,;t



Species Spotlight

(the wunnerful, wunnerful) , _

Channeled Whelk (Busycon canaliculatum)

Busycon canaliculatum is a marine snail of the Atlantic Ocean. It is native to shallow bay waters from Cape Cod, Massachu
setts, to St. Augustine, Florida, where it enjoys a sedentary life, dining on clams and oysters. (Cousin Lawrence, too, was

rumored to favor an indolent and sumptuous lifestyle.) A Channeled Whelk is typically about 4-7 inches tall (or long, or wide,
or in diameter. ..one never can be sure with a gastropod), and buffy gray in color, with a yellowish aperture. NativeAmericans
used whelk shells for wampum. The Channeled Whelk is one of a huge number of marine organisms that humans have
sometimes unwittingly, always unwisely - introduced to foreign waters: it is now found in the Pacific Ocean, too. Rachel Carson
described the Channeled Whelk, and its near relative the Knobbed Whelk, in her beautiful book The Edge of the Sea.

Artist Jennifer lVies-t (whose work also appears on p.24) is a Friend ofthe Gastropods and New Jersey resident.
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